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1.1 Tidal forces are defined as the remnant gravitational force on a body after

subtracting the force that would be exerted on a point mass at the body’s

center. To first order, these forces pull towards the primary on the side

nearest it and away from the primary on the opposing side. They also pull

inwards along the line perpendicular to the orbital plane (the rotation axis if

the target body has zero obliquity). The Earth’s ocean tides form a similar

shape which we experience twice a day as a fixed observer moves into and

out of the sub-lunar and antisub-lunar tide each day. Tides raised by the Sun

on the Earth generate a similar pattern but with roughly half the magnitude

compared to the Moon. The lunar and solar tidal effects are additive and

crate the largest tidal changes when the Moon is at its New or Full phase. . 2

1.2 After a planet reaches equilibrium with the tidal potential it will have a static

bulge pointed towards the primary mass. The planet’s shape will resemble a

prolate spheroid with additional oblateness provided by the centrifugal force

of its rotation. If the rotation has already synchronized with the orbital

period and there is no orbital inclination or eccentricity; the planet will retain

this shape forever assuming no external perturbation. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.3 An eccentric orbit leads to a time-varying gravitational equipotential surface

that varies between a more centerfugal-dominated shape at apocenter and a

tide-dominated one at pericenter. The relative orientation of a fixed point

on the target’s surface will also change over the course of the orbit. For a

prograde spin, this leads to a synchronized spin-rate that is slightly faster

than the orbital motion (Makarov & Efroimsky, 2013). . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
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1.4 An inclined orbit will vary the separation angle between the planet’s spin-axis

and the orbital plane. The tidal bulge will tend to point away from the orbital

plane and will experience a torque pointed towards it. A planet in a coplanar

orbit but having a non-zero obliquity will experience a similar torque as the

spin-axis will point towards or away from the primary over the course of the

orbit. This torque vanishes at the ascending and descending nodes for an

inclined orbit or at the two equinoxes for a planet with a non-zero obliquity. 6

1.5 A rotation rate which is not equal to the orbital motion (or the equivalent

equilibrium for an eccentric orbit) will force the tidal bulge to either lead or

lag the near-side of the primary. The resulting forces on the bulge will try to

tug it back in line. A primary mass experiencing non-syncrhonous rotation

will cause an acceleration (deceleration) of the satellite’s orbital speed as its

leading (lagging) bulge tugs on it resulting in a growing (shrinking) semi-

major axis. This is the scenario for the Earth which is slowly pushing the

Moon away at around 3.8 cm yr−1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

1.6 Depiction of common stress and strain relationships for most materials. Tidal

frequencies generally lead to secondary (or steady-state) creep. . . . . . . . 32

1.7 Representations of the rheological models used in throughout this work. A

spring (with compliance J) represents an element that exhibits purely elastic

rigidity. A dashpot (with viscosity η) is an element that exhibits purely

viscous damping. JU and JR = JU+δJ respectively represent the ‘unrelaxed’

and ‘relaxed’ compliances. The unrelaxed compliance measures the strength

of a material immediately after a stress load is applied. Whereas, the relaxed

compliance is a measure at an infinite time after load application. The two

viscosity terms ηS and ηP are determined by the dominant creep mechanism.

Elements marked by ηAn and JAn depict the hereditary Andrade mechanism,

which is contained within both the Andrade rheology and Sundberg-Cooper

rheology. The varistor-like symbology reflects these elements modeling a

broadened response spectrum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
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1.8 Andrade ζ and α found by several experimental studies on silicate material

over a range of moderate, pre-melt temperatures and at relatively high fre-

quencies (χmin ∼ 10−3 s). The legend keys refer to the following studies: A

- Tan et al. (2001), B - Jackson et al. (2002), C - Jackson et al. (2004), D

- Bunton (2001), E - Webb & Jackson (2003), and F - Sundberg & Cooper

(2010). Bunton (2001) and Sundberg & Cooper (2010) kept α fixed to 1/3 to

perform their fittings. Top Row: It could be argued that ζ appears to have

a negative slope with temperature; whereas, α is more or less flat. Bottom

Row: If the Andrade and Maxwell timescales are truly proportional to one

another we would expect to see a strong fit for the green dashed line. In-

stead, we find a power law to be a better fit (purple dashed line). A relative

uncertainty of 10% was used anywhere uncertainties were not reported. . . 46

3.1 Total mantle heat production rates (summation of tides and radionuclides)

are plotted against mantle temperature for the four rheologies studied, in an

Io-analog setting with an assumed solidus of 1600 K, and breakdown temper-

ature Tbr = 1800 K. To illustrate a full set of possible equilibria, all heating

curves use half Io’s modern e. Convective cooling as a function of tempera-

ture is shown in dashed yellow. Crossover points between convective cooling

and total heating indicate equilibrium points (both stable and unstable) as

discussed in Section 3.1. The shallow slope of the Andrade and Sundberg-

Cooper models allows (at half Io’s modern eccentricity) the emergence of

previously unreported tidal-convective equilibrium category: a quasi-stable

region of temperature ∼ 500 K wide. Deviations between Maxwell and the

other rheologies occur mainly in 1100–1600 K range. The position of the sec-

ondary Burgers peak seen in both the Burgers and Sundberg-Cooper models,

occurring T ∼ 1400 K, is governed by our choice of δJ = .2JU and ηP = 0.02ηS . 61
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3.2 The tidal heating rate is mapped as a contour in shear modulus vs. effective

viscosity phase space. Right and left sides of individual plots respectively,

represent cool and warm mantle temperatures, relative to the mantle’s melt-

ing point. The solid line represents a typical path a planetary object could

take as it melts (leftward along the trajectory) or crystallizes (rightward).

The tidal heating is given for Io with its present-day semi-major axis and

e = 0.5epresent. Rheological models with increasing complexity, starting from

the Maxwell model (upper left), to the Sundberg-Cooper model (lower right),

express a trend towards increasing the range of both parameters over which

elevated tidal dissipation will occur. Note how evolution trajectories do pass

through the enhanced tidal activity regions of the Andrade and Sundberg-

Cooper cases. This is the primary point that makes these rheologies highly

relevant for this system. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63

3.3 The ratio of a particular rheology’s heat production over Maxwell’s dissipa-

tion is shown (Row 1) at a fixed mantle temperature of 1200 K (Column 1),

1350 K (Column 2), and 1500 K (Column 3). As is the tangent of the tidal

lag ε2 (Row 2, see Equation 1.8), and the effective Q (Row 3, see Equation

1.49). We emphasize different regions of the frequency domain: frequencies

that might be obtained in laboratory studies are indicated by dark orange.

Moons and short-period exoplanets are designated by light orange. Orbits

too far away for strong heliocentric tidal heating are marked by blue. These

results were produced assuming an Io-like object orbiting Jupiter-like host. 66

3.4 Tidal dissipation, via K2, is mapped over the two Andrade empirical parame-

ters (Row 1), as well as temperature (Rows 2 and 3). The Andrade exponent,

α, is relatively well constrained, whereas the Andrade timescale ratio, ζ, is

not. To compensate for this ill-constrained ratio, we show a large domain.

Dissipation peaks at high values of α and about a critical value of ζ ∼ 10−6.

In the temperature domain, dissipation is dominated by partial melting for

T > 1600 K. However, a dampening effect in this region is achieved at low

ζ. Rheological effects dominate both models at T < 1600 K. A peak in the

Sundberg-Cooper model appears at a moderate temperature (T = 1400 K)

between 0.15 < α < 0.25. This temperature corresponds to the secondary

tidal-heating peak seen in Sundberg-Cooper in Figure 3.1. . . . . . . . . . . 69
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3.5 The Andrade timescale, ζ, is varied along with the orbital period. Dissipation

is represented by the imaginary component of the Love number. We empha-

size the following features: 1) The Sundberg-Cooper model caries moderate

dissipation for many values of ζ and period. 2) The secondary peak from the

Burgers component within Sundberg-Cooper produces a moderate dissipa-

tion that exists independent of ζ around a critical period of ∼3 days. 3) The

frequency dependent version of the Andrade mechanism will, as expected,

lead to no dependency on ζ below the critical frequency. 4) The selection of

a particular ζ value may lead to relatively consistent dissipation values for

drastically different orbital periods. This latter point may help explain the

consistent values of Q that are measured for the moon at its two different

tidal frequencies (Efroimsky, 2012a; Williams & Boggs, 2008). Note that we

do not expect dissipation to be strong at large orbital periods (right-hand

side of each subplot), as the equation for tidal heating (Equation 1.13) is

inversely proportional to several orders of the semi-major axis which will

suppress any increase in K2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70

4.1 A cartoon of the mean-motion resonance found between the Galilean moons.

This illustrates that for every orbit of Ganymede, Io will orbit four times and

Europa twice. Jupiter’s spin-rate acts to push out the moons, in particular,

Io, but perturbations between the moons will slow this expansion at the cost

of increasing eccentricity which is subsequently tidally dissipated leading to

the strong flexing seen at Io and Europa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73

4.2 Io is assumed to have coalesced into a hot, differentiated, molten sphere

at or just before t = 0. After τL Myrs, a long duration, constant, forced-

eccentricity of e = 0.003 is imparted on Io, mimicking the Laplace resonance

that currently exists between the Galilean Moons and Jupiter. Tidal dissi-

pation, for multiple rheological models, will then counteract this eccentric

orbit. Three different τL values are shown in three different rows. Column

1: Average mantle temperature is shown as a function of time. Column 2:

Tidal heating is shown as a function of time. Column 3: Tidal + Radiogenic

heating is plotted against the current mantle temperature. The last column

is a useful way to visualize the position each rheology is at on the idealized

Figure 3.1. It also shows which equilibrium is being reached, if any. . . . . . 79
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4.3 With the same initial state as described in Figure 4.2, we vary the forced

eccentricity that is kicked-on after τL = 500 Myr. As the forced eccentricity

decreases some of the rheological models are no longer able to find their HSE.

Instead, they may find moderate temperature equilibrium. We specifically

point out Row 3 where the Sundberg-Cooper model slowly heats as it climbs

its quasi-equilibrium described in Section 3.1, while Andrade never escapes

this quasi-equilibrium zone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

4.4 The time evolution of the Laplace resonance is explored within Io and Eu-

ropa for both an Andrade (left) and a Maxwell rheological model (right).

We use the total heating (tidal plus radiogenics) and cooling as a metric to

the interior state of the moons. Ganymede’s orbit is also tracked, but its

internal thermal state is not calculated in these preliminary results. Both Io

and Europa are assumed to start in a hot state (Tm = 1500K). This simula-

tion also assumes that the Laplace resonance has already been established at

t = 0. The time evolutions show strong divergences between the two mod-

els. The Sundberg-Cooper model is able to maintain modest heating within

Io for nearly the full-time history. Whereas, the Maxwell model dissipates

very quickly early on and leaves Io in a cooler state around the present day

(dashed-line if you assume Solar System formation at t = 0). At this point,

Europa then takes the brunt of the eccentricity forcing leading to dramatic

increases in dissipation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82

4.5 Here we show the results of 900 simulations of the Laplace resonance where

Io exhibits viscoelastic dissipation for four different rheologies. Dissipation

within Europa is fixed at a constant value of −Im[k̄2] = 10−3. Each box is

an individual simulation that is initialized with a different mean motion of

Io and at a different time, determined by the y and x axes respectively. The

pass index determines if a simulation was able to reproduce Io’s observed,

modern orbit (mean motion and eccentricity). The closer the index is to

four, the more successful that simulation was. We found that the Andrade-

like rheologies are able to reproduce today’s observations for a much wider

variety of initial conditions. If Io is well modeled by these rheologies then

the Laplace resonance will have looser constraints on its beginning. . . . . . 84
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5.1 Pluto and Charon analogs are subjected to forced eccentricities (top row) and

spin rates (bottom row). Dissipation is calculated within a target of the mass

of Pluto and Charon (solid and dashed lines respectively). We also show a

Pluto mass object with 2× its current semi-major axis (dotted line). Equi-

librium liquid H2O layer thickness is calculated and shown as a percentage of

the total H2O thickness (ice + liquid). Heating is calculated as a summation

of fixed radiogenic rate comparable to 2 Gya chondritic isotope concentra-

tions and the respective eccentricity or spin tidal dissipation. The maximum

liquid water percentage (blue left y-axis) is calculated by finding the equi-

librium thickness of the elastic+viscoelastic ice shell thickness. Radiogenics

alone produce non-trivial amounts of liquid water on Pluto no matter the

tidal interactions. However, tides (especially those produced by spins) can

greatly enhance liquid water growth. Damping timescales (defined as −e/ 〈ė〉

and −θ̇/
〈
θ̈
〉

respectively for eccentricity and spin) is shown in red on the

right y-axis. Note that both the liquid H2O percentages and timescales are

strongly coupled to the orbital motion which remains fixed in these results.

Three different viscoelastic models are shown in each column with the tradi-

tional fixed-Q on the far right. The subtle differences between models seen
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in red in Figure 5.1. If the goal is to examine long-term tidal effects then we
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5.3 Time histories are found via the simplified thermal-orbital-spin evolution pre-

sented here for a target object with Pluto’s mass (Column 1), Charon’s mass

(Column 2), and Pluto’s mass with a 1.5× Charon mass perturber. Rows 2,

3, and 4 show the time evolution of respectively, eccentricity (e), spin-rate

over mean motion (θ̇/n), and semi-major axis (a). The initial semi-major

axis, eccentricity, and spin rate are for Column 1: [.71 anow, 0.01, 17 n],

Column 2: [.71 anow, 0.01, 75 n], and Column 3: [.77 anow, 0.001, 38 n].

Eccentricity and non-synchronous spin are lost due to tidal heating (Rows 2

and 3). Likewise, the distance between primary and secondary is also modi-

fied by the systems’ relative frequencies and activated modes, with a tending

to increase when θ̇ > n and stay constant when θ̇ ≈ n (Row 4). The change

in depth (∆D, Row 1) measures the increase in ocean thickness that both

spin and eccentricity tides cause over radiogenics alone. This thickness is

found by monitoring the growth/loss of the purely conductive ice lid (Huss-

mann & Spohn, 2004). As in Figure 5.1, 3 different viscoelastic models are

explored. We note that the different viscoelastic models may greatly impact

the long-term orbital evolution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
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phase space an object experiences. We find that the mass of the secondary

in which tides are being generated is the main control on the vertical posi-

tioning of the underlying structure from Figure 3.2. Nominal unmelted shear

modulus may shift the horizontal position of the melting trajectory, however

only by small amounts, as plausible mantle shear moduli do not vary by as

many orders of magnitude as object mass may. Objects much larger than,

or much smaller than Io, will not experience as many Andrade, Burgers, or

Sundberg-Cooper dissipation features, and are thus better approximated by

a Maxwell model. The unique structure of the Sundberg-Cooper rheology is

most expressed at 100 MIo (∼ 1.5 ME). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
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6.2 A plot of orbital period vs. mantle temperature with contours of tidal heating

divided by insolation heating. Overlaid on the image are several exoplanets

that are plotted with their measured orbital period, and a calculated equi-

librium surface temperature (red dots) for a K-type star assuming a plane-

tary albedo of 0.3, and no atmosphere. The arrows represent an (unknown)

increase in temperature from the surface to the mantle where the tidal dis-

sipation is expected to occur. For the Earth, the temperature increases by

over a thousand degrees as you travel from the surface to the upper mantle.

The underlying tidal heating to insolation ratio is not specific to any of the

selected exoplanets, rather it is calculated for a hypothetical rocky planet

that has a mass (M = 3.8 ME) and radius (R = 1.5 RE) equal to the average

of the plotted planets. For illustration, the planets were chosen based on

similar mass and radii, with priority to multi-planet systems which are more

likely to host mean motion resonances. We can see that the cooler planets

are greatly impacted by an Andrade-like transient mechanism. . . . . . . . 104

6.3 The same methodology that was used in Figure 6.2, except the star is changed

to an M dwarf star. While the much cooler star decreases the surface tem-

perature of any orbiting planets, it will also decrease the magnitude of tidal

heating due to the reduced primary mass. The Andrade-mechanism is now

critical to maintaining large tidal heating in planets which have a mantle

temperature comparable to their surface temperature. . . . . . . . . . . . . 105

6.4 NSR tidal heating is shown for two different rheological models: Maxwell

(top row) and Andrade (bottom row). Column 1 allows the spin and or-

bital period to vary independently and are only equal along the black line

(synchronous rotation) with a fixed eccentricity of 0.01. Column 2 fixes the

orbital frequency at the value shown with the vertical black line while eccen-

tricity and spin-rate are varied. Large fluctuations in heating as a function of

spin can be seen in the Andrade model while that dependence is completely

lost in the Maxwell model. The physical and orbital parameters mimic those

for exoplanet TRAPPIST-1 e with zero inclination (Gillon et al., 2017). . . 107
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6.5 Using the same system and plot layout as Figure 6.4, we show circularization

timescales (defined as |e/ė|) in Myr. ė shows a strong dependency upon

spin for both rheologies. Maxwell, in particular, highlights the influence that

spin-orbit resonances might have on an exoplanet (resonances can be seen

as linear features in Column 1). Since higher order resonances are appended

with factors of e2 and I2, it takes a certain minimum eccentricity (and/or

inclination) to ‘activate’ the resonance. These activation thresholds can be

seen by the s-like curves in Column 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109

6.6 Six snapshots in time from an ASPECT convection simulation of a super-

heated, Earth-sized exoplanet are shown. The exoplanet is assumed to be

tidally locked to its star, resulting in a super-heated substellar point on the

left side of the images. The temperature difference between the left (day-

side) and right (nightside) is 1000 K. An arbitrary hexagonal temperature

distribution was chosen as the initial condition. Prior to the first image, the

mantle experiences a large-scale overturn event due to this initial condition.

The planet stabilizes from this initial event after ≈ 600 Myr. Starting at 200

Myr, the mantle experiences sluggish convection near the SSP. After 700 Myr

a global dayside to nightside convective flow begins to develop. After 1200

Myr the global flow is in full swing and is rapid. Flow is directed to the anti-

substellar point in the upper layers and towards the SSP in the lower layers.

Video of the full simulation can be found at https://youtu.be/bHeo1V2ihsY.111
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In this thesis, we explore the thermal and orbital evolution of rocky and icy worlds that

are under the influence of strong tidal forcing. Tides are an important mechanism that

extracts energy from the orbit and spin of a planet or moon and deposits it, via frictional

heating, into its interior. The efficiency of tidal dissipation is restricted by a planet’s ability

to flex under stress and strain. Recent laboratory work has shown that the atomic and

microphysical processes that ultimately govern this efficiency are not well modeled by the

rheological laws traditionally used in tidal studies.We utilize the more accurate rheologies of

Andrade (1910) and Sundberg & Cooper (2010) to describe the dissipation efficiency via the

complex Love number (Love, 1892). These are used in an interior model that allows the heat

generated by tides to warm a planet’s interior, potentially to the point of partial melting.

Heat extraction is modeled by one dimensional, parameterized thermal convection in either

the silicate mantle or, as is the case for Chapters 4 and 5, in an icy shell. Depending

upon the rheology, the magnitude of dissipation can vary significantly with the internal

temperature—creating a feedback where tides create heat which may increase or decrease

the strength of the tides.



We have found that the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper rheologies can produce 10–100×

greater dissipation compared to traditionally used models at cooler temperatures and higher

tidal frequencies. This increased dissipation allows for a greater number of thermal equilib-

ria between heat production and extraction. This may cause one world to experience more

rapid orbit and spin changes while another sees stable, moderate dissipation over long time

periods. We present the mathematical tools so that others may use these rheologies in fu-

ture studies. To emphasize the impact of these models, we also explored three specific types

of systems: the Laplace resonance between the innermost Galilean moons of Jupiter, tides

in collisionally-formed binary Trans-Neptunian Objects, and tides in heliocentric Earth and

super-Earth sized exoplanets.

Increased dissipation at lower temperatures leads to greater tidal stability in Laplace-like

resonances. This increased tidal resilience allows for more orbital and thermal perturba-

tions without knocking one or more of the resonant planets or moons into an unrecoverable

cooling phase. For the Galilean moons, this suggests that Io has been, and will remain, the

dominant dissipator. This is contrary to the results of traditional rheologies, which suggest

that Europa may become very hot in the next 500 million years. Andrade-like rheologies

also lessen restrictions on the initial conditions of the resonance, whereas traditional models

would require the resonance to begin very shortly after planet formation, or for it to have

produced more extreme orbital forcing.

It is thought that binary TNOs (such as Pluto-Charon and Eris-Dysnomia) are formed by

a grazing impact or near miss capture event that leaves them with high, non-synchronous

spins and large eccentricities. These small bodies were thought to be geologically uninter-

esting until observations revealed young active surfaces, such as that seen on Pluto by the

New Horizons spacecraft. We show that there exists a Goldilocks zone of moderate heating

that can result in sub-surface liquid water oceans for millions of years after a formation

event. The large number of binary TNOs suggests that this might have been the largest

reservoir of liquid water in our Solar System’s history, albeit for a short time.



Lastly, moving beyond our Solar System, the same resilience that is seen in the Galilean

moons will be applicable for exoplanets in compact, multi-planet systems. Meaning that

more systems will be stable, from a tidal perspective, for long-time periods. For exoplanets

orbiting cooler, M-dwarf stars, the amount of tidal heating impacts the traditional habitable

zone, especially for Andrade-like rheologies. For planets orbiting sun-like stars, heliocen-

tric tides will likely not be important from a habitability perspective. However, we can

still learn much about planetary interiors by studying these hot, non-habitable planets.

We present one such pathway where a tidally-locked, Earth-sized exoplanet experiencing

extreme dayside-to-nightside temperature differences will have a significantly altered inte-

rior. These worlds will experience large-scale hemispheric flows of mantle material from

dayside-to-nightside and a large interior density gradient which may be unstable from a

spin perspective. Any change to spin-axis orientation or a potential break of the tidal-lock

could offer an observational clue to exoplanet interiors.



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Tides lie at a unique multidisciplinary crossover where molecular-level interactions drive

changes in an entire planet’s temperature and orbital state. They have the power to increase

one world’s chance of habitability while cracking another asunder. The same type of tidal

forces that move the Earth’s oceans are also responsible for driving the famous volcanoes

on Jupiter’s moon Io and enhancing the size of subsurface oceans within icy moons like

Europa, Enceladus, and Titan. As the number of known planetary objects rapidly grows,

and observations of Solar System objects grow in complexity, there is an under-served need

to continuously build bridges between molecular-level laboratory experiments and the later

application of these discoveries to full-scale planetary objects. The work presented in this

thesis is an attempt to build such a bridge by introducing advanced material physics to the

planetary and tidal community.

1.2 Background

All physical objects that orbit a primary, perturbing mass1 will experience a gradient of

gravitational force throughout their body. Newton’s description of gravity states that the

magnitude of the force is inversely proportional to the separation distance between both

bodies squared; therefore, chunks of mass on the primary-facing side will have a stronger

gravitational tug than those on the opposing side. The tidal forces are these localized

variations which can be found by subtracting the force that would be exerted on the planet

1Throughout this section we will refer to the central, larger mass as the primary and the smaller orbiting
mass as the secondary. In general, tides affect both bodies so we will use the general term target to refer to
either object. We do not assume that the primary is more massive than the secondary.
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Figure 1.1: Tidal forces are defined as the remnant gravitational force on a body after
subtracting the force that would be exerted on a point mass at the body’s center. To
first order, these forces pull towards the primary on the side nearest it and away from the
primary on the opposing side. They also pull inwards along the line perpendicular to the
orbital plane (the rotation axis if the target body has zero obliquity). The Earth’s ocean
tides form a similar shape which we experience twice a day as a fixed observer moves into
and out of the sub-lunar and antisub-lunar tide each day. Tides raised by the Sun on the
Earth generate a similar pattern but with roughly half the magnitude compared to the
Moon. The lunar and solar tidal effects are additive and crate the largest tidal changes
when the Moon is at its New or Full phase.

as if its mass were concentrated at an infinitesimally small point at its center (see Figure

1.1). Planetary material that is not perfectly elastic will try to deform into an equipotential

surface, wherein the gravitational potential2 is constant over the surface, this results in the

static tidal bulge, depicted in Figure 1.2.

Any changes to the gravitational potential will result in a new equipotential surface and

will create forces on the static tidal bulge. These changes are caused by time variations

in the relative orientation and separation between points within the target and primary

bodies3. These can be caused by any combination of an eccentric orbit, an inclined orbit

2The gravitational force is equal to the gradient of the gravitational potential: F = −∇V .
3The potential will also change if either the target or primary body gains or loses mass. However, we do

not consider a changing mass in this study.
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Figure 1.2: After a planet reaches equilibrium with the tidal potential it will have a static
bulge pointed towards the primary mass. The planet’s shape will resemble a prolate spheroid
with additional oblateness provided by the centrifugal force of its rotation. If the rotation
has already synchronized with the orbital period and there is no orbital inclination or
eccentricity; the planet will retain this shape forever assuming no external perturbation.

or a spin-rate that is not equal to the orbital frequency. The shorter the orbital period the

faster the bulge will want to reorient itself. However, for short-period orbits, real materials

are far too viscous to complete this reorientation and instead will be locked in a constant

state of motion as long as the driving change in potential is present. On geologic timescales,

this constant flexing can lead to significant heating as an object’s bulk moves against itself

resulting in friction. That heat acts as a damper to the energy contained in the eccentricity,

inclination, and/or spin-rate—lowering their magnitude and thereby limiting their ability

to drive the original motion.

Such tidal flexing was predicted to drive large scale volcanism on Io (Peale et al., 1979)

mere months before the Voyager-1 flyby confirmed the hypothesis (Cassen et al., 1980).

This heat also enhances the likelihood of sub-surface liquid water oceans in many Solar

System moons such as Europa (Ojakangas & Stevenson, 1989), Enceladus (Hansen et al.,

2006), and Titan (Iess et al., 2012). On Earth, we experience tidal forces every day as

our planet’s non-synchronous spin miss-aligns our tidal bulge (strongly exhibited by our

oceans) with the Moon’s position once every day. The ocean on the near-side to the Moon

3



is pulled towards it while the entire bulk of the Earth is pulled away from the ocean on

the opposing side, leading to two bulges (ignoring the solar tides). The locations of these

bulges appear to change throughout the day as a fixed observer will rotate into and out of

both of them leading to our semi-diurnal (twice a day) ocean tides. What is less obvious

is that the entire bulk rock of the Earth also experiences the same tidal forces, but with a

less apparent impact due to the viscosity of the Earth’s mantle material being far too large

to cause noticeable movement (this movement is often referred to as solid body tides).

This work is an examination of these solid body tides in both rocky and icy worlds. We

focus on how efficiently a rocky or icy world is able to dissipate orbital and spin energy

via tidal friction. Therefore we are only interested in systems which have the time-varying

forces that lead to dissipation. To first order, there are four different configurations that

can generate a time-varying tidal force between two objects (real objects can experience a

combination of multiple configurations):

• Eccentric Orbit - Figure 1.3

– An object in a non-circular orbit will experience a changing physical separation

distance from the primary mass. This results in the sub-primary point experi-

encing a changing tidal magnitude over the course of the orbit.

– In addition, eccentricity tide includes a librational part, as an eccentric orbit

with constant rotation results in a sub-primary point that does not always point

exactly along line connecting the target to the primary (See Figure 4.13 in Murray

& Dermott, 1999).

• Inclined Orbit or Non-zero Obliquity - Figure 1.4

– If the primary or secondary’s equatorial plane does not coincide with the orbital

plane then the tidal bulge will lag above or below the orbital plane when it

is not at an ascending or descending node (inclined orbit) or at its equinoxes

(obliquity).
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– Azimuthal torques will drive the orbit’s inclination or obliquity to be either 0◦or

90◦(excluding any additional perturbation from a Kozai-like resonance).

• Non-Synchronous Rotation - Figure 1.5

– If the rotation rate of the target body is not equal to the orbital period then

the static tidal bulge will either lead ahead or lag behind the line connecting the

mutual near-sides of the primary and secondary. Polar torques on the target’s

bulge will tend to synchronize its spin-rate to the orbital mean motion, n. This

synchronization will change both the spin-rate and the mean motion. For a

prograde rotation rate of θ̇:

– θ̇ > n

? Secondary body lagging tide: will tend to decrease the semi-major axis.

? Primary body leading tide: will tend to increase the semi-major axis.

– θ̇ < n

? Secondary body satellite leading tide: will tend to increase the semi-major

axis.

? Primary body lagging tide: will tend to increase the semi-major axis.

• Librations

– A target object that would otherwise have a synchronized spin-rate may be

knocked into a librating motion due to an impact or other perturbing torque.

This will set the tidal bulge on a pendulum-like motion relative to the primary-

secondary connecting line. This motion is only sustainable if the body is suffi-

ciently triaxial in shape.

– Librations could occur up-to-down, side-to-side, or a combination of the two as

seen from an outside observer. Therefore, the torques on the bulge can result in

both a polar and azimuthal torque.
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Figure 1.3: An eccentric orbit leads to a time-varying gravitational equipotential surface
that varies between a more centerfugal-dominated shape at apocenter and a tide-dominated
one at pericenter. The relative orientation of a fixed point on the target’s surface will also
change over the course of the orbit. For a prograde spin, this leads to a synchronized
spin-rate that is slightly faster than the orbital motion (Makarov & Efroimsky, 2013).
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Figure 1.4: An inclined orbit will vary the separation angle between the planet’s spin-axis
and the orbital plane. The tidal bulge will tend to point away from the orbital plane and
will experience a torque pointed towards it. A planet in a coplanar orbit but having a non-
zero obliquity will experience a similar torque as the spin-axis will point towards or away
from the primary over the course of the orbit. This torque vanishes at the ascending and
descending nodes for an inclined orbit or at the two equinoxes for a planet with a non-zero
obliquity.
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Figure 1.5: A rotation rate which is not equal to the orbital motion (or the equivalent
equilibrium for an eccentric orbit) will force the tidal bulge to either lead or lag the near-side
of the primary. The resulting forces on the bulge will try to tug it back in line. A primary
mass experiencing non-syncrhonous rotation will cause an acceleration (deceleration) of
the satellite’s orbital speed as its leading (lagging) bulge tugs on it resulting in a growing
(shrinking) semi-major axis. This is the scenario for the Earth which is slowly pushing the

Moon away at around 3.8 cm yr−1.

In this thesis, we concentrate on dissipation generated by an eccentric orbit and non-

synchronous rotation (NSR) with brief discussions of the impact of obliquity tides. Tides

due to eccentricity and NSR are both the most applicable to a wide range of systems and

produce a significant amount of dissipation. Librational tides are able to produce up to

an order of magnitude higher dissipation but are only applicable to bodies which have a

large triaxiality (Frouard & Efroimsky, 2017). If a body does have large triaxiality, such as

Epimetheus, then librations will be critical. We leave the study of such objects to future

work. Tides due to obliquity and inclination are more relevant as many planets and moons

have at least some inclination or obliquity. But, the resulting dissipation is usually an order

of magnitude or more weaker than those due to eccentricity or NSR 4. However, obliquity

tides can play pivotal roles in capturing a planet into spin-orbit resonances (briefly discussed

4For instance, the moon Io has an eccentricity ∼ 5.8× larger than its inclination. Since tidal dissipation
scales as the square of eccentricity and inclination, the dissipation within Io due to inclination will be ∼ 34×
smaller.
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in Section 5).

This chapter is divided two sections: the theory behind the orbital mechanics of tides

(Section 1.3) and the estimation of a planet’s material response to tidal forces (Section

1.4). The following chapter (Chapter 2) will discuss the interior model and implementation

details of the science introduced here.

1.3 The Tide Raising Potential

The gravitational attraction between two objects has been studied for millennia but the

modern mathematical derivations of this attraction date back to the work of Newton.

By considering the primary and secondary objects to be point masses (appropriate if

the separation distance is much larger than the respective radius of each object), then the

gravitational potential at the target of interest is equal to −GMpri/ |r | where Mpri is the

non-target’s mass and r is their mutual separation vector. This formula is the primary

driver of all orbital motion, but the assumption that both objects are point masses does

not allow for localized variations of the potential on either the secondary or primary body.

This assumption breaks down for orbital separations that are significantly smaller than

either object’s radius, as is the case with short-period moons and exoplanets. Treating the

target body as having a physical size will require an infinite number of r throughout the

target’s body—one for each atom it is comprised of. Expanding this new definition of r

will lead to a gravitational potential that looks like −GM/a + . . ., where a is the average

separation distance. The ‘. . .’ represent additional terms to the gravitational potential that

are dependent upon which area on the target body you look at and at what position it is

in relative to the primary. By subtracting off the averaged-distance term we are left with

the tidal potential. Darwin (1880), the son of Charles Darwin, was one of the earliest tidal

scientists who, while studying the Moon, wrote down a general formulation of the tidal

potential. During which he correctly hypothesized that the Moon would not be able to

instantly respond to the forces arising from the gravitational potential. Darwin modeled
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this by introducing a time delay in the potential equation. It is this delayed response that

would lay the foundation of the analytical modeling of tidal dissipation for the next hundred

years. Kaula (1964) reformulated Darwin’s work by writing the potential in terms of the

traditional Keplerian orbital elements and expanding it to an arbitrary order of eccentricity

and inclination (see also Kaula, 1961). From Kaula’s time to the present much of the

field of tidal physics has been focused on applications of the Darwin-Kaula potential to

specific systems and parameter spaces. In the last decade, there have been several notable

improvements to the Darwin-Kaula formulation which will be emphasized throughout this

chapter.

To write down the Darwin-Kaula tidal potential we start by considering a central, pri-

mary body with mass Mpri at position rpri (reckoned from an origin at the target body’s cen-

ter of mass) which is orbited by a target body with mass Mtarg at point rtarg where the sepa-

ration angle between the two vectors is γ. Both rtarg and γ change with time, but it is easier

to work with potential in frequency space. Therefore, we take the Fourier transform of the

potential leaving it as a summation over a primary integer l and rpri(t), γ(t)←− r̃pri(ω), γ̃(ω)

. Ignoring the constant potential −GMpri/a we are left with the tide-raising potential W ,

W (r, γ) = −GMpri

rpri

∞∑
l=2

(
r

r̃pri(ω)

)l
Pl(cos γ̃(ω)). (1.1)

Where Pl is the l-th order Legendre polynomial. In practice, the angle γ is difficult

to measure as it is dependent upon the spin-rates of both the primary and target body as

well as their respective motions in space. Instead we can utilize the associated Legendre

functions Pl,m to we rewrite γ in terms of the primary and target’s latitude (φpri and φ)

and longitude (λpri and λ) (Darwin, 1908):
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W (r, φ, λ) = −GMpri

rpri

∞∑
l=2

(
r

rpri

)l l∑
m=0

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
(2− δ0m)Pl,m(sinφ)Pl,m(sinφpri)

× cos (mλ−mλpri).

(1.2)

This formulation of the gravitational potential is useful in a laboratory setting (in fact,

it mimics the form used in spherical electrostatics (Jackson et al., 2008b)), but is still too

difficult to apply to orbital changes in space since both objects latitude and longitude (as

well as overall distance) will change relative to one another since they are not sharing an

inertial reference frame. Fortunately, a key contribution from Kaula to the theory was

reworking Darwin’s potential to use the Keplerian elements reckoned from an inertial frame

of reference (Kaula, 1961, 1964). Taken at the surface of the target Rtarg, Eq. 1.2 becomes,

W = −GMpri

a

∞∑
l=2

(
Rtarg
a

)l l∑
m=0

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
(2− δ0m)Pl,m(sinφ)

l∑
p=0

Flmp(I)

∞∑
q=−∞

Glpq(e)

 cos

sin


l−m even

l−m odd

(υlmpq −m(λ+ θtarg)) .

(1.3)

Where F and G are polynomial functions of inclination and eccentricity. Definitions of these

functions, and a selection of relevant cases, can be found in Appendix D and are further

discussed in Szeto & Lambeck (1982) and (Kaula, 1961). θtarg is the spin angle of the target

object. The Fourier variable, υlmpq, is tied together by the geometry of the problem (Kaula,

1964),

υlmpq ≡ (l − 2p)ω + (l − 2p+ q)M+mΩ. (1.4)
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In order to study tidal dissipation, we must analyze the dynamics of this potential which

is easier done using frequencies rather than the geometry angles. Efroimsky & Makarov

(2014, see Section 2.2) provides a detailed description of this translation and records the

tidal frequency modes, ωlmpq, as

ωlmpq ≡ υ̇lmpq −mθ̇

= (l − 2p)ω̇ + (l − 2p+ q)Ṁ+m(Ω̇− θ̇).
(1.5)

For the purposes of this work, we will consider no precession of the pericenter or ascend-

ing nodes. We will also assume that the change of the mean anomaly can be approximated

by the orbital mean motion, n. Applying these assumptions to Equation 1.5 leads to,

ωlmpq ≈ (l − 2p+ q)n−mθ̇. (1.6)

1.3.1 Tidal Lagging & Dissipation

The above derivation is for the static tide at a given point due to the primary body. This

static bulge contains mass that will again alter the gravitational potential. Thus, the dy-

namic tidal potential at some arbitrary point, r, will be proportional to this static potential,

W , scaled by the separation between r and the target body. It will also be strongest if the

physical bulge is able to fully deform in response to the static potential. Since each planet

will respond differently depending upon its composition (and no real planet will be able

to fully deform) we abstract the response ability into a term called the Love number, kl,

(Love, 1892) which will be discussed more in Section 1.4.3. Using these scaling factors we

can write the tidal response potential as,

U(r, rpri) =
∞∑
l=2

kl

(
Rtarg
r

)l+1

Wl. (1.7)
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As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, a dynamic system will see the tidal bulge

either leading ahead or lagging behind the line connecting the primary to the target body.

For simplicity, we will use the term ‘lag’ to mean either a leading or a true lagging event 5.

As discussed in Efroimsky & Makarov (2014), both the angle of the lag and the magnitude

of the reaction will be dependent upon frequency. Since we have already established that

the Love number takes into account the magnitude of the response to the tidal bulge, we

can simply modify it to be frequency dependent. We implement this by bringing the Love

number into the innermost sum of Equation 1.3 and allowing it to vary with frequency as

kl(ωlmpq). The lag angle, εl, will act as a phase difference from the static potential. It too will

be dependent upon frequency, which we will capture with the short-hand εlmpq ≡ εl(ωlmpq).

This phase lag is then subtracted off from the other angle terms in the last bracket of

Equation 1.3. The tidal potential contains sines and cosines of this lag, but the dissipation

contains only sines due to a later differentiation step6. Combining the sine of the phase lag

with the frequency dependent Love number we arrive at a complete parameterization of a

planet’s ability to physically respond to tidal forces. Utilizing complex numbers, we can

combine the phase lag with the dynamic Love number for target planet as,

kl,j(ωlmpq,j) sin εl(ωlmpq,j) = −Im[k̄l,j(ωlmpq,j)], (1.8)

Throughout this chapter we will use the following shorthand to represent this term.

Kl,j {ωlmpq,j} ≡ −Im[k̄l,j(ωlmpq,j)] (1.9)

or simply,

Klmpq,j ≡ −Im[k̄l,j(ωlmpq,j)]. (1.10)

5The only mathematical difference in the terminology is a sign change, which is automatically taken into
account by the difference between the mean motion and spin rate, as seen in Equation 1.6.

6We point out that the cosine terms may become important in the orbital evolution of inclined orbits,
see Section 1.3.2 for details.
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In this section we do not assume that dissipation is restricted to either the primary or

secondary. Instead we adopt the index and subscript j to indicate the target body (either

the secondary or primary) and k to indicate the opposite body. We also use the index i to

denote a summation over both bodies (not to be confused with i =
√
−1 used elsewhere in

this text).

The curly brackets in Equation 1.9 wrap around an input to the functional form of K

which is discussed in Section 1.4.3.

1.3.2 Orbital Evolution

Both high and low spikes in dissipation occur over the course of an orbital period and a

period of Apsidal precession. However, since most calculations in this work are preformed

on timescales much longer than these periods, we perform an averaging scheme that leads

to a smoothing of these variations. Any quantities which are averaged will be designated

by brackets, <>, and are defined by (for any time-dependent function X),

〈X〉 =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
XdM. (1.11)

As discussed and derived by Efroimsky & Makarov (2014), the total loss rate of energy

due to tidal dissipation within a homogeneous body is found from a combination of the

static and dynamic potentials:

〈
Ėj

〉
=

1

4πGRj

∞∑
l=2

(2l + 1)

∫ 〈
Wl,jU̇l,j

〉
dS. (1.12)

Where dS represents integration over longitude and latitude of the target planet.

Inserting Equations 1.3 & 1.7 into Equation 1.12 they found,
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〈
Ėj

〉
=
GM2

k

a

∞∑
l=2

(
Rj
a

)2l+1 l∑
m=0

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
(2− δ0m)

l∑
p=0

F 2
lmp(Ij)

×
∞∑

q=−∞
G2
lpq(e)ωlmpq,j Klmpq,j .

(1.13)

The term (ωlmpq,j Klmpq,j) is an even function and may be replaced by χlmpq,j |Klmpq,j |.

Where the physical forcing frequencies are defined as the absolute value of the tidal modes,

χlmpq = |ωlmpq|. This replacement emphasizes the fact that
〈
Ėj

〉
is strictly positive or zero.

The total energy of the system is equal to the combination of kinetic and potential

energies of the orbit and spin-rates of both the primary and secondary. The eccentric

orbit’s kinetic and potential energy sum is given by EOrb = −GMjMk/2a. Each body

has rotational kinetic energy ERot,i = Ciθ̇
2
i /2. However, the system, in general, is not

conservative as any tidal dissipation extracts some energy in each body, Ei, in the form of

heat,

〈EOrb〉+
∑
i

[
〈ERot,i〉 − 〈Ei〉

]
< 0. (1.14)

If there is no external perturbations to the system then Equation 1.14 describes the

total energy budget. Given this we can use the law of conservation of energy to set the

time derivative of the total energy equal to zero. This creates an equivalence between the

dissipation within the primary and secondary,

∑
i

〈
Ėi

〉
= −

(〈
ĖOrb

〉
+
∑
i

〈
ĖRot,i

〉)

= 0.

(1.15)
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By estimating the moment of inertia of the primary and secondary as Ci = 2MiR
2
i /5,

we can then calculate the change of rotational kinetic energy (Ferraz-Mello et al., 2008),

〈
ĖRot,i

〉
= Ciθ̇i

〈
θ̈i

〉
. (1.16)

The change of rotation is equal to the spin-axis torque. In our scenario we assume that

the only applicable torque is the polar tidal torque on the object7, τz,i,

θ̈i =
τz,i
Ci〈

ĖRot,i

〉
= θ̇ 〈τz,i〉

(1.17)

The dissipation due to a changing orbit is found by differentiating the sum of the orbital

kinetic and potential energies,

〈
ĖOrb

〉
=

d

dt

[
−GMjMk

2a

]

=
GMjMk

2a2
〈ȧ〉 .

(1.18)

We can now solve for the change in semi-major axis by plugging Equations 1.18 and

1.17 into Equation 1.15,

〈ȧ〉 = − 2a2

GMjMk

∑
i

[
θ̇i 〈τz,i〉+

〈
Ėi

〉]
. (1.19)

By Kepler’s 3rd law we can also express the evolution of the orbital mean motion as,

7Equation 1.17 is incorrect if the body is significantly triaxial in shape. An additional torque due to the
body’s permanent triaxiality must be added to the polar torque. This additional torque will cause librations
which can greatly influence heating and evolution (Frouard & Efroimsky, 2017).
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〈ṅ〉 = −3n

2a
〈ȧ〉 . (1.20)

This is as far as the conservation of energy can take us. But, if we assume there are no

external torques on the system, just as there are no external energy wells or sinks, then the

total angular momentum, H, will also be conserved. Angular momentum from the rotation

of either the primary or target, HRot,j , is able to transfer into the angular momentum of

the orbit, HOrb, or vice versa. An example of this is the Earth’s spin transferring into

the Moon’s orbit—pushing it away from us. The rotational angular momenta are equal to

the object’s spin-rate scaled by its moment of inertia. The orbital angular momentum is

proportional to en−1/3. Combining these to find the system’s total angular momentum we

find,

H = HOrb +
∑
i

HRot,i

=
MjMk

Mj +Mk
na2
√

1− e2 +
∑
i

Ciθ̇i.

(1.21)

Averaged over the orbit, and neglecting external torques, the total change in angular

momentum will vanish,
〈
Ḣ
〉

= 0. Taking the orbit-averaged derivative of Equation 1.21

results in,

〈
Ḣ
〉

=
MjMk

Mj +Mk

√
G (Mj +Mk)

[√
1− e2
a

〈ȧ〉
2
−
√

a

1− e2 〈ė〉 e
]

+
∑
i

〈τz,i〉

= 0.

(1.22)

Where we used Equation 1.17 to replace the change of spin-rate with the polar tidal
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torque. Solving this equation for 〈ė〉,

〈ė〉 =
1− e2
e

〈ȧ〉
2a

+
Mj +Mk

MjMk

1

e

√
1− e2

aG (Mj +Mk)

∑
i

〈τz,i〉

=

√
1− e2
e

[√
1− e2 〈ȧ〉

2a
+

an

GMjMk

∑
i

〈τz,i〉
]
.

(1.23)

Inserting Equation 1.19 into Equation 1.23 leads to

〈ė〉 =
Mj +Mk

MjMk

√
1− e2
a2ne

∑
i

〈τz,i〉(1− θ̇i
n

√
1− e2

)
−

〈
Ėi

〉
n

√
1− e2

 . (1.24)

In the end, we can calculate orbital and spin evolution using the total dissipation rate

within both the primary and target object (given by Equation 1.13) and their induced polar

torques. The polar torque is also derived from the tidal potential as (Efroimsky & Williams,

2009)8,

τz,j = 2
GM2

k

a

∞∑
l=2

(
Rj
a

)2l+1 l∑
m=0

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
m

l∑
p=0

F 2
lmp(Ij)

∞∑
q=−∞

G2
lpq(e) Klmpq,j . (1.25)

Inserting the tidal dissipation and polar torque into the formula for ȧ and ė we find,

8Note that this form of the polar torque omits terms which are quickly oscillating. We assume such terms
will average out over the course of the orbit. See Efroimsky & Williams (2009) for more detail.
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〈ȧ〉 =− 2a
∞∑
l=2

l∑
m=0

(l −m)!

(l +m)!

l∑
p=0

∞∑
q=−∞

G2
lpq(e)

×
[ (

Rj
a

)2l+1 Mk

Mj
F 2
lmp(Ij)Klmpq,j ×

(
2mθ̇j + (2− δ0m)ωlmpq,j

)

+

(
Rk
a

)2l+1 Mj

Mk
F 2
lmp(Ik)Klmpq,k ×

(
2mθ̇k + (2− δ0m)ωlmpq,k

)]
,

(1.26)

〈ė〉 =

√
1− e2
e

∞∑
l=2

l∑
m=0

(l −m)!

(l +m)!

l∑
p=0

∞∑
q=−∞

G2
lpq(e)

×
[ (

Rj
a

)2l+1 Mk

Mj
F 2
lmp(Ij)Klmpq,j

×
[
2mn−

√
1− e2

(
2mθ̇j + (2− δ0m)ωlmpq,j

)]

+

(
Rk
a

)2l+1 Mj

Mk
F 2
lmp(Ik)Klmpq,k

×
[
2mn−

√
1− e2

(
2mθ̇k + (2− δ0m)ωlmpq,k

)]]
.

(1.27)

If we make the replacement ωlmpq,i = (l− 2p+ q)n−mθ̇i then the innermost multiplier

in both equations becomes:

(
2mθ̇i + (2− δ0m)ωlmpq,i

)
=


(l − 2p+ q)n m = 0

2(l − 2p+ q)n m 6= 0
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Azimuthal Torque & Inclination Evolution

The time evolution of inclination depends, in part, on the azimuthal torque, τy,i. This

torque tugs on a satellite’s tidal bulge orthogonal to axis of rotation. This force acts to

pull the planet back into the orbital plane, or perpendicular to it, I −→ 0◦, 90◦ (see Figure

1.4). As of this writing, the azimuthal torque has not been derived to the same degree

of accuracy as the polar torque (Equation 1.25). For this reason, we do not attempt to

calculate the time evolution of inclination in this study. However, for completeness, we will

mention the impact that inclination can have on specific systems. First we outline how the

evolution of inclination can be calculated given the azimuthal torque and then discuss latest

work that is being done to solve this problem. The method we summarize here was largely

borrowed from Ferraz-Mello et al. (2008). We direct the interested reader to this text for

more information.

To calculate the change in inclination we need to consider the geometry of the orbital

problem. As mentioned earlier, the changing rotational angular momentum is equal to the

change in spin-rate. But, this is only true if there is no inclination. If there is an inclination

then the unit vector of spin (k̂) will also have a non-zero time derivative as the rotation

axis is no longer orthogonal to the orbital plane,

d

dt

(
θ̇k̂
)

= θ̈k̂ + θ̇J̇ ik̂; θ̈ =
〈τz〉
C

; J̇ = −〈τy〉
Cθ̇

(1.28)

Where θ̇J̇ describes the rate of change of the unit vector9 relative to the orbital plane.

This azimuthal torque acts on the orbit as well as the rotation. There will be a com-

ponent of torque perpendicular to the orbital plane and one parallel to it. If there were no

inclination this perpendicular torque would simply be the polar torque and the azinuthal

and parallel torques would vanish (see Figure 6 in Ferraz-Mello et al., 2008). However,

a non-zero inclination will require an additional projection of these two torques onto the

9In Equation 1.28 the i represents
√
−1 and the term ik̂ is simply a unit vector that is perpendicular to k̂.

It is also important to not confuse the J in Equation 1.28 for the complex compliance J which is discussed
more often in this document.
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orbital plane:

τ⊥ = 〈τz〉 cos I − 〈τy〉 sin I

τ‖ = −〈τz〉 sin I − 〈τy〉 cos I

(1.29)

These torques are related to the change in the orbital angular momentum by,

d

dt
(HOrbû) =

d

dt
(HOrb) û+HOrbŻiû;

d

dt
HOrb = τ⊥; HOrbŻ = τ‖. (1.30)

The total change in inclination will be a combination of its impact on orbital and

rotational changes,

〈
İ
〉

=
〈
Ż + J̇

〉
= −τz sin I − τy

(
MjMk

√
G (Mj +Mk) a (1− e2)
Mj +Mk

cos I +
1

Cθ̇

)
. (1.31)

Since the eccentricity enters the equation for orbital angular momentum, H, Equations

1.29 & 1.30 suggest that a modification to eccentricity is also required when considering

non-zero inclination10. Equation 1.23 now becomes,

〈ė〉 =

√
1− e2
e

(√
1− e2 〈ȧ〉

2a
+

an

GMjMk

∑
i

[〈τz,i〉 sin Ii + 〈τy,i〉 cos Ii]

)
. (1.32)

The process for obtaining the azimuthal torque is to start with the Kaula expansion

for the tidal potential, Equation 1.7. This can then be used in Equation 78 of Williams &

10this modification is in addition to the already present terms containing inclination in Equation 1.24.
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Efroimsky (2012) to find the azimuthal torque. Efroimsky (2017) pointed out that terms

may arise that are proportionate to k2 cos ε rather than k2 sin ε as used throughout this work.

Such terms may end up affecting the change in the mean motion of the body (see footnote

3 in Efroimsky, 2015). The derivation of this torque is beyond the scope of this work as

we do not consider any inclination in our time-evolution studies. However, for comparison

purposes, we present the truncated formulation of the azimuthal torque as presented in

Ferraz-Mello et al. (2008)11,

τy,j = −3

2

GM2
kR

5
j

2a6
sin Ij

[
K2,j

{
θ̇j

}
+ Sgn(2n− 2θ̇j) K2,j

{∣∣∣2n− 2θ̇j

∣∣∣}

+ Sgn(2n− θ̇j) K2,j

{∣∣∣2n− θ̇j∣∣∣} ]
(1.33)

Truncation of Torques, Dissipation, and Evolution Formulae

The full form of Equations 1.13 & 1.25 are not practical for real-world problems due to

the computational limitations of calculating the many (technically infinite) summations at

each time step of a simulation. However, their full form is not necessary if we make some

reasonable assumptions:

• The object separation distance is much larger than either of their radii, a� Ri

– Using this assumption will result in the terms containing R2l+1
i /a2l+1 in both the

polar torque and heating equations to tend to zero with larger values of l. For

instance, l = 3 would result in terms of ∼ nR7
i /a

7 which will be small for most

of the cases we are interested in12.

– We will limit the first summation of both formulae to l = 2. This has the

effect of also restricting m ∈ {0, 1, 2} and p ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Restricting to l =

11Please see Table 1.1 for a comparison of the tidal lags presented in Ferraz-Mello et al. (2008) and the
formulations used throughout this work

12l > 2 may be important for Trans-Neptunian Objects which we discuss in Section 5.
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2 will also enable us to ignore all other Love numbers except for 2nd order

(Im
[
k̄l (ωlmpq)

]
→ Im

[
k̄2 (ω2mpq)

]
) .

• Eccentricity and Inclinations are small

– As can be seen in Appendix D, the eccentricity and inclination functions (G and

F ) are polynomials of e and Ii whose exponent grows as q → ± ∞. These

polynomials are ultimately squared and multiplied by each other as well as by

the aforementioned small separation divisor and the small K2. By restricting our

study to O(e2, I2, eI) we limit q ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and exclude cross terms of e and Ii.

Applying these assumptions to the tidal modes (see Equation 1.6) we are left with a lim-

ited set shown in Table 1.1. If the object’s spin becomes synchronized with the orbital

period then all of these modes collapse into a single frequency equal to the mean motion, n.

Otherwise, it is the summation of these multiple tidal modes that lead to NSR tides funda-

mentally changing the form of dissipation and spin/orbital evolution. It is often quoted in

the literature that NSR tides create dissipation Ė ∼ n5θ̇2—if the Darwin-Kaula derivation

is an accurate model of tidal physics then this is incorrect. Instead, NSR dissipation has

a complex coupling between eccentricity, inclination, and the difference between spin-rate

and mean motion Ė ∼ n4
∣∣∣n− θ̇∣∣∣×K2 × {1, e2, I2i }. Depending upon the rheology, K2 may

or may not also be proportional to some power of frequency. Thus, it can be difficult to

predict what the relationship between Ė and frequency will be, until the material and the

orbital environment are both established.

The rest of this section is devoted to comparisons between the formulae outlined in

Section 1.3.2 and other tidal dissipation and evolution models commonly used in the com-

munity. For simplicity, we will assume that dissipation is restricted to the satellite and will

use the subscripts s and h for respectively the satellite and host parameters. We also show

the effect that inclination has on the formulae, but do not present inclination’s own time

evolution equation for the reasons stated in Section 1.3.2.
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Table 1.1: Tidal forcing frequency modes that are relevant for the assumptions stated
in Section 1.3.2. Column 2 shows the Fourier integers lmpq used to calculate each mode.
For comparison purposes, Column 3 contains the corresponding tidal lags as defined in
Table 1 of Ferraz-Mello et al. (2008). Column 4 indicates which modes are active after

spin-synchronization (θ̇ = n). Only the physical frequencies, χi = |ωi|, are used in the
calculation of tidal heating. However, the sign of each tidal mode is used in the definition
of Ψi and will impact the tidal torque and spin-orbit evolution calculations. Many more
tidal modes will become relevant if the assumptions restricting l = 2 and the truncations
of e and I are relaxed.

Forcing Mode (ωi) l, m, p, q FM Lag εi Spin-Synced Frequency

2n− 2θ̇ 2, 2, 0, 0 ε0 0

3n− 2θ̇ 2, 2, 0, 1 ε1 n

n− 2θ̇ 2, 2, 0, -1 ε2 −n
n and −n 2, 0, 1, 1 and -1 ε5 n and −n

2n− θ̇ 2, 1, 0, 0 ε8 n

−θ̇ 2, 1, 1, 0 ε9 −n

Spin-Synchronous (n = θ̇): truncated to e2, I2, eI

Compare to (Fischer & Spohn, 1990; Henning et al., 2009; Segatz et al., 1988).

〈
Ėj

〉
=

3

2

GM2
kR

5
j

a6
n
[
7e2 + I2j

]
K2,j {n} (1.34a)

〈τz,j〉 =
3

2
12
GM2

kR
5
j

a6
e2 K2,j {n} (1.34b)

〈ȧ〉 = −3

2
2
MkR

5
j

Mja4
n
(
19e2 + I2j

)
K2,j {n} (1.34c)

〈ė〉 = −3

2

MkR
5
j

Mja5e
n
(
7e2 + I2j

)
K2,j {n} (1.34d)

The tidal heating formula for a spin-synchronous case is also often written down as,

〈
Ėj

〉
=

3

2

R5
jn

5

G

[
7e2 + I2j

]
K2,j {n}. (1.35)
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This is equivalent to Equation 1.34 if you assume that the central mass is much larger

than the satellite’s mass. It also should be noted that one of the powers of n in Equation

1.35 is the tidal frequency while the other powers are the orbital frequency. In the spin-

synchronized case there is no difference, but if your tidal frequency is allowed to deviate

away from n then this equation is no longer valid.

Non-Synchronous-Spin: e = 0, Ij = 0

We have not found a similar formulation in the literature. Isolated spin tides were considered

in Murray & Dermott (1999, pg 222, exercise 5.2), however, their formula takes a different

form.

〈
Ėj

〉
=

3

2

GM2
kR

5
j

a6

(
n− θ̇j

)
K2,j

{
2n− 2θ̇j

}
(1.36a)

〈τz,j〉 =
3

2

GM2
kR

5
j

a6
K2,j

{
2n− 2θ̇j

}
(1.36b)

〈ȧ〉 = −3

2

MkR
5
j

Mka4
2nK2,j

{
2n− 2θ̇j

}
(1.36c)

〈ė〉 = 0 (1.36d)
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Non-Synchronous-Spin: truncated to e2, I2j , eIj

Compare these results to (Ferraz-Mello et al., 2008)13.

〈
Ėj

〉
=

3

2

GM2
kR

5
j

a6

[
3

4
e2nK2,j {n}+

1

2
I2j θ̇j K2,j

{
θ̇j

}

+
1

2
I2j

(
2n− θ̇j

)
K2,j

{
2n− θ̇j

}
+

1

8
e2
(
n− 2θ̇j

)
K2,j

{
n− 2θ̇j

}
+

49

8
e2
(

3n− 2θ̇j

)
K2,j

{
3n− 2θ̇j

}

+

(
1

2
− 1

2
I2j −

5

2
e2
)(

2n− 2θ̇j

)
K2,j

{
2n− 2θ̇j

}]

(1.37a)

〈τz,j〉 =
3

2

GM2
kR

5
j

a6

[
− 1

2
I2j K2,j

{
θ̇j

}

+
1

2
I2j K2,j

{
2n− θ̇j

}
+

1

4
e2 K2,j

{
n− 2θ̇j

}
+

49

4
e2 K2,j

{
3n− 2θ̇j

}

+
(
1− I2j − 5e2

)
K2,j

{
2n− 2θ̇j

}]

(1.37b)

13We point out the difference between our Equation 1.37 and its apparent double of Equation 48 in Ferraz-
Mello et al. (2008). We believe this difference is due to ibid ’s definition of tidal lag versus the definition we

have adopted from the work of Efroimsky & Williams (2009).
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〈ȧ〉 = −3

2

MkR
5
j

Mja4
n

[
3

2
e2 K2,j {n}

+ 2I2j K2,j

{
2n− θ̇j

}
+

1

4
e2 K2,j

{
n− 2θ̇j

}
+

147

4
e2 K2,j

{
3n− 2θ̇j

}

+
(
2− 2I2j − 10e2
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1.4 Material Physics

As discussed in Section 1.3.1, the efficiency of an object to dissipate tidal energy can be

parameterized by its complex Love number14. It is dependent both upon a planet’s ability

to flex, or strain, in response to tidal forces, or stresses, as well as the magnitude of friction

created by such flexing. This relationship between stress and strain is referred to as the

rheology of a material. Differences in the composition have a significant impact on both

of these mechanisms. In general, a weaker material is better able to flex with tidal forces

14In truth there are three different types of Love numbers each describing a different aspect of a planet’s
rigidity. However, you can assume that whenever we state ’Love number,’ unless otherwise specified, we are
referring to kl which describes the additional potential produced by a deforming potential.
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but if a material is too weak it tends to produce an insignificant amount of friction as

neighboring material slides by without resistance. For example, the Earth’s oceans easily

flex due to the Moon’s tides, but pure water sloshing against itself creates little friction and

dissipation. It is the interaction between the ocean and continental coastline, or between

different density layers15, which produce significant dissipation (Egbert & Ray, 2000; Jayne

& St. Laurent, 2001; Lambeck, 1975, e.g.,). The fact that these seemingly small interactions

carry such weight in tidal evolution leads to a very sophisticated and sensitive Love number.

It would, therefore, be ideal to rely solely on observations of Love numbers instead of

trying to calculate them from first principles. Yet, the aforementioned rheology of the

material is a direct measurement of its strength, which is extremely sensitive to changes in

temperature, pressure, chemistry, and the frequency of stress or strain changes. This makes

any observation of a planet’s Love number only an instantaneous snapshot of the planet’s

dissipative capability. Extrapolating that measurement to the past or future, for instance

running time-domain simulations, is sure to lead to great error unless we can constrain the

problem with other physics. Fortunately, we live on a rocky planet that gives us access to

the materials that are likely to comprise other worlds. Experiments on such materials can

allow us to calculate the Love number in an a priori fashion.

Over the past hundred years the greatest improvements to tidal theory have come from

the better modeling of planetary materials. Laboratory experiments have been able to

constrain these material’s rheologies, and therefore their Love numbers, in domains that

approach those exhibited by planets and moons. Fitting the results of these studies to

mathematical models is an exceedingly complicated process which requires different rheo-

logical models for the various temperature, pressure, and chemical domains. Constructing

such a hybrid Love number would be too computationally demanding to then act as an

input to the other complexities outlined in this chapter. Fortunately, we can learn a lot

about a planet by performing additional estimations that reduce complex material data into

a relatively small set of rheological phenomena, which can be more easily combined into an

15Density inhomogeneities in the ocean are generally caused by temperature and salinity gradients.
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estimated Love number.

This section is broken up into a description of these phenomena, called creep mecha-

nisms, their combination into macro-scale rheological models, and finally their impact on a

material’s strength. Before diving into these topics we point out a cautionary word about

the most commonly used method for approximating a planet’s Love number, the fixed-Q

rheology (Section 1.4.1).

1.4.1 Fixed-Q Rheology

Applied tidal theory has in the past been dominated by the use of the fixed quality factor

(or fixed-Q) rheological model. This model was originally matured for binary star analysis

wherein their orbital evolution is governed by their respective quality factors (following

similar physics to that which was laid out in Section 1.3). It is also a useful observable as it

collapses all the complexity outlined at the start of this section into a single number, which

can then be measured by orbit observations or in-situ gravity measurements at a planet or

moon. It can then be used in subsequent missions as the rheology of a planet is unlikely to

change on the order of 100 years.

The value Q is formally defined as the ratio between the peak energy stored in an

oscillating system16, Epeak, to the energy lost due to dissipation during one cycle, ∆E

(Efroimsky, 2012b; O’Connell & Budiansky, 1978; Zschau, 1978):

Q(ω) ≡ −2π
Epeak(ω)

∆E(ω)
(1.38)

If the dissipation is linear (as we assume in this work) then the energy lost at one

frequency is independent of the energy lost at any other frequency, allowing us to write

the above relation, where ω is the frequency of oscillation. For planetary studies, this

frequency would be the dominant tidal mode which is generally assumed to be the mean

16An oscillating system could be anything from a moon in its orbit around a primary mass to a spring
undergoing dampened oscillations, making this fixed-Q approach applicable to non-astronomical physics.
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orbital motion, n. However, in-situ measurements can only measure Q at the frequency(ies)

the planet is currently experiencing. For example, ignoring long-term precessions, we only

know the Q of our Moon at a period of 27 and 365 days as those are the only frequencies

the Moon is being perturbed by (from the Earth and Sun respectively). This measurement

limitation has filtered into the modeling community and has left many studies to ignore the

frequency dependence of Q entirely (e.g., Barnes, 2017; Bolmont et al., 2015).

Using a planet’s global Q we can then estimate the negative imaginary component of

the complex Love number as,

Kl ≈
kl
Q
. (1.39)

The non-barred kl refers to the static elastic Love number which could be measured

by gravity observations, or if a planet is assumed to be homogeneous and with constant

density, takes the form (Love, 1892):

kl =
3

2(l − 1)

1

1 + µ̃l
(1.40)

The effective shear rigidity of a planet, µ̃l, is defined as the ratio between the planet’s

shear modulus, µ, and its self-gravitational strength,

µ̃l =
2l2 + 4l + 3

l

µ

gρR
. (1.41)

A fixed-Q rheology is the appropriate method for calculating dissipation at a fixed

moment of time for which you have measured kl and Q for the object in question. This

was the method used by Peale et al. (1979) who predicted a strongly active Io mere weeks

before confirmation by the Voyager spacecraft (Morabito et al., 1979). It continues to be

a useful tool in studying other Solar System objects for which we have a decent constraint

on the value of k2 and Q (some contemporary measurements have been provided in Table
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1.2). However, it has also been used incorrectly to calculate the dissipation of objects which

do not have a measured Q such as exoplanets. Occasionally, the fixed-Q model is used in

time evolution studies of Solar System objects which may or may not have well constrained

modern Q values, let alone historical values. The issue with these types of studies is that the

fixed-Q rheology has no rheological underpinning, and simply uses the scalar to characterize

all dissipative processes within an object. It is common to find studies that neglect any

frequency dependence of the response (or do so by testing a small range of scalar Q values),

and rely upon selecting Q values that have been confirmed through observation among

Solar System objects with similar characteristics (typically radius, mass, or density) to the

object under study. This method, however, is highly susceptible to major errors, due first

to the strong frequency dependence of most microscale dissipation mechanisms, and second

that major differences in internal temperature and partial melt composition may often exist

for planets of similar outward bulk properties (Henning & Hurford, 2014; Henning et al.,

2009). It has also been observed that forcing frequencies vary on astronomical timescales

(Hussmann & Spohn, 2004; Murray & Dermott, 1999), so while it remains very useful for

first-round analysis, using a fixed-Q for time domain studies will fall short in describing a

planet with changing orbital and interior conditions.

1.4.2 Creep Mechanisms

All rheological models are attempts to represent the microphysical interactions between

atoms and grains of a planet’s bulk material on the macro scale, typically with a compact

set of equations. Most models have been developed to match basic viscous and/or elastic

responses, or to match specific datasets. Later attempts to associate such models with

particular grain-scale phenomenon has had mixed success (see discussion in McCarthy &

Castillo-Rogez, 2013). This section is not intended as a comprehensive review of the field.

We do, however, present some overarching comments on the specific rheological models

used in this study, all of which have some degree of consensus in the material science
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Table 1.2: Fixed-Q values for a selection of rocky and icy solar system objects in descending
mass. For rocky objects a shear modulus of 5×1010 [Pa] and for icy objects (Titan, Europa,

Ceres, and Pluto) a shear modulus of 3 × 109 [Pa] were used in the calculations of k2 and
µ̃2. The modeling community often uses a range of Q ∈ {10− 100} for objects which have
an unknown Q.

Object Name µ̃ k2 Q References

Earth17 4.0 0.302 230− 360 Ray et al. (2001)
Wahr & Sasao (1981)

Venus 4.1 0.295 ≤ 17 Konopliv & Yoder (1996)
Goldreich & Soter (1966)

Mars 8.2 0.164 80− 130 Lainey (2016)
Nimmo & Faul (2013)

Mercury 2.3 0.451 ≤ 190 Mazarico et al. (2014)
Goldreich & Soter (1966)

Titan 1.6 0.589 unk. Iess et al. (2012)
Io 99.0 0.015×Q unk. Lainey et al. (2009)

Moon18 61.7 0.024 37.5 Konopliv et al. (2013)
Williams et al. (2001, 2014)

Europa 46.1 0.032 unk. calculated
Pluto 182.7 0.008 unk. calculated
Ceres 1932.6 0.001 unk. calculated

Perfectly Rigid ∞ 0 — definition
Perfectly Fluid 0 1.5 — definition
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Figure 1.6: Depiction of common stress and strain relationships for most materials. Tidal
frequencies generally lead to secondary (or steady-state) creep.

community19. We start the discussion by highlighting some of the creep mechanisms that

the different rheologies are attempting to describe. In this context, creep refers to the

generally slow movement of a material when exposed to stresses. A good mental picture to

have is a hot iron rod slowly deforming while under load (Except that iron deforms far faster

than most planetary materials). At the atomic level, there can be many different types of

motion—the dominant of which defines what creep regime (see Figure 1.6) the material is

currently experiencing.

Below we list the most dominant varieties of creep a planet might experience.

Grain Volume Diffusion (Nabarro-Herring Creep)

Vacancies or defects (a location with an absence of an atom in a crystal lattice) move

through a crystal (or grain) due to high temperatures and applied stress. Over time, mass

transfer is achieved and the grain becomes elongated perpendicular to the axis of maximum

stress. This creep is most common in fine-grained material held at low-stresses and high tem-

peratures (generally only a few percent away from the melting temperature of the material).

Grain Boundary Diffusion (Coble Creep)

19A more thorough introduction can be found in the following references: Faul & Jackson (2015); Karato

& Spetzler (1990); Turcotte & Schubert (2014).
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Similar to the Nabarro-Herring creep, this creep is driven by the movement of defects. But

instead of that movement being inside grains, Coble creep occurs when defects move across

grain boundaries into neighboring grains or crystals. It occurs at a slightly lower tempera-

tures than Nabarro-Herring creep and is more sensitive to grain size.

Dislocation Creep

At high relative stress (σ ' µ) and relatively low temperatures, the dominant creep mecha-

nism is the movement of dislocations (a termination point of a crystal chain occurring inside

a grain rather than at the boundary) within a grain. This creep is highly sensitive to the

applied stress and has no dependence on grain size.

Grain Boundary Sliding

At moderate stress levels (between those required for diffusion and dislocation creep) and

at moderate to high temperatures the creep can become dominated by the sliding between

grains. This is particularly relevant for material that has exhibited or is exhibiting grain

boundary diffusion wherein vacancies will be more common at grain interfaces. The more

of these vacancies there are the larger the inter-grain voids will become leading to a higher

probability of sliding. There is a moderate dependence upon both grain-size and stress.

1.4.3 Viscoelastic Rheological Modeling

Modeling the viscoelastic response of a planet requires us to move beyond the fixed-Q model

and consider rheological models that attempt to describe the above creep mechanisms in

concise formulae (e.g., Nowick & Berry, 1972). The first step beyond fixed-Q is the Maxwell

rheology which has seen widespread use in tidal studies for over 30 years (e.g., Ross &

Schubert, 1986). In the Maxwell model, rock or ice responds as a perfect mechanical spring

in series with a damper (or dashpot, see Figure 1.7). When stress is applied the material will

experience an instant elastic strain due to the spring extending (the magnitude of which

is governed by shear modulus or compliance). This strain is recoverable once the stress is
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Figure 1.7: Representations of the rheological models used in throughout this work. A spring
(with compliance J) represents an element that exhibits purely elastic rigidity. A dashpot
(with viscosity η) is an element that exhibits purely viscous damping. JU and JR = JU +δJ
respectively represent the ‘unrelaxed’ and ‘relaxed’ compliances. The unrelaxed compliance
measures the strength of a material immediately after a stress load is applied. Whereas, the
relaxed compliance is a measure at an infinite time after load application. The two viscosity
terms ηS and ηP are determined by the dominant creep mechanism. Elements marked by
ηAn and JAn depict the hereditary Andrade mechanism, which is contained within both
the Andrade rheology and Sundberg-Cooper rheology. The varistor-like symbology reflects
these elements modeling a broadened response spectrum.
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removed. The damper will allow for an infinite amount of strain (restricted only by the

stress-application time, or method), but at a non-instantaneous rate. The viscosity of the

material governs this non-recoverable flow. An applied sinusoidal stress load will result

in a damped and phase-lagged sinusoidal strain response. The spring and dashpot in the

Maxwell model create a characteristic frequency where attenuation is maximized (analogous

to RC circuits in electrical engineering). This frequency is the inverse of the Maxwell time

which is equal to the product of viscosity and compliance (τM = JUηS). The relationship

between stress, σ, and strain, ε, for the Maxwell model is given by the following equations:

ε1 = JUσ; ε̇2 =
σ

ηS
; ε = ε1 + ε2 (1.42a)

σ + JUηS σ̇ = ηS ε̇ (1.42b)

The Maxwell model largely captures the role of diffusion creep and can somewhat de-

scribe a planet’s dissipation dependence on frequency. However, when real materials are

tested it is generally found that the frequency-dependence of the Maxwell model’s frequency-

dependency is too strong and lacks important subtleties such as regions in the frequency

domain where attenuation flattens (e.g., Jackson et al., 2002; Sundberg & Cooper, 2010).

The physical reasons for this are still debated. However, it is generally accepted that the

timescales that most planetary-scale stresses occur at are too slow for a purely elastic re-

sponse and too quick for a purely viscous response (e.g., Ranalli, 1995). They instead fall

into a transient creep regime which is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The specific mechanisms

that dominate this transient regime are material and state dependent. This is also an area

of active debate, but it is thought that a combination of dislocation accommodated grain

boundary sliding is likely to be important for the Earth’s mantle (Karato & Spetzler, 1990).

No matter the source, it is impossible for a pure Maxwell model to capture this transient

(and recoverable) creep. Yet, if we connect the spring and damper in parallel, instead of in

series, we produce a transient effect where at the onset of stress the material will slowly build

up strain, which is slowly recovered once the load is removed. The stress-strain relationship
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becomes20:

ε = δJσ1; ε̇ =
σ2
ηP

; σ = σ1 + σ2 (1.43a)

δJσ = ε+ δJηP ε̇ (1.43b)

This rheology is often referred to as the Voigt-Kelvin model. It is a useful building block

for other rheological models but can not model the purely elastic and viscous effects which

will still be important for planets. It becomes clear that a combination of the Voigt-Kelvin

and Maxwell models would be a better universal model. Indeed, the Burgers rheology is

such a combination and has been shown to better model the transient creep. In particular, it

has been used to capture certain interface interactions at grain boundaries (Faul & Jackson,

2005; Peltier et al., 1986; Sabadini et al., 1987; Yuen et al., 1986). These become relevant at

moderate frequencies and are generally described by a peak or plateau in attenuation. Grain

boundary sliding often occurs on timescales shorter than the Maxwell time and is partially

recoverable. This recoverable anelastic21 strain is unique to rheological models which possess

a transition between a fully elastic and viscous response. The Burgers model also contains

a Maxwell element that represents classical diffusion creep, where non-recoverable creep

motion is thought to occur through vacancy migration inside of grains. Such diffusional

creep dominates at high temperatures and/or low frequencies. Postglacial rebound studies

have suggested that the Burgers body may be a more appropriate model of Earth’s upper

mantle than a Maxwell body, although perhaps at a limited range of temperatures and

frequencies. Using parameters suggested by Earth-based observations (see Henning et al.,

2009), leads the attenuation peak at mantle temperatures in the 1200–1600 K range.

The Burgers rheology, however, still fails to model attenuation at higher frequencies

(Gribb & Cooper, 1998; Jackson et al., 2004, 2002; Sundberg & Cooper, 2010). It has become

20Generally the values of the compliance and viscosity for transient creep are not equal to that of a purely
elastic or viscous response. Therefore, we define JU and ηS for the viscous and elastic cases and δJ and ηP
for the transient creep (see Figure 1.6 and Table A.1).

21We follow the convention that anelastic refers to plastic deformation that is recoverable and viscoelastic
refers to deformation that is irrecoverable.
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apparent that the transient creep extends to much higher frequencies leading to a softening

of the negative slope of attenuation. In theory, this could be modeled by adding more parallel

spring-dashpots to the Burgers model. This extended Burgers rheology has been used to

fit particular datasets (e.g., Sundberg & Cooper, 2010), but requires many parameters that

must be found for every material. Since the phenomenon of softer attenuation slope at

higher frequencies appears to be applicable to many materials, including ices (see Castillo-

Rogez et al., 2011), it quickly becomes too laborious to run experiments to find these many

parameters. Furthermore, the more terms present in the complex compliance drastically

increases computation time. Luckily it has been known for nearly a hundred years that we

can produce a similar attenuation response by adding in a time-dependent, fractional power-

law term in the relationship between stress and strain. This rheology is often attributed

to (Andrade, 1910) who used it to model experiments on deforming copper metal. The

Andrade rheology has since been shown to be successful in describing a broad range of

laboratory studies, including silicate minerals, metals, and ices, and has recently made its

way into planetary science.

ε1 = JUσ; ε̇2 =
σ

ηS
+ αJU (ζJUηS)−α tα−1; ε = ε1 + ε2 (1.44a)

αζ−α (JUηS)1−α tα−1 + σ + JUηS σ̇ = JU ε̇ (1.44b)

The key feature of the Andrade rheology is the ‘softening’ the too-steep frequency de-

pendence of the Maxwell model. This softening can also be interpreted as (and is, indeed,

mathematically defined as) an infinite summation of response peaks in the frequency do-

main. This is in sharp contrast with the Maxwell model, where peak attenuation occurs at

one mathematically exact frequency, with sharp fall off on either side of χ = τ−1M . Shifting

models away from mathematically exact attenuation peaks has been referred to as ‘response

broadening’, and the Andrade model exhibits features of such a useful shift. This is achieved

in the model by considering an infinite number of spring-and-dashpot parallel pairs, then
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in series with one another (akin to an infinite-sum extended Burgers rheology). The time

dependence of the Andrade model is perhaps the most important aspect of this rheology,

in that it describes a hereditary reaction. Such a reaction is different from a purely viscous

response whose details are lost after a load is removed (irreversible). A hereditary reaction

retains some aspect of material ‘memory’ and is therefore reversible (Efroimsky, 2012a).

Besides the response broadening, another commonality in material studies is a secondary

Debye peak in attenuation that is smaller in magnitude to the Maxwell response and gen-

erally at a frequency greater than the inverse Maxwell time. The source of this additional

peak is still not well understood and may vary for different materials. In silicates it is

thought to be a result of the unpinning of grain boundaries leading to more efficient grain

boundary sliding (Karato & Spetzler, 1990). For ices with large grain sizes, this secondary

peak is strongly related to the size of sub-grains (Caswell et al., 2019), and is thus thought

to be related to the motion of these sub-grains within the larger grain matrix.

Since the source of this phenomenon is weakly understood, most material studies either

develop new rheological models (with a variety of new parameters) or use an Andrade or

an extended Burgers model to fit their data. As mentioned, new rheologies with many

parameters are not useful to planetary physics due to limitations in computing power.

However, a composite rheology was presented in Sundberg & Cooper (2010) as a better

fit to laboratory data and is simply a series combination of an Andrade and Voigt-Kelvin

rheology. The experiments of Sundberg & Cooper (2010) are of particular value to the

planetary community, in that they were conducted both with useful mantle-analog material

samples and at mantle relevant temperatures. The samples used were peridotite, primarily

composed of olivine with the remainder (39% by volume) composed of orthopyroxine, with

characteristic grain sizes of around 5 microns. Temperatures tested ranged from 1473 K to

1573 K. Although the experiments were conducted at 1 atm pressure, high-pressure work

remains rare, and temperature has consistently proven to be the most critical environmental

parameter in determining a material’s bulk viscoelastic behavior22, at least within one phase.

22An exception to this statement may be the compressibility of the planet’s bulk. A topic that is discussed
in Section 6.1.
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The additional Debye peak provided by the parallel spring and dashpot does a good job at

capturing the attenuation of both silicates and ices (e.g., Caswell et al., 2019; McCarthy &

Castillo-Rogez, 2013; Sundberg & Cooper, 2010).

Even more material response models exist for materials relevant to a terrestrial planet’s

interior, including the Lomnitz (1956), Becker (1925), and Michelson (1917) rheologies.

More still are offered in the context of ices by McCarthy & Castillo-Rogez (2013, and

references therein). A large portion of these other models arise from empirical functions

developed to fit early laboratory data. However, these models have not seen widespread

adoption in the planetary community for simple reasons, such as the fact that different

mathematical formulations lead to results that are not especially unique, such as the close

comparison between the Lomnitz rheology and the Becker rheology (Mainardi & Spada,

2012; Strick & Mainardi, 1982). In other cases, models such as the Michelson rheology

(e.g., Lomnitz, 1956) contain a very large number of empirical coefficients, designed to

improve a fit to one set of laboratory data, but which do not link back especially well to

specific microcrystalline properties or phenomena. A general rheology model, such as the

one presented in Birger (1998), shows promise in switching between these different models

based on strains, temperatures, and forcing frequencies. However, the Andrade rheology

and its composite model are here deemed to be modestly superior test cases in that they

first encompass the basic laboratory results which the Lomnitz and Becker rheologies were

also created to capture (that of response-broadening across a much wider range of input

frequencies than a Maxwell model, also known as quasi-frequency independence), yet have

the additional advantage of being anchored by far more modern geophysical and laboratory

experiments.

We note that Birger (2006) raises a number of issues for Earth’s mantle rheology that

advanced planetary modeling may eventually need to consider. At very high strain levels

power-law creeping begins to occur which may require modifications to the attenuation

broadening in the Andrade model. Birger (2012) states a rough numerical threshold for

this transition may occur at a strain of 10−3–10−2. This thesis is primarily concerned with
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smaller bodies which experience less strain. For instance, strain within Io depends on the

assumed rigidity, location, and time within an orbit, but falls typically in the range 1–

3×10−6, as determined in tests using the methods of Henning & Hurford (2014) or more

simply by Equation 4.192 in Murray & Dermott (1999). For very short period Earth-

mass exoplanets some strain terms may reach 1–50×10−5, raising the possibility of local

flow regions entering into this transition zone, given that Birger notes mantle convection

stresses can locally alter the dominant creep mechanism. Rheological anisotropies can also

exist even in a single mantle-relevant crystal, even ahead of considering a polycrystal matrix.

Given that even lateral temperature inhomogeneities in a convecting mantle cannot yet be

considered in most present tidal methods (excepting, perhaps, techniques such as Frouard

et al., 2016; Sotin et al., 2002), these points serve as a reminder of the magnitude of work

required to eventually unite modern material science with modeling the interiors of larger

worlds.

In seeking the most relevant rheological extensions beyond Andrade to test, we find that

the composite rheology of Sundberg & Cooper (2010) to be the most useful for planetary

science. This model is able to reproduce material studies while still being computational

simple. In this thesis we refer to this model as the Sundberg-Cooper rheology and offer the

first use of it in the study of tidal physics.

Love Number Dependence on Rheology

The correspondence principle (see Appendix C in Efroimsky, 2012a), valid for linear defor-

mation, allows us to cast the complex Love number in the same form as its static definition,

Equation 1.40 (Efroimsky, 2012b). Except that now we use the complex rigidity, µ̄, which

will be frequency dependent. This replacement will occur in the definition of effective rigid-

ity (Equation 1.41) but we want to keep that definition unchanged so we still have a useful

tool to compare and contrast different planet’s relative self-gravity. Instead of modifying the

definition of effective rigidity we choose to divide by the unrelaxed rigidity on the outside

and then replace with the complex rigidity.
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k̄l(ωlmpq) =
3

2(l − 1)

1

1 + (µ̄(ωlmpq)/µ) µ̃l
(1.45)

It is often easier to work with rheologies when they are cast in terms of complex com-

pliances, rather than complex rigidities (J̄ = µ̄−1). Doing this replacement in the Love

number and rearranging terms results in,

k̄l(ωlmpq) =
3

2(l − 1)

J̄(ωlmpq)

J̄(ωlmpq) + µ̃lJ
(1.46)

The functional form of J̄ , also referred to as the creep function, for each rheology we

consider is given in Table B.1.

Tidal dissipation is dependent only on the imaginary portion of the complex Love num-

ber. We can separate the real and complex parts of Equation 1.46:

Re
[
k̄l(ωlmpq)

]
=

3

2(l − 1)

(
Re
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

])2
+
(
Im
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

])2
+ Re

[
J̄(ωlmpq)

]
µ̃lJ(

Re
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

]
+ µ̃lJ

)2
+
(
Im
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

])2
(1.47a)

Im
[
k̄l(ωlmpq)

]
=

3

2(l − 1)

Im
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

]
µ̃lJ(

Re
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

]
+ µ̃lJ

)2
+
(
Im
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

])2
= −Kl (ωlmpq)

(1.47b)

For reference, in Table B.4 we have derived the equations for −Im
(
k̄l
)

for both the

Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper models, writing them in terms of the fundamental element

parameters that are visualized in Figure 1.7. It may be more convenient to use the real

and imaginary components of the complex rigidity in a particular model, so we also provide

those derivations in Tables B.2 and B.3.
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Using Euler’s equation on k̄l = |k̄l| exp−iεl| we find the phase of the complex Love

number is the ratio of its imaginary and real parts,

tan εl(ω) = − Im
[
k̄l(ωlmpq)

]
Re
[
k̄l(ωlmpq)

] = − Im
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

]
µ̃lJ(

Re
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

])2
+
(
Im
[
J̄(ωlmpq)

])2
+ Re

[
J̄(ωlmpq)

]
µ̃lJ

(1.48)

Since −Im[kl] = |kl| sin εl we can define an effective Q value as the inverse of the sine of

the tidal phase lag. The usefulness of such a variable is debatable as it should be considered

an a priori calculation of Q whereas the Q used in a fixed-Q rheology is either a posteriori

value or an estimate. However, it may on occasion be useful to compare the predicted and

measured Q values.

Ql(ω) ≡ sin−1 εl(ω)

= −

√
k̄lk̄
∗
l

Im
[
k̄l(ω)

]
= − 1

Im
[
J̄l(ω)

]
µ̃lJ

√(
Im
[
J̄l(ω)

]
µ̃lJ
)2

+
(
µ̃lJ +

(
Re
[
J̄(ω)

])2
+
(
Im
[
J̄(ω)

])2)2
(1.49)

The dependence of effective Q on k̄l imparts it with a dependence on l23. Planets on

short-period orbits will likely have multiple significant l terms thereby making comparisons

between the effective Q and measured Q more of a challenge.

The tidal phase found by Equation 1.48 is equivalent to the physical lag angle of the

static tidal bulge from the line connecting the primary and secondary (see Figures 1.2

– 1.5). It can be negative, positive, or zero depending upon the sign and magnitude of

23The situation is even worse for bodies which are significantly triaxial as both k̄ and ε may depend on
integers mpq as well.
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ωlmpq, corresponding, respectively, to a lagging, leading, or static bulge24. Recall that the

definition of ωlmpq (Equation 1.6) allows for negative or zero values depending upon the

ratio between the planet’s spin and its orbital motion. The absolute value of the tidal phase

will correspond to the positively defined phase between stress and strain within the planet

(Efroimsky, 2012a, and its online supplemental material).

Andrade Parameters and their Dependencies

The Andrade exponent, α, has been constrained between 0.1 and 0.5 (Gribb & Cooper,

1998; Jackson et al., 2002; Weertman & Weertman, 1975, also see Figure 1.8) for olivine

with slightly lower values for other rocky/icy materials (McCarthy & Castillo-Rogez, 2013;

McCarthy et al., 2007). Fontaine et al. (2005) found that a fine-grained gabbronorite sample

which was heated to the point of partial melt was fit with α ∼ 0.2 at lower frequencies and

a slightly negative α at higher frequencies. It is possible that this flip to a negative α is

due to the secondary peak exhibited by the Sundberg-Cooper model (which was not used

in their fitting). In any case, the frequency of this flip occurred is far too high (χ 1 Hz) to

be applicable to tidal scenarios. Since partial melting is a major factor in our models we

lean towards the results of Fontaine et al. (2005) and set α = 0.2 as our nominal testing

value. In Section 3.4, however, we will explore a range of α ∈ 0.05 − −0.5 to account for

this uncertainty.

ζ is defined as the ratio between the Andrade and Maxwell characteristic creep timescales

ζ = τA/τM (Efroimsky, 2012b). It is related to a better-known parameter β which acts a

coefficient to the time dependence of the time-dependent compliance (J(t)) and is used in

most material studies. Following the advice of Efroimsky (2012b) we choose to forgo β in

favor of ζ due to clear physical definition of ζ and the nebulous fractional dimensions of β.

24In the case of an inclined orbit the terms ’leading’ and ’lagging’ lose some of their meaning as the bulge
will either be leading or lagging the vertical direction relative to the orbital plane.
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The conversion between the two is given by,

ζ ≡ τA
τM

(1.50a)

τA ≡ α
√
J/β (1.50b)

τM ≡ Jη (1.50c)

The value of ζ is determined by the underlying creep mechanisms compared to a purely

diffusional creep. If we assume that diffusional creep is dominating (as is the case for

moons like Io (Ashby & Verrall, 1977)) then τA ∼ τM and ζ ∼ 1 (Castillo-Rogez et al.,

2011; Webb & Jackson, 2003)25. Unless otherwise specified, we continue to use a value of

ζ = 1 for simplicity of comparison. However, the assumption that diffusional creep is the

dominant mechanism will not be valid for many interesting tidal cases. As discussed earlier

in this section, dislocation creep becomes important when tidal stresses are high or when

pressures are large as may be the case for dissipating layers within super-Earth exoplanets.

If these dislocations occur at boundaries between grains then grain boundary sliding will

also be an important creep mechanism. Grain boundary sliding is partially captured by the

Sundberg-Cooper model, but with a different ζ value26.

A selection of reported values for ζ and α are displayed in Figure 1.8. These studies

suggest that ζ should fall within the range of 10−2 < ζ < 102, but with large uncertainties

(especially at lower temperatures). It may appear that there is a slight negative relationship

between ζ and temperature. However, these studies also varied attenuation frequency (not

captured by the top row of Figure 1.8), thus it is harder to make the same argument. The

25This is not to say that the Maxwell model is a better rheological description of Io. The Andrade
(and by relation, the Sundberg-Cooper) rheology still contains hereditary terms which offer the attenuation
broadening that Maxwell cannot. This broadening only vanishes for very large values of ζ as will be discussed
later in this section

26All else being equal we should really declare two different ζ values: one for the pure Andrade model,
ζA, and one for the Sundberg-Cooper model, ζSC . Because fitting the same material attenuation data with
both models will produce two different values for ζ. For simplicity, throughout this text we will assume
ζSC = ζA ≡ ζ. This simplification is justified by the small difference in β found by Sundberg & Cooper
(2010). This may not be true for a material experiencing significant grain boundary sliding and warrants
further experimentation.
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bottom row of the same figure shows a pretty clear relationship between the Andrade and

Maxwell timescales (where frequency is implicitly considered). It is interesting that this

relationship is not well modeled by a linear function (green-dashed line) but rather a power

law (purple-dashed line). This suggests that β (and by extension, ζ) may have an additional

dependence on the Maxwell timescale. Including this effect forces ζ to be lower (ζavg ≈ 0.03

for that figure’s line of best fit). If this additional power law dependence is ignored it would

lead to a larger value of ζ ≈ 0.66.

The Andrade anelasticity, in both the pure Andrade model and as a subcomponent of

the Sundberg-Cooper model, is expected to reduce to a pure Maxwell response at diminish-

ing frequency (Efroimsky, 2015; Karato & Spetzler, 1990). The transient effects governed

by the Andrade hereditary terms will be overtaken by slow, viscous, dissipation at low fre-

quencies which is well described by the viscous damper in the Maxwell rheology. It has

been suggested that a critical frequency exists where this transformation occurs. At which

point the jamming/unjamming of dislocations, grain boundary sliding, or some combination

of both, will cause a sharply peaked change from anelastic to viscous response (Karato &

Spetzler, 1990; Miguel et al., 2002)27. To account for a potential low-frequency cut-off, we

compare a static Andrade rheology to one in which the Andrade timescale parameter, ζ, is

allowed to increase exponentially below ωcrit ∼ 1 day−1:

ζ (ω) = ζ0 exp
(ωcrit

ω

)
. (1.51)

A large ζ will cause the Andrade response to reduce to that of Maxwell as can be seen

in its creep function. The critical frequency is in turn dependent upon temperature and the

activation energy(ies) of the underlying mechanisms (Karato & Spetzler, 1990). Its value

could be much larger than the one considered in this work (for example ωcrit ∼ 1 year−1

27It has also been suggested (e.g., Birger, 2006) that a Lomnitz rheology is better suited at these low
frequencies, but at different strain levels.
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Figure 1.8: Andrade ζ and α found by several experimental studies on silicate material over
a range of moderate, pre-melt temperatures and at relatively high frequencies (χmin ∼ 10−3

s). The legend keys refer to the following studies: A - Tan et al. (2001), B - Jackson et al.
(2002), C - Jackson et al. (2004), D - Bunton (2001), E - Webb & Jackson (2003), and F
- Sundberg & Cooper (2010). Bunton (2001) and Sundberg & Cooper (2010) kept α fixed
to 1/3 to perform their fittings. Top Row: It could be argued that ζ appears to have a
negative slope with temperature; whereas, α is more or less flat. Bottom Row: If the
Andrade and Maxwell timescales are truly proportional to one another we would expect to
see a strong fit for the green dashed line. Instead, we find a power law to be a better fit
(purple dashed line). A relative uncertainty of 10% was used anywhere uncertainties were
not reported.
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in Karato & Spetzler (1990)). Rather than modeling the temperature dependence of ωcrit,

we set ωcrit to be something applicable for the system under study (Io’s orbital period is

1.7 days) for comparison purposes. We implicitly explore other possibilities by manually

changing ζ independently of ωcrit in Section 3.4.

In conclusion, more experimental studies are required to determine the true dependencies

of the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper parameters. As of this writing, there have only been

a handful of studies that have used an Andrade-like model at temperatures and frequencies

applicable to tidal physics. There is even less work done on ices requiring, a perhaps

very wrong, assumption that the Andrade parameters in ices should mimic their silicate

counterparts (Castillo-Rogez et al., 2011).
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Chapter 2: Methodology

2.1 Interior Modeling

Throughout this work, we consider a simplified interior model consisting of a 1-dimensional

slice cutting through homogeneous layers. As a baseline we examine a rocky planet with a

non-dissipating iron core surrounded by a silicate-rich mantle. In Sections 4 & 5 we extend

this model to also include a H2O crust. We find this simplified model to be sufficient when

performing order of magnitude comparisons between the rheological models. However, it

is well studied that such a 1-dimensional model is not sufficient in calculating global Love

numbers. Dissipation will tend to concentrate in volumes which are most conducive to tidal

forcing (generally zones of low viscosity and high friction) (Henning & Hurford, 2014). We

leave a similar fully 3-dimensional model for future studies, and instead approximate the

radial dependence of dissipation by using a volume restrictive scalar ftvf = Vtidal/Vplanet.

This will be applied to the Love number for each layer i, k̄2,i = ftvf,ik̄2 which will act

to reduce the dissipation within the layer (see Equation 1.13). The global Love number

used to find the orbital and spin evolution is approximated by summing over the individual

k̄2,i. In the case of an object with a stagnant lid or an elastic ice shell, these volumes

do not participate in dissipation and have no impact on the imaginary Love number. This

approximation of the 3-dimensional tidal model is accurate to within a factor of 3 (Henning,

2018) for the type of objects studied in this thesis. We find this to be an acceptable error

when investigating order of magnitude differences between rheological models.

2.1.1 Thermal Evolution

Following methods similar to recent studies into tidally active bodies (e.g., Henning et al.,

2009; Hussmann & Spohn, 2004; Shoji & Kurita, 2014), we track the average temperature
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of the target’s mantle, Tm,

Ṫm =
ĖRadio + ĖT idal,m −QConv

(St + 1)Mmcm
, (2.1)

The Stefan number, St, can be approximated (e.g., Shoji & Kurita, 2014) by using the

latent heat of the mantle (Lm = 3.2× 105 J K−1) as,

St =
Lm
cm

1

(Tl − Ts)
. (2.2)

This number is the measure of latent heat released during the partial melt phase. A

large Stefan number will result in a slower change in Tm.

The average mantle temperature is used to calculate the mantle’s effective viscosity and

shear modulus as discussed in Section 2.1.2. QConv is the total heat escaping the mantle

due to convection. Mm and cm is the mass and specific heat of the mantle. Full definitions

of variables and constants can be found in Table A.1.

In addition to tidal heating, the mantle is heated by the decay of radiogenic isotopes,

ĖRadio. Unless otherwise specified, we assume radiogenic rates for silicate material that

match the modern Earth bulk silicate rate, assuming Earth’s current Urey ratio is 0.5

(Jaupart et al., 2007). This allows even scaling of radiogenic outputs by mass. Half-

lives of the four major isotopes (40K, 235U, 238U, and 232Th)1 are used to track radiogenic

concentrations and heating as a function of time.

The transportation of heat is modeled with a parameterized boundary layer convection

model (O’Connell & Hager, 1980, and references therein) which may be further restricted

by the presence of a stagnant lid. Note that a thermal boundary layer is an inescapable

result of a convective system due to the turning trajectory of convective material. Because

not all material in the flow pattern is able to make direct contact with the layer above (or

1While we do not consider it here, the decay of 26Al would have been very important in the evolution of
planets shortly after the Solar System’s formation.
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below), the heat from any given parcel of material is forced to move via conduction through

the last small distance of the convective layer. The thickness of this boundary layer has

been empirically related to the vigor of convection via the Rayleigh Number. The material

in a thermal boundary layer is moving with the convective flow (no vertical motion) and is

not the same as a stagnant lid wherein all horizontal movement has ceased. We calculate

the boundary layer thickness via a basal-heated Rayleigh number as2,

Ra =
gραED

3(Tbottom − Ttop)
κη

. (2.3)

The boundary layer thickness, δblt, is then a fraction of the entire layer thickness with

that fraction being small if the Rayleigh number is large (indicating more vigorous convec-

tion). A critical Rayleigh number will determine when convection will initiate (at Ra >

Racrit ≈ 1000),

δblt = D

(
Ra

Racrit

)1/3

. (2.4)

The heat leaving the layer is then,

qConv = km
Tm − Ttop

δblt
(2.5a)

QConv = 4πR2qConv. (2.5b)

Where km is the layer’s thermal conductivity.

In the absence of a stagnant lid, the temperature at the top of the convecting layer, Ttop,

is equal to the temperature at the surface of the layer and R is the radius of the layer. If the

layer is submerged under another layer (say a liquid ocean) then the surface temperature is

equal to the base temperature of that layer (273.15 K for a H2O ocean at low pressures).

2Equations 2.3 & 2.4 are applicable to both silicate and ice layers by a simple change in material constants.
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If, however, there is no overlying layer then the surface temperature is found by assuming

the greybody (with emissivity εv and albedo A) planet radiates heat in a sufficient speed

to match a diurnally averaged insolation. In addition to the solar heating, we also assume

that heat brought to the surface via convection, QConv, will act as a small modifier.

Tsurf =

(
(1−A)L?
16πa2?εvσB

+
QConv
σB

)1/4

(2.6)

Here L? is the stellar luminosity, a? the stellar distance, and σB the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant. This assumption of radiant equilibrium is not the same as overall thermal equilib-

rium and allows heat production within the world to vary away from the current convective

cooling rate. We also assume a thin/minimal atmosphere with no significant greenhouse

effect.

If, however, the planet does exhibit a stagnant lid (or an elastic ice shell) then the top

temperature will not be the surface temperature and R in Equation 2.5 will be the difference

between the layer’s radius and the thickness of the lid (R = Rm − Dlid). We must make

an assumption about the temperature drop across the convecting region to constrain Ttop.

We follow the methods of Hussmann & Spohn (2004, and references therein) and assume

a viscosity drop of ∆η ≈ 10 from the bottom to the top of the convecting layer. We then

invert the equation for viscosity, η(T ) −→ T = η−1(η) to solve for the temperature. The

independent variable in this inversion will be the average layer temperature, Tm. A solution

can be solved by substitution of the viscosity model on the following formulae:

ηtop = ∆ηηbot (2.7a)

Ttop = η−1 (ηtop)

= η−1 (∆ηηbot)
(2.7b)
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ηbot = η (Tbot)

= η (2Tm − Ttop)
(2.7c)

A unique solution can be found that relates Ttop to Tm (see Equations 11 & 12 in

Hussmann & Spohn, 2004).

The stagnant lid grows or shrinks depending upon the balance of heat flux entering and

leaving the layer (Hussmann & Spohn, 2004),

Ḋlid =
qoutlid − qinlid

ρcm (Tm − Ttop)
. (2.8)

The heat flux entering the stagnant lid is simply that due to convection,

qinlid = qConv. (2.9)

The heat leaving the lid is related to the surface temperature,

qoutlid = km
Ttop − Tsurf

Dlid
. (2.10)

Thermal Equilibrium

Fischer & Spohn (1990), later expanded by Moore (2003), described a range of tidal-

convective equilibrium states, whereby the total radiogenic and tidal heat production rate

for Io (or any similar world) is matched by the bulk rate of convective cooling. Convective

cooling rises monotonically with temperature, with the slope increasing sharply at melting

onset, due to falling bulk viscosity and rigidity. Note that this model, like all parame-

terized convection models, is based on averaged behavior, and sudden bursts or lulls of

convective activity, as well as local variations, are possible for real systems. Tidal heat-

ing as a function of temperature, typically includes one or more peak values, leading to a

range of opportunities for the total heating and cooling curves to cross (see Figure 3.1).
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Both stable and unstable equilibrium states are possible at these crossing locations where

energy in, equals energy out. The stability of a given crossing may be determined by con-

sidering perturbations from the exact value. If for example heating exceeds cooling on the

low-temperature side of equilibrium, then the temperature is naturally restored from the

perturbation, leading to stability.

Tidal-convective equilibrium systems typically contain a hot-stable equilibrium (HSE)

near Tbr, the breakdown temperature3. A cold-unstable equilibrium typically exists well be-

low the solidus temperature Ts (see Section 2.1.2 for more details about solidus and liquidus

temperatures). Systems evolving in time will be attracted towards stable equilibrium points

and repelled from unstable points. Because it induces a second low-temperature peak in

tidal dissipation, the Burgers rheology has the unique opportunity to express two pairs of

both stable and unstable equilibrium points (Henning et al., 2009). Tidal-convective stable

equilibrium points are typically extremely stable due to the steep slope of both tidal and

convective cooling curves in the onset-melting region where they often meet. Note that

meeting in this region is in large part a function of forcing frequency, and thus the typi-

cality of this description reflects the typical nature of studying both moons and exoplanets

with orbital periods in the 1–20 day range. The location of equilibrium points is also a

strong function of orbital eccentricity. See Henning et al. (2009) for bifurcation diagrams

describing how stable and unstable equilibria evolve with varying e. For any given system,

we also expect a critical eccentricity, below which tidal heating is so weak that no equilib-

rium points exist. Such equilibrium states are essential for understanding the evolution of

tidal-convective systems in time (see Section 4.1).

Heat pipe activity (e.g., Moore, 2001) causes the vigor of cooling to rise even more

sharply when a system is heated just a few percent in melt fraction beyond the solidus.

While the convection-only cooling curve rises to a nearly vertical slope at the breakdown

3For minerals, the breakdown temperature, or disaggregation temperature, is the point in partial melting
where solid grains loose mutual contact in a growing fluid bath, above which a material rapidly takes on
bulk properties more resembling a fluid than a solid.
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temperature, a system with advection has its cooling curve rise to near vertical approxi-

mately 1–3% above the solidus. This generally acts to shift the HSE point from near Tbr to

near Ts (assuming homogeneous behavior). This location is often below typical maximum

viscoelastic tidal heating rates. But the relative slope of the heating and cooling functions

remains such that even in the case of heat pipe activity, the HSE point is strongly stable.

We do not linger on this issue, because the HSE value is very similar across all rheologies

described here, and this convective/advective difference has been described previously for

Maxwell.

2.1.2 Strength Dependence on Temperature and Partial Melt

The viscosity of both silicates and ices are highly sensitive to temperature. For silicate

materials we follow the modeling of Henning et al. (2009) and assume a reference viscosity

of 1022 [Pa s] at a temperature of 1000 K. Viscosity is then allowed to decrease exponentially

as temperature, T , increases,

η = 1022[Pa s]e
E?

RT (2.11)

Where R is the universal gas constant and E? is the activation energy. We assume an

activation energy corresponds to a material dominated by diffusional creep such that E? ≈

300 [kJ mol−1].

For ice we follow Hussmann & Spohn (2004) with a similar formula as Equation 2.11

but E? ≈ 60 [kJ mole−1] and a reference viscosity of 5.4× 1011 [Pa s]. Before partial melt

begins to show we assume there is no change in the shear modulus. We use a constant value

of µsil = 50 GPa for silicates and µice = 3.3 GPa4.

On top of the base temperature dependence, the viscosity and rigidity of both ices and

4A major shortcoming of the methods laid out here is the lack of pressure dependence in both viscosity
and shear modulus. Correcting this with a proper equation of states for silicates and ices will be required
before this method is applied to a specific object. However, the purposes of this study is to perform order of
magnitude differences between the rheological models and testing has shown that the pressure dependence
of these parameters will not impact the morphological results.
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silicates dramatically change when melting starts to occur. For pure ice, at low pressures,

the onset melt coincides with the complete melt. Therefore the effect of partial melt is

immaterial and we need only track the thickness of the molten (liquid water) versus solid

(ice) layers. However, for silicates, the situation is more complex as standard planetary

materials are in fact minerals made of many different elements and alloys each with their

own melting temperatures. At high temperatures, a silicate material may exhibit melting

of some, but not all, of its constituents and we say that the material is experiencing partial

melting.

The onset of partial melt will occur at a minimum, solidus (Ts), temperature. We

assume that the volume fraction of partial melt, fm, linearly increases with temperature

until the material is fully melted at a maximum, liquidus (Tl), temperature:

fm =
T − Ts
Tl − Ts

. (2.12)

The solidus and liquidus temperatures are composition and pressure dependent. For the

silicate mantle we follow the work of Hussmann & Spohn (2004) and Shoji & Kurita (2014)

to calculate these as (Takahashi, 1990),

Ts = 1409.15[K] + 134.2[K GPa−1]P − 6.581[K GPa−2]P 2 + 0.1054[K GPa−3]P 3 (2.13a)

Tl = 2035[K] + 57.46[K GPa−1]P − 3.487[K GPa−2]P 2 + 0.0769[K GPa−3]P 3 (2.13b)

Where the pressure, P , is in GPa. For the pressure in small moons like Io, these work

out to Ts ≈ 1600 K and Tl ≈ 2000 K.

Following Henning et al. (2009), we assume that after a critical melt fraction, fbr, the

material will change from a melt-filled porous medium to solid chunks floating in the liquid

melt. The former still offers some global rigidity while the later is so disconnected that

the material acts as a liquid and quickly loses rigidity. Therefore, we expect that both the
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viscosity and shear modulus will experience a steep exponential drop as the melt fraction

crosses the critical value and after a breakdown width5 (∆br) the material will mimic that

of a pure liquid (Moore, 2003; Moore & Hussmann, 2009).

η =



η(T ) fm ≤ 0

η(T )e−fmnη,1 0 < fm < fbr

η(T )e−fm(nη,1+nη,2)+nη,2fbr fbr ≤ fm ≤ fbr + ∆br

ηliq(T ) fm > fbr + ∆br,

(2.14)

µ =



µ0 fm ≤ 0

µ0e
−nµ,1/T−ψµ,1 0 < fm < fbr

µ0e
−nµ,1/T−nµ,2(fm−fbr)−ψµ,1 fbr ≤ fm ≤ fbr + ∆br

µliq fm > fbr + ∆br,

(2.15)

We choose the middle values of Henning et al. (2009) for these parameters, nη,1 = 13.5,

nη,2 = 370, nµ,1 = 40, 000K, nµ,2 = 700, ψµ,1 = 25. The breakdown melt fraction is

assumed to be fbr = 50% with a breakdown width of ∆br = 5%. η(T ) and ηliq(T ) depend

upon Equation 2.11. For ices and silicates found in low pressure mantles we assume that

the liquid shear is an arbitrarily small, non-zero value µliq ∼ 10−6 Pa.

2.2 TidalPy Software Suite

A custom, open-source, software was developed to run all simulations presented in this

thesis. This software suite is partially based off the software used by Henning et al. (2009).

5The breakdown width is a non-physical tool that allows us to make a continuous, non-instant drop of
both η(T ) and µ(T ) from their values before and after breakdown for computational stability. Its importance

in minimal as a real planet will very quickly pass through this region (e.g., see the right-most columns of

Figure 4.2).
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TidalPy was developed in the Python (van Rossum, 1995) ecosystem to be easy to use of

multiple platforms including Windows, MacOS, and Linux. This software was bench-marked

against Henning et al. (2009), Hussmann & Spohn (2004), and Shoji & Kurita (2014).

The most up-to-date version can be found at https://github.com/jrenaud90/TidalPy,

readers are encouraged to use and contribute to TidalPy. Questions and comments can be

sent to TidalPy@gmail.com.

TidalPy relies on the following packages: Cython (Behnel et al., 2011), SciPy (Millman

& Aivazis, 2011; Oliphant, 2007), SymPy (Meurer et al., 2017), Numpy (van der Walt et al.,

2011), Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007), Numba (Lam et al., 2015), IPython (Perez & Granger,

2007), and Jupyter (Kluyver et al., 2016). Numerical integration in the time domain utilizes

the LSODA ODEpack (Hindmarsh, 1983, 1995; Oliphant, 2007). This package switches

between the Adams-Bashforth and Backward Differentiation automatically based on the

formula stiffness. The size of time steps are allowed to change such that the differential

equations do not exceed a specified integration tolerance.
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Chapter 3: Rheology Comparison

In this project, we present the impacts of advanced rheological models in a planetary con-

text. In Appendix B we present the −Im[k̄2] for both the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper

models. With these tools, we can explore the impact that these different rheologies have

in various domains relevant to planetary science. The motivation for this study is from

the results of Henning et al. (2009). That work found dramatic differences in tidal effects

when using the Burgers rheology. However, as we discuss in Section 1.4, the Andrade

and Sundberg-Cooper models are more accurate than the Burgers model. We leave time-

domain studies for later projects in this thesis but will allude to time histories throughout

this chapter. This study was designed to be general and not restricted to a specific system

or parameters. Our interest is in comparing and contrasting the morphology and trends

of the tidal response for the various rheologies rather than specific magnitudes or values.

However, to provide some context to our results, we do utilize the physical parameters of

Io and Jupiter throughout. Some of these parameters are shown in Table A.

The results presented in this chapter were produced for tidal dissipation within a silicate-

dominated mantle. However, the morphology of the results will be similar for a viscoelastic

ice shell. For instance, the Maxwell peak in dissipation versus temperature occurs right

before the liquidus temperature in Figure 3.1. For a ice shell, this same peak will occur

just shy of the melting point of pure ice. The major difference, other than magnitudes,

will be that the breakdown width in temperature will be very narrow for pure ice as the

solidus and liquidus temperatures are identical. The strong slope of ice viscosity with

increasing temperature will also act to squash the dissipation in this region to a narrow set

of temperature values. This, however, increases the importance of the advanced rheological

models explored in this work as we will show they exhibit high dissipation for a much

broader set of temperatures.
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3.1 Temperature Dependence & Equilibria

Equilibrium states form when convective cooling is approximately equal to internal heat

generation. Even if we restrict ourselves to only study heat generated from tides and ra-

diogenic decay, then a planet may still have multiple equilibrium points1. Convection and

tidal heating are both functions of temperature and partial melt fraction while radiogenic

heating is only dependent upon silicate mass and time, this is shown in Figure 3.1. The

equilibrium points in this figure which fall to the right-hand-side of a peak in heating are

considered to be stable (red-filled circles in Figure 3.1):2 Any small increase in temperature

will be counteracted by the stronger cooling thereby driving the planet back into equilib-

rium. Likewise, a decrease in temperature will result in stronger heating, increasing the

temperature. The equilibrium points on the left-hand-side of the peak are considered to be

unstable (blue-filled circles) and any small perturbation in temperature will drive the system

away from these points. These unstable points also mark the divide between recoverable

(to the right of unstable points) and unrecoverable mantle temperatures. Here ‘recoverable’

is defined as a mantle that can maintain high tidal dissipation at a given fixed-eccentricity,

with a mantle at, or trending toward, a stable equilibrium.

In Figure 3.1, all rheological models have effectively the same hot-stable equilibrium

(HSE) before the mantle breakdown temperature (Tbr ≈ 1800 K for Io). If a mantle reaches

this equilibrium then it will be able to maintain high temperatures (with large melt frac-

tions) for as long as the non-zero eccentricity remains (if, for instance, the eccentricity is

pumped by a mean-motion resonance). The Burgers rheology produces a secondary peak to

the left of the primary Maxwell peak due to its Voigt-Kelvin material resonance, creating

additional equilibrium points. These equilibria allow for a mantle to maintain a moderate

temperature (with near zero melt fraction) for long time periods. A similar secondary peak

occurs for the Sundberg-Cooper model, however for the value of e used in Figure 3.1 there

1These points will also vary over time as a target’s orbit changes (Hussmann & Spohn, 2004; Saxena

et al., 2018, e.g.,).
2This is only true for a monotonically increasing convective vigor with temperature. If convection has

some local minimum near an equilibrium point, then that point’s stability may be different than described
in this section.
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is no crossing with convection as occurs for the weaker Burgers curve.

Interestingly, the Andrade subcomponent produces a shallow-sloped decay of dissipation

with dropping temperature. In the inset plot of Figure 3.1 we show that the Arrhenius-

controlled convection produces an overlap for a range of temperatures for the rheologies with

an Andrade subcomponent. In the shown example, tidal heating is larger than convection

on both sides of this region. The end result will be a slow temperature increase throughout

this quasi-equilibrium before a quick jump to the HSE (this can be seen in Row 3 of Figure

4.3). While there may be a mathematical point where the actual crossover between heating

and cooling occurs, the importance of such an exact point is debatable in a real object

experiencing latitudinal, longitudinal, and temporal deviations from averaged behavior.

This region, however, introduces a new type of equilibrium that Andrade-controlled mantles

could exhibit at moderate temperatures. The emergence of this ∼ 500 K wide feature

requires only a mild reduction from Io’s modern forcing, at half Io’s present value of e,

alongside center-of-range Andrade mineralogical terms. This subtle overlap will depend

upon the relative strength of convection vs. tidal heating. A shifting eccentricity (as

investigated in Section 4.1) can cause Io, or any exomoon analog, to spontaneously slip into

or out of this quasi-equilibrium band. Io’s magma eruption temperatures (see Davies et al.,

2011; Keszthelyi et al., 2007) are compatible with large portions of Io’s mantle being in this

broad-stable-equilibrium position today. This could suggest a lower e in Io’s recent past, or

merely be coincidental. More likely is the possibility of a tidal-advective HSE point near Ts

= 1600 K at the modern e = 0.0041.

3.2 Strength Domain

To assess the behavior of the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper rheologies relative to other

rheological models we look at phase space maps of shear modulus plotted against a mantle’s

effective viscosity (Figure 3.2). Such a phase space is useful for visualizing how and why the

tidal dissipation of a planetary object varies during the process of melting or crystallization.
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Figure 3.1: Total mantle heat production rates (summation of tides and radionuclides) are
plotted against mantle temperature for the four rheologies studied, in an Io-analog setting
with an assumed solidus of 1600 K, and breakdown temperature Tbr = 1800 K. To illustrate
a full set of possible equilibria, all heating curves use half Io’s modern e. Convective cooling
as a function of temperature is shown in dashed yellow. Crossover points between convective
cooling and total heating indicate equilibrium points (both stable and unstable) as discussed
in Section 3.1. The shallow slope of the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper models allows
(at half Io’s modern eccentricity) the emergence of previously unreported tidal-convective
equilibrium category: a quasi-stable region of temperature ∼ 500 K wide. Deviations
between Maxwell and the other rheologies occur mainly in 1100–1600 K range. The position
of the secondary Burgers peak seen in both the Burgers and Sundberg-Cooper models,
occurring T ∼ 1400 K, is governed by our choice of δJ = .2JU and ηP = 0.02ηS .
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The map for the Maxwell rheology is well-documented (Fischer & Spohn, 1990; Segatz

et al., 1988, e.g.,), and contains a single ‘ridge’ of high tidal dissipation, that attenuates

as one approaches low shear modulus values. A typical trajectory for a planetary mantle

undergoing melting in such a map (shown as the black & white line in Figure 3.2) is

to begin on the far right-hand side (cold, high viscosity). As a mantle warms, viscosity

decreases rapidly, but the shear modulus remains constant so long as the temperature is

well below the solidus. Once near or above the solidus temperature, shear weakening begins.

For forcing frequencies akin to Io’s of around 1–10 days, a melting trajectory typically

crosses the Maxwell-like ridge during this weakening phase. Henning et al. (2009) describes

the existence of a separate ‘island’ of dissipation that occurs for the Burgers rheology.

Depending on the Burgers parameters, the forcing frequency, and most importantly the

mass (Henning, 2010) of the planet, the position of this second island may shift such that

the melting trajectory may either directly cross it, or miss it entirely. This determines the

extent to which Burgers-like behavior is relevant for a given orbital scenario.

The Andrade subcomponent (found in both pure-Andrade and in Sundberg-Cooper)

produces a spectrum of shear modulus and viscosity values that together lead to greater

overall energy dissipation (Shoji & Kurita, 2014). This spectrum is restricted to cooler tem-

peratures, but is very broad and encompasses many different combinations of mantle states.

In the shear-viscosity phase space of Figure 3.2, this appears as a blurring of the Maxwell-

like high dissipation ridge, extending to much higher viscosities. This blurred region is

partly akin to the Burgers island, in that it occurs in a similar region, and accomplishes a

similar outcome: increasing the parametric region within which moderate tidal dissipation

may occur. Similar to the isolated Burgers island, expression of this Andrade region for a

given world’s time-evolution is sensitive to the value of the initial (or final) cold-state shear

modulus. If the value is high, less of the Andrade-like broadening will be experienced. This

implies that Andrade will be especially important for cold brittle ice mantles, with lower

(∼ 4× 109 Pa) shear moduli, compared to silicate shear moduli (∼5–6×1010 Pa).

Like the Burgers model, the Sundberg-Cooper rheology also contains a localized and
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Figure 3.2: The tidal heating rate is mapped as a contour in shear modulus vs. effective
viscosity phase space. Right and left sides of individual plots respectively, represent cool and
warm mantle temperatures, relative to the mantle’s melting point. The solid line represents
a typical path a planetary object could take as it melts (leftward along the trajectory) or
crystallizes (rightward). The tidal heating is given for Io with its present-day semi-major
axis and e = 0.5epresent. Rheological models with increasing complexity, starting from the

Maxwell model (upper left), to the Sundberg-Cooper model (lower right), express a trend
towards increasing the range of both parameters over which elevated tidal dissipation will
occur. Note how evolution trajectories do pass through the enhanced tidal activity regions
of the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper cases. This is the primary point that makes these
rheologies highly relevant for this system.
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elevated response ‘island’, however, in this case, the island is more significantly joined to

the Maxwell ridge by the overall response broadening of the simultaneous Andrade-like

activity. In this way, the shear-viscosity map for Sundberg-Cooper is satisfyingly what

may be expected to arise from a linear combination of its precursor elements, expressing all

features of each. It is therefore subject to the same principles as Burgers and Andrade alone,

in terms of the ability for particular trajectories to either hit or miss its unique features,

as well as the manner by which a planet or moon’s total mass helps to control the vertical

position of the high dissipation features relative to a given fixed parametric trajectory.

Unlike Burgers, however, Sundberg-Cooper reduces such sensitivity significantly, and thus

ameliorates the concern that the selection of exact Burgers terms constitutes something of

a mathematical idealization.

3.3 Frequency Domain

Solar System moons like Io have short period orbits and are considered the most likely

massive objects to experience significant tidal forces in our Solar System. However, the

discovery of short-period exoplanets opens a new area of potentially tidally active worlds.

The heliocentric periods of exoplanets have been found as low as several hours (Muirhead

et al., 2012). Henning et al. (2009) found on the opposite side that exoplanets may still

experience significant tidal activity, in comparison to radionuclide heating, out to periods

of ∼ 100 days around typical G and K class stars. Before an in-depth study of exoplanets is

considered (see Section 6), it is important to ascertain the effect that the rheological models

under consideration in this work have in frequency space. In Figure 3.3, we show the tidal

dissipation within an Io-like world orbiting a Jupiter-like host over a range of orbital periods

for spin-synchronous dissipation. For comparison to other studies, we also show the tidal

lag produced by the delay between applied shear stress and resultant strain. This lag is

sensitive to frequency and exhibits characteristics specific to each rheology (see Efroimsky,

2012b). As many dynamicists may be more comfortable working with Q values, we also
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calculate an effective, not fixed, Q (see Equation 1.49).

The ratio between tidal heat produced by each non-Maxwell rheology, over Maxwell

itself, is shown to highlight the manner and extent by which models diverge from Maxwell

in the high-frequency limit. All other rheologies approach Maxwell in the low-frequency

limit, but not before passing outside the band where planetary tides are relevant (outside

the light orange shaded region). Within the waveband most relevant for tides, differences

from Maxwell are typically of the order 102–103, and differences amongst the non-Maxwell

outputs on the order of 10. Therefore, rheology choice can easily overwhelm other errors such

as from higher order terms in e, global inhomogeneities, or higher order spherical harmonics,

each of which often acts at the 0.1–2× level of error. This is particularly important for

moons, exomoons, and TNO-class binaries all of which have the shortest typical periods

and thus the greatest rheological choice sensitivity.

As discussed in Section 1.4.3, the Andrade sub-component should mimic the dissipation

of the Maxwell model at low frequency. While the regular Andrade model does appear

to approach that of Maxwell at lower frequencies, there are slight deviations. To force

this constraint we adopt a frequency dependent ζ for the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper

models (indicated by ‘ζ(ω)’ in Figure 3.3). In these models, ζ is increased exponentially

below a critical frequency of ∼1 day−1. This critical frequency appears to be too high for

the transition to actually occur (Karato & Spetzler, 1990). However, we choose this value

to emphasize the impact that this frequency dependence could have on a planet in an Io-like

orbit. The full nature of any such frequency dependence will require more analysis than we

present here. The Andrade anelasticity can produce strong divergences from the Maxwell

and Burgers models at lower periods (higher frequencies). The frequency-dependent ζ does

temper the Andrade response at long periods, but it is precisely because the transition

might occur right across the band of Io-like periods that it will be important to determine

if this ζ(ω) dependence is real for Io conditions.
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Figure 3.3: The ratio of a particular rheology’s heat production over Maxwell’s dissipation
is shown (Row 1) at a fixed mantle temperature of 1200 K (Column 1), 1350 K (Column
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too far away for strong heliocentric tidal heating are marked by blue. These results were
produced assuming an Io-like object orbiting Jupiter-like host.
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3.4 Exploration of the Andrade Parameters

A key challenge for the Andrade model arises from the fact that its two main controlling

terms, α and ζ, are not solely associated with classical material property values such as

viscosity or shear modulus. They are in some respects, equally fundamental, if obscure,

material properties, which must be measured in the laboratory to be known, instead of

being derived from other properties. This disconnection mirrors the fact they measure

the activity of different microphysical events. Because they are mathematically defined,

however, there remains a gap in being able to link α and ζ to plain-English meanings,

something more easily achieved for viscosity or shear modulus. Describing ζ as the ratio

of the Andrade timescale to the Maxwell timescale does little to help this situation. Prior

to this section we used the nominal values of α = 0.2 and ζ = 1. Exploring the behavior

of a system when α or ζ are varied helps move towards understanding these terms, via

understanding what they do to outcomes when manipulated.

Being an exponential parameter, α has a greater impact than ζ upon the rheological

response if all else is left constant. α is well constrained between 0.1–0.4 (see Section 1.4.3),

but variation within that range can lead to considerable changes. We find there is a narrower

range of α that peaks dissipation, but only in certain temperature and/or frequency ranges.

The temperature and frequency dependence of the Andrade mechanism is implicitly affected

by α via the (J(T )η(T )ω)−α term in Table B.1. Row 2 of Figure 3.4 shows the secondary

peak of dissipation in the Sundberg-Cooper model at about 1350 K < T < 1450 K and 0.15

< α < 0.25. The island nature of this peak is related to δJ and ηP in the Voigt-Kelvin

element of Sundberg-Cooper. However, the peak is due to the Andrade mechanism as it can

be seen in the same row for the pure-Andrade model, centered around α ≈ 0.15. The same

temperature range has a swath (going from low-to-high ζ values) of moderate dissipation

in the ζ domain (Row 3 of Figure 3.4). The large peak seen in Row 3 of Figure 3.4 between

1700–1800 K is due to partial melting and is largely independent of rheology. We do note

that low values of ζ dampen this effect (< 1 × 10−6). A much more dramatic dissipation
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peak is seen about a critical ζ value of ∼ 1×10−6 (see Row 1 of Figure 3.4). The likelihood

of ζ being this small is low: The lowest values found in experiments appear to be around

10−3.

Figure 3.5 shows that the peak about ζ ∼ 10−6 is mirrored in the orbital period domain.

This peak leads to similar values of K2 for a large range of orbital periods. However, this

consistency is lost if the frequency dependent Andrade mechanism is utilized. By allowing

ζ to increase below a critical frequency (Row 2 of Figure 3.5), the Andrade mechanism

reduces to the Maxwell viscoelasticity and the ζ dependence of K2 is lost. The specific value

of this critical frequency (discussed in Section 1.4.3) will be an important consideration. If

Figure 3.5 were reproduced with ωcrit ∼ 1year−1 instead of ωcrit ∼ 1day−1 the frequency-

independence region would be shifted to the right. This would again allow similar dissipation

values for many frequencies and may be one explanation as to why we measure similar Q

values at the ∼ 1month−1 and ∼ 1year−1 frequencies in our Moon (e.g., Williams & Boggs,

2008).

3.5 Conclusions

We find that the advanced rheologies of Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper are stronger dissi-

pators at lower temperatures, higher viscosities, and/or higher frequencies. Their increased

dissipation in these regimes will be valid for all rigidities but does experience a peak response

at µ = J−1U . The Andrade sub-component is expected to mimic that of a pure Maxwell

model below a critical frequency. We find that this can be achieved by exponentially in-

creasing the ζ parameter below this frequency. This transition will be important for planets

that have a tidal frequency close to or below the critical frequency. The most dramatic

difference between the Maxwell and Andrade-like rheologies occur at higher frequencies. It

will, therefore, be critical to use the correct rheology when exploring short-period exoplanets

and solar system moons.

The shallow slope of dissipation versus temperature may allow for a wide range of
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Figure 3.4: Tidal dissipation, via K2, is mapped over the two Andrade empirical parameters
(Row 1), as well as temperature (Rows 2 and 3). The Andrade exponent, α, is relatively
well constrained, whereas the Andrade timescale ratio, ζ, is not. To compensate for this ill-
constrained ratio, we show a large domain. Dissipation peaks at high values of α and about
a critical value of ζ ∼ 10−6. In the temperature domain, dissipation is dominated by partial
melting for T > 1600 K. However, a dampening effect in this region is achieved at low ζ.
Rheological effects dominate both models at T < 1600 K. A peak in the Sundberg-Cooper
model appears at a moderate temperature (T = 1400 K) between 0.15 < α < 0.25. This
temperature corresponds to the secondary tidal-heating peak seen in Sundberg-Cooper in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.5: The Andrade timescale, ζ, is varied along with the orbital period. Dissipation is
represented by the imaginary component of the Love number. We emphasize the following
features: 1) The Sundberg-Cooper model caries moderate dissipation for many values of ζ
and period. 2) The secondary peak from the Burgers component within Sundberg-Cooper
produces a moderate dissipation that exists independent of ζ around a critical period of
∼3 days. 3) The frequency dependent version of the Andrade mechanism will, as expected,
lead to no dependency on ζ below the critical frequency. 4) The selection of a particular
ζ value may lead to relatively consistent dissipation values for drastically different orbital
periods. This latter point may help explain the consistent values of Q that are measured for
the moon at its two different tidal frequencies (Efroimsky, 2012a; Williams & Boggs, 2008).
Note that we do not expect dissipation to be strong at large orbital periods (right-hand side
of each subplot), as the equation for tidal heating (Equation 1.13) is inversely proportional
to several orders of the semi-major axis which will suppress any increase in K2.
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temperatures wherein the convective loss of heat matches heat generation. This region

of quasi-equilibrium will allow planets to experience the same temperature for much longer

timescales assuming the source of dissipation is not changed. However, this new equilibrium

is not stable, so if a planet is experiencing this quasi-equilibrium it may suddenly fall out

of it (by, for instance, a very small change in eccentricity) and send it to much hotter

temperatures.
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Chapter 4: The Laplace Resonance

Io, Europa, and Ganymede, the three innermost moons of Jupiter, orbit with a mean-motion

resonance (MMR) wherein Io orbits four times for every orbit of Ganymede and twice for

every orbit of Europa (see Figure 4.1). It has been measured that, to within an error of 10−9

(Murray & Dermott, 1999), the mean orbital motions of the moons satisfy the relationship,

nI − 3nE + 2nG = 0. (4.1)

This famous interaction, often referred to as the Laplace resonance, has been studied

for over a hundred years (e.g., De Sitter, 1909; Fischer & Spohn, 1990; Hussmann & Spohn,

2004; Peale et al., 1979; Sinclair, 1975). The source of the resonance is a minimum energy

state between the orbits of the three bodies. However, Jupiter’s vast spin energy is tidally

transferred into Io’s (and to a lesser extent, Europa’s and Ganymede’s) orbital motion. But,

Ganymede and Europa act on each other and on Io to bring the orbits back into resonance.

This interaction has the effect of pumping up all three satellites’ eccentricity. As discussed in

Section 1.3.2, any non-zero eccentricity will be tidally dissipated via frictional heating within

each object (Peale et al., 1979). Normally, given the large magnitude of the dissipation, such

heating would be short-lived as the orbits quickly circularize. But, the Laplace resonance,

and Jupiter’s fast spin act to keep this non-zero eccentricity (and thus heating) for billions of

years (Hussmann & Spohn, 2004). This tidal heating is the driver of the greatest geological

activity within our Solar System in the form of Io’s volcanism (Morabito et al., 1979). It

is also partially responsible for maintaining a vast supply of liquid water within Europa

(Ojakangas & Stevenson, 1989).

The specific values of the forced eccentricity are currently 0.0041, 0.0090, and 0.0013

respectively for Io, Europa, and Ganymede (denoted by the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 from
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Figure 4.1: A cartoon of the mean-motion resonance found between the Galilean moons.
This illustrates that for every orbit of Ganymede, Io will orbit four times and Europa
twice. Jupiter’s spin-rate acts to push out the moons, in particular, Io, but perturbations
between the moons will slow this expansion at the cost of increasing eccentricity which is
subsequently tidally dissipated leading to the strong flexing seen at Io and Europa.
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this point onwards). As tidal energy is dissipated it will tend to either decrease or increase

one or more of these eccentricities depending upon which body(ies) is dominating in the

dissipation (Fischer & Spohn, 1990). Assuming the Laplace resonance has been initiated,

the forced eccentricities can be found as (Yoder & Peale, 1981),

e1 = − M2Ξ1αLn1
MJ(n1 − 2n2 + $̇1)

, (4.2a)

e2 =
M1Ξ2n2

MJ(n1 − 2n2 + $̇2)
− M3Ξ1αLn2
MJ(n2 − 2n3 + $̇2)

, (4.2b)

e3 =
M2Ξ2n3

MJ(n2 − 2n3 + $̇3)
. (4.2c)

αL is the ratio between the semi-major axis of each respective pair and is assumed to

be constant (αL = a1/a2 = a2/a3 = 0.63). The parameters Ξ1 and Ξ2 are functions of

the Laplace coefficients and αL. They are approximately constant and respectively equal

to -1.19 and 0.43 (Brouwer & Clemence, 1961). MJ and RJ are Jupiter’s mass and radius.

The change in the longitudes of pericenter, $̇i, is assumed to be driven by the oblateness

of Jupiter (via the 2nd degree zonal harmonic of the gravitational potential, J2 = 1.4736×

10−2),

$̇i =
3

2

J2R
2
Jn

7/3
i

(GMJ)2/3
, (4.3)

which for modern-day Io, Europa, and Ganymede are approximately, 3.23 × 10−8 s−1,

7.27×10−9 s−1, and 1.41×10−9 s−1. The eccentricities change in time due to the change in

the satellites’ mean motion. This change is governed by the Laplace resonance as (Fischer

& Spohn, 1990),
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ṅ1 = n
16/3
1

[
X1K2,J +X2K2,1e

2
1 +X3K2,2

(
X4e

2
2 +X5e

2
21 +X6e

2
23

)]
+X7Φ̈, (4.4a)

2ṅ2 = ṅ1 − n16/31

[
Y1K2,J + Y2K2,1e

2
1 + Y3K2,2

(
Y4e

2
2 + Y5e

2
21 + Y6e

2
23

)]
− Y7Φ̈, (4.4b)

2ṅ3 = ṅ2 − n16/31

[
Z1K2,J + Z2K2,1e

2
1 + Z3K2,2

(
Z4e

2
2 + Z5e

2
21 + Z6e

2
23

)]
− Z7Φ̈. (4.4c)

The parameters Xi, Yi, and Zi are functions of physical parameters of the bodies and

their forced eccentricities, they are provided in Appendix C. Φ̈ describes any changes to

the Laplace resonance ratios. Motivated by observations that Φ̈ is very small, we assume it

to be zero. The Love numbers found in Equation 4.4 are defined in the usual manner (see

Section 1.4.3), with the exception of Jupiter’s K2,J . The tidal dissipation within gas giants

is a complex topic that is not well understood. A detailed study of this is beyond the scope

of this work1. It can, however, be crudely estimated by the use of a fixed-Q approach with

a modest dependency upon frequency. Following Hussmann & Spohn (2004) and Fischer &

Spohn (1990), we set,

K2,J =
kJ,0
QJ

1− n1/θ̇J
1− n1,0/θ̇J

. (4.5)

Where kJ,0 = 0.379 is the measured present-day Love number for Jupiter, and n1,0 is

Io’s modern mean motion of 4.11 × 10−5 rad/s (Gavrilov & Zharkov, 1977). The fixed-

Q of Jupiter, QJ , is an unknown parameter that we allow to vary between 103 and 104

(Hussmann & Spohn, 2004).

Using Equations 4.2 and 4.4, along with a proper interior model of each moon, one

can look at the thermal-orbital evolution of the Laplace resonance. In their seminal work,

Hussmann & Spohn (2004) analyzed this evolution and found that the eccentricities (and

1We refer the interested reader to the work done by Ogilvie & Lin (2004, and references therein) as a
starting point.
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therefore heating) had complex histories (see, for instance, Figures 5 and 6 of ibid). They

also found it was possible for extended periods of sinusoidal forcing that drove the tidal heat

production to large values (10–100 TW in some cases). Such dissipation would strongly im-

pact the interior history of these bodies, especially if you are interested in their habitability.

However, Hussmann & Spohn (2004) used the Maxwell rheology which underpredicts the

dissipation within the moons.

In this chapter we will reproduce the work of Hussmann & Spohn (2004) using advanced

rheological models. In the first section, we will comment on how the Andrade mechanism

may have influenced the time and conditions of the Laplace resonance’s initialization using

an uncoupled model of Io. The following section will explore the impact that the full Laplace

coupling has on the same question.

4.1 Constraining the Instantiation of the Resonance

An open question about the Jovian system is how long the Laplace resonance has been

active (Peale & Lee, 2002, and references therein). Two top-level theories for the assembly

of the Laplace resonance exist. In one, the moons migrate outwards (Greenberg, 1987;

Malhotra, 1991; Showman & Malhotra, 1997; Yoder, 1979; Yoder & Peale, 1981), as they

are under the influence of Jupiter’s oblateness on ȧ. Early differences in the migration rate

may plausibly allow moons that accrete in initially random locations, to eventually cross

their 2:1 MMR positions. Such crossings, if convergent, lead to locking into the resonance

(Murray & Dermott, 1999), and allow the moons to move in lock-step to link the third object

into the 4:2:1 pattern we see today. Alternately, migration may occur inwards (Canup &

Ward, 2002, 2009; Peale & Lee, 2002), as may analogously occur in exoplanet systems as

Type I migration (e.g., Ida & Lin, 2008; Udry et al., 2003), due to magneto-hydrodynamic

torques induced by each moon within a primordial gas/dust disk out of which they have

just formed. As is postulated for exoplanets, when the solar wind finally blows away the

last of this accretion disk, inwards migration ends, and outwards migration may begin based
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on Jupiter’s spin-rate and oblateness. While inwards migration is occurring, it is possible

for Ganymede to first sweep Europa into a 2:1 MMR, and then for the Europa-Ganymede

assemblage to later sweep Io into the 4:2:1 final pattern seen today—the trio would then

move together, maintaining their MMR, outwards.

A key difference between these models is the timing. For inwards migration, the Laplace

resonance must form prior to the loss of the debris/gas disk that induces inwards movement.

Unless such a debris disk formed late in Jupiter’s history due to the breakup of a prior

moon or moonset, which is considered highly unlikely, this implies rapid assembly of the

resonance pattern following Jovian accretion. It also implies the Laplace resonance has been

remarkably stable over time, precluding any dynamical perturbations sufficient to break it

over the following >4 Gyrs. Constraining the timing of the onset of the Laplace resonance

by any alternative means may help to favor one model or another. The earlier results of this

thesis, which suggest that only certain rheologies allow for recovery from low-eccentricity

or low-tidal forcing excursions, provides us with one such new tool.

Consider Io’s first entrance into a tidally active state following its formation. If Io was

formed in a circular orbit (e.g., prior to resonant forcing), or if any initial eccentricity quickly

dissipated, then it would act as a secularly cooling sphere heated only by radiogenic decay

(apart from gravitational energy released during early differentiation). When the Laplace

resonance initialized it would impart a varying forced eccentricity on Io (see Figure 5 in

Hussmann & Spohn, 2004). If Io experienced significant cooling before this initialization,

then a Maxwell rheology may not be able to return Io to a hot state due to its poor dissi-

pation abilities at low temperatures. In Figure 4.2 we test what effects realistic rheologies

have on answering this question. For these results, we assume that Io coalesced at or just

before t = 0 and has a high internal temperature and melt fraction. We impose a forced ec-

centricity of e = 0.003 after τL Myr’s. For low τL = 10 Myr (Row 1, Figure 4.2) the mantle

is warm enough that all of the rheological models are able to push the mantle into its HSE

(Tm ≈ 1800 K, see Figure 3.1). The state of Io’s mantle at the time of eccentricity initial-

ization falls within the large Maxwell dissipation contours of Figure 3.2. However, if the
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mantle is allowed to cool for longer (Row 2), then the Maxwell model is not able to produce

enough heat to reach HSE. This, coupled with lower dissipation at lower temperatures, leads

to a runaway cooling effect that is only countered by (slowly shrinking) radiogenic heating.

Since we consider Io to currently be in a hot state (Keszthelyi et al., 2007; Morabito et al.,

1979; Spencer et al., 2007): this implies that the Laplace resonance must have initiated

shortly after planet formation if Io’s mantle has a Maxwell-like response. If, however, the

mantle material is better modeled by an Andrade mechanism, then the Laplace resonance

could have initialized much later in Io’s history (Row 3).

A similar story can be told if you instead consider the forced eccentricity to be variable

at a fixed τL. Figure 4.3 shows three different forced eccentricity values that are allowed to

kick-in after τL = 500 Myr. Changing the forced eccentricity has the effect of modifying the

difference between the tidal heating and convective cooling curves (see Column 3 in Figure

4.3). This difference will affect the location and longevity of various equilibria (Recalling

that tidal-convective equilibrium points may disappear entirely if tidal forcing drops too

low).

Overall, the ability for advanced rheologies to extend Io’s quiescent pre-tidal state im-

plies greater freedom among Laplace resonance formation models. Instead of restricting

the assembly of the Laplace resonance to a brief time period right after accretion, rhe-

ologies like Andrade with enhanced low-temperature dissipation mean that Io could have

gone significantly longer without tidal activity, and still have achieved the active state seen

today. While higher-than-present excursions in tidal forcing also allow longer cooling times

at the start, their ability to restore tidal activity is limited, as they must often be both

high-intensity and long duration to warm up a cool and unresponsive mantle. Andrade

and Sundberg-Cooper mantles recover better in either circumstance: whether the present

forcing is the maximum, or if there have been elevated states in the past. Using the same

logic, if Io’s interior is instead found to be better modeled by a purely Maxwellian rheology,

then the Laplace resonance must have initialized within the first 100 Myr after formation

or have been subjected to considerable forced eccentricity.
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Figure 4.2: Io is assumed to have coalesced into a hot, differentiated, molten sphere at or just
before t = 0. After τL Myrs, a long duration, constant, forced-eccentricity of e = 0.003 is
imparted on Io, mimicking the Laplace resonance that currently exists between the Galilean
Moons and Jupiter. Tidal dissipation, for multiple rheological models, will then counteract
this eccentric orbit. Three different τL values are shown in three different rows. Column
1: Average mantle temperature is shown as a function of time. Column 2: Tidal heating is
shown as a function of time. Column 3: Tidal + Radiogenic heating is plotted against the
current mantle temperature. The last column is a useful way to visualize the position each
rheology is at on the idealized Figure 3.1. It also shows which equilibrium is being reached,
if any.
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Figure 4.3: With the same initial state as described in Figure 4.2, we vary the forced
eccentricity that is kicked-on after τL = 500 Myr. As the forced eccentricity decreases
some of the rheological models are no longer able to find their HSE. Instead, they may find
moderate temperature equilibrium. We specifically point out Row 3 where the Sundberg-
Cooper model slowly heats as it climbs its quasi-equilibrium described in Section 3.1, while
Andrade never escapes this quasi-equilibrium zone.
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4.2 Time Evolution of the Resonance

Using the formulation discussed in the beginning of this chapter, we extend the application

of advanced rheologies to the coupled thermal-orbital evolution of the Laplace resonance.

To minimize variables we restrict our study to the case where only the silicate mantles of Io

and Europa are allowed to dissipate (corresponding to models 1 & 2 described in Hussmann

& Spohn, 2004). We intend to model the dissipation within the icy shells of Europa and

Ganymede in a future study.

In Figure 4.4 we show the time evolution of the system for both the Maxwell and

Sundberg-Cooper rheology. t = 0 refers to the start of the Solar System, however, we start

the resonance at a later time in order to better reproduce today’s measured values.

The three bodies are allowed to tidally dissipate for 8 Gyrs. While the two models

produce comparable results for the first ∼ 1 Gyr, they diverge very quick in both magnitude

and behavior. It appears that Io finds the HSE for both models, but the difference in the

HSEs for the two models (see Figure 3.1) leads to much larger dissipation in the Maxwell

model early on. This greater dissipation will more quickly burn through the available energy

in the resonance. At a certain point, the heating curve for Maxwell is no longer able to

reach its HSE within Io. At this point, Io will begin to rapidly cool. Since the Maxwell

model has very weak dissipation at lower temperatures most tidal activity within Io ends.

Once Io’s dissipation ends it will maintain any forced eccentricity much more readily. If

the Laplace resonance is forced to remain (as it does in this simulation) then Europa’s

eccentricity must have been much larger than we see at present-day. This large dissipation

within Europa creates a dramatic heating increase, something we again do not see to this

extent in modern Europa. The Andrade model in Figure 4.4 never leaves its HSE and

therefore never experiences the dramatic cooling seen in the Maxwell case.

Given that these are preliminary results we do not focus on the specific outcomes of any

given simulation, but rather point to the stark contrast between the Maxwell and Andrade

models. This significant difference is the motivating factor in reexamining the work of
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Figure 4.4: The time evolution of the Laplace resonance is explored within Io and Europa
for both an Andrade (left) and a Maxwell rheological model (right). We use the total
heating (tidal plus radiogenics) and cooling as a metric to the interior state of the moons.
Ganymede’s orbit is also tracked, but its internal thermal state is not calculated in these
preliminary results. Both Io and Europa are assumed to start in a hot state (Tm = 1500K).
This simulation also assumes that the Laplace resonance has already been established at
t = 0. The time evolutions show strong divergences between the two models. The Sundberg-
Cooper model is able to maintain modest heating within Io for nearly the full-time history.
Whereas, the Maxwell model dissipates very quickly early on and leaves Io in a cooler state
around the present day (dashed-line if you assume Solar System formation at t = 0). At this
point, Europa then takes the brunt of the eccentricity forcing leading to dramatic increases
in dissipation.
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Hussmann & Spohn (2004) using more realistic rheologies.

4.3 Conclusions

Europa and Ganymede are equal partners in the Laplace resonance, and will also benefit

from the overall tidal resilience that the Andrade mechanism provides. Without severe past

forcing episodes, initiating Europa’s water ocean from a cold-start scenario can be problem-

atic, as insufficient tidal heating may occur without the added flexibility of a mechanically

decoupled shell. A future study will be dedicated to the study of this ice shell’s ability to

dissipate tidal energy and the impact of the Andrade rheology for ices.

Perhaps the most important consequence of this phenomenon, relaxing the time restric-

tions on when resonance assembly can later lead to tidally active states, is not for Io itself

but exomoons generally. By making it more likely that a diverse range of dynamical capture

scenarios and timings lead to meaningful tidal activity in the future, we find the Andrade

and Sundberg-Cooper rheologies can play a significant role in allowing numerous exomoon

systems to be tidally warmed across the galaxy. They initially help prevent bodies from

freezing out, and they later help catch moons that do slip temporarily in the direction of

such embrittlement. Overall, this may be very good news for maintaining exomoon niches

useful for habitability, both on silicate and ice-silicate hybrid objects.
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Figure 4.5: Here we show the results of 900 simulations of the Laplace resonance where Io
exhibits viscoelastic dissipation for four different rheologies. Dissipation within Europa is
fixed at a constant value of −Im[k̄2] = 10−3. Each box is an individual simulation that is
initialized with a different mean motion of Io and at a different time, determined by the y
and x axes respectively. The pass index determines if a simulation was able to reproduce
Io’s observed, modern orbit (mean motion and eccentricity). The closer the index is to four,
the more successful that simulation was. We found that the Andrade-like rheologies are able
to reproduce today’s observations for a much wider variety of initial conditions. If Io is well
modeled by these rheologies then the Laplace resonance will have looser constraints on its
beginning.
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Chapter 5: Post-Collisional Tidal Evolution in Binary

Trans-Neptunian Objects

Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs) are roughly defined as Pluto-sized or smaller objects that

are at or just beyond the orbit of Neptune. Traditionally, Pluto-sized objects much further

out than Pluto’s orbit may fall outside of this definition (instead of falling into the category

of Kuiper Belt Objects). However, for the purposes of this project, any object that is large

enough to have a nearly spherical shape and is at or beyond Neptune’s orbit will be lumped

into our definition of a TNO. These objects are extremely cold and H2O-rich. Historically

they have been thought to be dead worlds in both an astrobiological and geological sense.

This reasoning was based on their small size leading to low levels of radiogenic heating,

rapid cooling, and the lack of a tide-generating giant planet. However, recent observations

from these worlds have hinted at surface and subsurface liquid water and activity. Besides

Pluto—Quaoar, Haumea and (225088) 2007 OR10 all have exhibited either bulk density,

surface color, and/or spectroscopic evidence that may be consistent with recent surface

liquid water activity (Brown et al., 2011; Jewitt & Luu, 2004; Trujillo et al., 2007). The

origin of these surprisingly active worlds is still a mystery. In this chapter, we propose

that one possible solution may involve the fact that many of these TNOs host relatively

large moons. Many of these systems are very similar to the Pluto-Charon system, which is

believed to have formed via a past grazing collision and subsequent capture event Canup

(e.g., 2005). These collisions were not as violent as the Earth-Moon forming collision, but

many simulations do create post-collisional states that are conducive to subsequent tidal

evolution: high spin-rates and eccentricities. Our preliminary results indicate that if this

tidal dissipation falls within a narrow range, then long-lasting tidal heating is possible.

Here we examine a narrow range where moderate dissipation can lead to long-lasting tidal
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heating. We focus this study on this dissipation’s influence on the creation and persistence

of subsurface water within these bodies.

The most long-lived source of heat for TNOs is radiogenic heating—consequently, its

inclusion is essential to understanding the evolution of the thermal state of TNOs. Early

thermal evolution of some outer solar system bodies may have been strongly influenced by

short-lived isotopes such as 26Al and 60Fe, with some potential to initiate differentiation

(Bizzarro & et al., 2005; McKinnon et al., 2008). Long-lived isotopes 238U, 235U, 232Th and

40K, each contribute to interior and surface evolution over geologic timescales.

Beyond radiogenic heating, other heat sources include leftover accretion heat, latent heat

release, tidal heat, and heat from differentiation. However, some of these heat sources, such

as heat from accretion and differentiation, only exist for short periods of time immediately

after formation and may have ended before impacts and capture may have initiated tidal

heating. These also scale with the mass of the object which, as is the case of Pluto, is

nearly 500 times smaller than the Earth’s. Total ongoing accretional heat escape is often

comparable to radiogenic heat on Earth-sized bodies but rapidly lost in small bodies due

to shallow burial during assembly (Robuchon & Nimmo, 2011). Thus, previous works

have suggested that the largest long-lived heating reservoir after radiogenic heating is tidal

heating due to despinning (see e.g., Robuchon & Nimmo, 2011, Table 2). Indeed, previous

Pluto studies suggest tidal despin heating is greater than both differentiation and latent

heat (Hammond et al., 2016; Hussmann et al., 2006). Cheng et al. (2014) also show Pluto’s

tidal evolution may have taken ∼107−8 years and may include temporary capture into a

range of resonances, implying much work remains for this system.

5.1 Possibility for Long-Lived Tidal Dissipation in TNOs

To model the post-collisional evolution of TNO binaries we need to first understand that no

simplifying assumptions on the relative size of the target to perturber mass should be used.

For example, Charon’s mass is approximately 12% of Pluto’s. Compare this to Io which is
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only 0.0047% of Jupiter’s mass. Likewise, the radii of the target body in a TNO pair may

be quite large compared to the semi-major axis. This is a unique situation that is likely

exclusive to TNOs and suggests that higher orders of the Fourier integer l > 2, shown in

the earlier derivations of Chapter 1.2, may need to be explored for these worlds. Lastly, the

magnitude of the tide-raising orbital parameters (spin-rate, eccentricity, and inclination)

come out to be quite large in collision simulations (Canup, 2005), thereby contradicting

the commonly used truncations in e and I. It is especially important to not restrict any

study of these worlds to cases where the objects are spin-synchronous (θ̇ = n). Some of

these considerations are outside the scope of the current iteration of this work. Instead, we

focus our study to objects experiencing non-synchronous rotation (NSR) and moderately

eccentric orbits (I = 0, l = 2, and e / 0.4). We also do not consider dissipation within both

bodies, instead focusing on one target body.

Since the objects are in NSR, they will experience multiple tidal frequencies based on the

linear combinations of spin-rate and orbital motion (see Table 1.1)1. We model the interior

of the TNOs using a two-layer system of silicate-rich core and pure H2O shell. Tidal heating

is calculated in both layers; however, we have found the core contributes very little to tidal

dissipation as it remains in a relatively cold state throughout the evolution. Therefore, the

core’s contribution is almost entirely dominated by its radiogenic heat production.

5.1.1 Ice Layer Modeling

Water ice’s viscosity is very strongly dependent upon temperature such that a small change

in temperature leads to drastically different viscosity (and, thereby, tidal efficiency). For

this reason, it is not useful to track the average ice shell temperature as we have done

for silicate layers throughout this thesis. Instead, we assume that the ice shell is always

in thermal equilibrium with the energy entering and leaving the shell. This allows us to

calculate the thickness of the sub-layers of H2O. We then apply a fixed viscosity to these

sub-layers which will be used in the calculation of tidal heating.

1Many more modes would be applicable if l > 2 is considered and/or the truncations on e and I are
relaxed.
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The H2O layer is assumed to be comprised of two ice layers and potentially one liquid

layer, DH20 = Delas + Dvisc + Dliq. The upper-most ice layer is a very cold, elastic, and

stagnant lid with surface temperatures below 40 K for many TNOs. It is too rigid to dissi-

pate tidal energy and does not participate in convection. Below it is a warmer, viscoelastic

layer of ice which can tidally dissipate and facilities ice convection. In this study, we as-

sume both layers are only losing heat due to conduction. Future studies will determine the

impact that ice convection has on the thermal-orbital evolution of TNOs. The thickness

of the viscoelastic layer is assumed to be a percentage of the total ice shell and thereby

grows/shrinks the same as the elastic layer,

Dvisc = βDelas, (5.1)

Ḋvisc = βḊelas =
β

β + 1
Ḋice. (5.2)

β is the relative fraction of the viscoelastic ice thickness to the purely elastic ice. We

assume this to be constant for a purely conducting ice model,

β =
1− Γ

Γ− Tsurf/Tmelt
(5.3)

Γ < 1 is defined by the ratio between the temperature at the top of the viscoelastic layer

and the melting point, Ttop = ΓTmelt and is set to 0.9 for this work. The thickness of the

ice layer (or conversely, the liquid layer) is tracked over time by the balance of heat fluxes

entering and leaving the layer (Hussmann & Spohn, 2004),

Ḋice = −Ḋliq = F

(
kice

(ΓTmelt − Tsurf ) (β + 1)

Dice
− Qconv + Ėice

4π (Rtarg −Dice/(1 + β))2

)
. (5.4)

F is a combination of ice parameters and is defined by,
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F =
β + 1

ρicecp,iceTm

(
Liceβ

ciceTm
+ (1− Γ)

)−1
. (5.5)

where cice is the ice’s specific heat (2108 J K−1), Lice is the latent heat of fusion (284×103

J kg−1), and the density of both ice layers is assumed to be ρice = 1000 kg m−3.

One goal of studying TNOs is to understand the amount of liquid water that is currently,

or has previously, been present in these bodies—especially in the context of habitability. In

order to track the amount of liquid water, we measure the thickness of the 1-dimensional

ice shell’s growth and melting. We find the parameter, ∆D, to be a useful parameter to

examine the relevance that tides have on the liquid water thickness when compared to that

which is created by radiogenics,

∆D = Dliq(tides on, radiogenics on)−Dliq(tides off, radiogenics on) (5.6)

The rheological parameters for ices are not well constrained by experiments (see Section

1.4), we therefore assume the Andrade parameters mimic those used for silicates (α = 0.2

and ζ = 1).

5.1.2 Static Study of ∆D

Before exploring the tidal evolution of TNOs over time, it is important to understand the

dependence of ∆D on the factors driving tides: spin-rate and eccentricity2. Tides from an

eccentric orbit will dissipate within both the primary and target body (e.g., within both

Pluto and Charon). Tides from non-synchronous rotation will be restricted to the body

with the NSR spin-rate. However, the post-collisional formation of binary TNOs suggests

that both objects may have had high spin-rates (Canup, 2005). In Figure 5.1 we explore

2Orbital inclination would also drive tides, but we find it to be a very weak contribution to TNO liquid
water production (Saxena et al., 2018). Preliminary results do show that the additional modes that are

activated from a non-zero inclination (see Section 1.3) may create dissipation troughs that TNOs might
find themselves temporarily trapped in depending upon the specific orbital history. The importance of such
troughs will be explored in future work.
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the impact of tidal heating within both a Pluto and Charon-like world.

While it is still debated, many expect Pluto to contain a liquid ocean from the decay

of radiogenics alone (Nimmo & et al., 2016, and references therein). This is not the case

for Charon which contains less radiogenic-rich silicates due to its lower mass. This can be

seen by the starting point (left-most on the x-axis) of the blue curves in Figure 5.1: When

the target body is Pluto there is already significant liquid water without any tidal heating.

From this figure, it becomes clear that tides can dramatically increase the amount of liquid

water from the radiogenics-alone case. Particularly for NSR tides within Charon.

5.1.3 Time Evolution of TNOs with Single-Body Dissipation

The static results of the previous section suggest that spin-rate, and to a lesser degree

eccentricity, can dramatically increase the volume of liquid water seen on large TNO objects.

However, large heating implies quick orbital dissipation (denoted by the red colored curves in

Figure 5.1). Any eccentricities and/or NSR will dissipate as roughly the inverse of heating.

In this way, the previous figure can be misleading as any of the strong heating results are

likely to end quickly making their impact on ocean longevity questionable. Yet, there are

situations in which a TNO may have moderate heating and relatively long timescales of

tidal forcing (see Figure 5.2) for an illustration).

We model a TNO system’s time evolution to explore these scenarios. Likewise, in reality,

any changes to either the primary or secondary object’s spin or eccentricity will affect the

system’s semi-major axis. Since tidal dissipation (for all types of tides) is a strong function of

semi-major axis, we find it is critical to account for its variation (e.g., Murray & Dermott,

1999). Figure 5.3 shows a 1 Gyr time history for a Pluto-Charon analogue system. To

explore the role of planetary parameter variations, we include an increased perturber mass

in the last column of the figure while keeping other parameters consistent with Pluto/Charon

for context. These represent cases that we find to best illustrate the impact of viscoelastic

tides in TNO systems. The time domain begins from an assumed post-collisional state with

a high spin rate and moderate eccentricity at time t = 0. The specific initial conditions
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Figure 5.1: Pluto and Charon analogs are subjected to forced eccentricities (top row) and
spin rates (bottom row). Dissipation is calculated within a target of the mass of Pluto
and Charon (solid and dashed lines respectively). We also show a Pluto mass object with
2× its current semi-major axis (dotted line). Equilibrium liquid H2O layer thickness is
calculated and shown as a percentage of the total H2O thickness (ice + liquid). Heating is
calculated as a summation of fixed radiogenic rate comparable to 2 Gya chondritic isotope
concentrations and the respective eccentricity or spin tidal dissipation. The maximum liquid
water percentage (blue left y-axis) is calculated by finding the equilibrium thickness of the
elastic+viscoelastic ice shell thickness. Radiogenics alone produce non-trivial amounts of
liquid water on Pluto no matter the tidal interactions. However, tides (especially those
produced by spins) can greatly enhance liquid water growth. Damping timescales (defined

as −e/ 〈ė〉 and −θ̇/
〈
θ̈
〉

respectively for eccentricity and spin) is shown in red on the right y-

axis. Note that both the liquid H2O percentages and timescales are strongly coupled to the
orbital motion which remains fixed in these results. Three different viscoelastic models are
shown in each column with the traditional fixed-Q on the far right. The subtle differences
between models seen here end up influencing time histories dramatically (see Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.2: When discussing tidal dissipation in systems that do not have a long-term
forcing source (such as the Laplace resonance in the Jovian system) then the longevity of
tides is critical. The duration of tidal dissipation approximately follows the inverse of the
tidal heating. For instance, an eccentric orbit will circularize via tidal dissipation if there
are no perturbers present. The stronger the eccentricity tidal dissipation, the faster the
orbit will circularize. Tidal heating and dampening timescales for a Pluto-Charon analog
are shown in red in Figure 5.1. If the goal is to examine long-term tidal effects then we
must look to the region shaded in green: where both heating and longevity are moderate.
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are slightly different for each case (details can be found in the caption of Figure 5.3). This

t = 0 could be considered the formation time of the Solar System for a conservative case

but may be much later.

We set the initial silicate core temperature to be lower than the radiogenic equilibrium

temperature. This reduced temperature is intended to mimic a recently coalesced target

object which has not yet had the time to reach its radiogenic equilibrium temperature.

Orbits are evolved in time using the Darwin-Kaula equations for 〈ė〉, 〈ȧ〉, and
〈
θ̈
〉

with

an obliquity of zero, see Section 1.3 (Ferraz-Mello et al., 2008; Saxena et al., 2018). In

all simulations, the perturber is assumed to have fallen into a 1:1 resonance with n very

quickly after formation. We, therefore, do not model dissipation within the perturber.

Initial radionuclide rates in the silicate core of each body are assumed to evolve in time

towards modern chondritic rates.

Tidal heat is computed using a homogeneous tidal equation (Equation 1.13) with a

term to adjust for the volume of material actually contributing to tidal action. This term

is constant for dissipation within the silicate core but varies for the viscoelastic ice as

its thickness changes (defined as the volume of viscoelastic ice over the entire planetary

volume). The viscoelastic ice volume fraction varies between 0–5 % for a Pluto density

object (0 if the ice layer is completely melted). We assume no dissipation in the liquid

H2O layer, an assumption that may be revisited in the future based on suggestions that

fluid heating, especially for thin liquid oceans, may have an important role (Tyler et al.,

2015). Multi-layer results (Henning & Hurford, 2014) demonstrate that the sub-layer of any

asthenosphere or ice shell that is viscoelastically best tuned to a given forcing frequency will

overwhelmingly dominate a tidal response. For a detailed discussion of the concentration

of tidal dissipation into the lower fraction of an ice shell (see Section 5 of Ojakangas &

Stevenson, 1989). For these TNO models, we assume significant viscoelastic dissipation

occurs only in the lowest ∼10% of any thermally conducting ice shell, where ice is warmest.

We have checked this assumption with a small set of full multi-layer solutions for static cases
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Figure 5.3: Time histories are found via the simplified thermal-orbital-spin evolution pre-
sented here for a target object with Pluto’s mass (Column 1), Charon’s mass (Column 2),
and Pluto’s mass with a 1.5× Charon mass perturber. Rows 2, 3, and 4 show the time evo-

lution of respectively, eccentricity (e), spin-rate over mean motion (θ̇/n), and semi-major
axis (a). The initial semi-major axis, eccentricity, and spin rate are for Column 1: [.71
anow, 0.01, 17 n], Column 2: [.71 anow, 0.01, 75 n], and Column 3: [.77 anow, 0.001, 38
n]. Eccentricity and non-synchronous spin are lost due to tidal heating (Rows 2 and 3).
Likewise, the distance between primary and secondary is also modified by the systems’

relative frequencies and activated modes, with a tending to increase when θ̇ > n and stay

constant when θ̇ ≈ n (Row 4). The change in depth (∆D, Row 1) measures the increase
in ocean thickness that both spin and eccentricity tides cause over radiogenics alone. This
thickness is found by monitoring the growth/loss of the purely conductive ice lid (Hussmann
& Spohn, 2004). As in Figure 5.1, 3 different viscoelastic models are explored. We note
that the different viscoelastic models may greatly impact the long-term orbital evolution.
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of ice shells with a linear temperature gradient, prior to using the classical method with

an ice sub-layer volume adjustment for these simulations. This approximation is justified

for the purpose of assessing an order of magnitude sense of plausible tidal outcomes and

duration. Solutions are generally more sensitive to the selection of ice viscosity, or by proxy

grain size. We use the ice rheology law of Goldsby & Kohlstedt (2001) with parameters

from Moore (2006).

High-spin tidal dissipation (θ̇targ >> n) tends to increase the semi-major axis, a. Once

θ̇targ has damped (θ̇targ ≈ n), this effect may be overtaken by any non-zero eccentricity

damping which will tend to pull back a slightly (Ferraz-Mello et al., 2008). The range

of final a in Figure 5.3 does not reproduce the exact present-day orbits for the Pluto-

Charon system (afinal ≈ 1.4anow for Column 1 and afinal ≈ 0.8anow for Column 2). This

is due to the combination of our choice of ao and the spin quickly pushing out a while it

is synchronizing with n. Once the spin is synchronized then the eccentric nature of the

orbit is able to pull a back in, however, at the relevant points in time for the cases shown,

e too has been nearly lost. For simplicity of interpretation, we choose to display fixed

start cases instead of fixed end states, but the spread in outcomes is what matters (these

represent 1 MPluto or MCharon-analogs, not Pluto or Charon themselves)3. Increasing the

perturber’s mass leads to stronger tides and faster orbital changes. Specifically, we find that

the final semi-major axis of the system becomes much larger than the present day system

(see Column 3 of Figure 5.3). We find, using ∆D as our metric, that tides can increase

liquid water volumes over radiogenics alone for upwards of 20% the age of the Solar System

in these limited test cases.

5.2 Conclusions

It is theorized that binary Trans-Neptunian Objects form in a chaotic nature that result in

high spin-rates and eccentric orbits. If this is the case, these worlds may subsequently tidally

3As mentioned, we also do not consider simultaneous dissipation within both bodies which will further
impede any reproduction modern measurements.
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dissipate. Depending upon their composition, interior structure, and thermal state, they

may fall into a Goldilocks zone of moderate, long-lasting dissipation. We show that, under

this scenario, tides may bolster the size of sub-surface liquid oceans for 100s of millions

of years after formation. Due to the large number of binary TNOs discovered (and the

statistical likelihood of more undiscovered), these systems may have hosted the greatest

volume of habitable liquid water in the early stage of our Solar System.

Figure 5.3 shows that the choice of rheology is an important one. The sometimes dra-

matic differences in final orbital states suggest a continued need to apply more accurate

material models to both silicates and ices. We specifically point to the evolution of eccen-

tricity (Row 2). These eccentricities, while small, are larger than other observed objects (for

instance eEuropa = 0.009). This could provide a gateway to differentiating between different

interior rheology models based on observed orbits. The liquid water ∆D parameter is also

greatly impacted by the different rheological models. While all models lead to small values

for ∆D after 1 Gyr, we still see upwards of 500 Myr of significant change in liquid depth.

In our testing, we have found more extreme liquid cases, but which often lead to final orbits

that have not been observed in the current TNO catalogs. Further testing is needed to

understand the post-collisional state of observed TNO-binaries.
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Chapter 6: Tidal Heating Outside the Solar System

The handful of extra-solar planets found in the early 1990s has been surpassed by the

discovery of thousands of worlds in the past 10 years. The advancements in improved

rheological modeling discussed throughout this thesis are just as valid if the focus moves

to planets and moons outside of our Solar System. The barriers to studying exoplanets

are high: Even though the community has measured the masses and radii for many of the

known exoplanets, the uncertainties on these values (and our ignorance about their moments

of inertia) offers us with very little constraints on their interior structure. However, the

coarse densities we do have do not exclude a terrestrial-like composition for most Earth-

sized exoplanets. Likewise, stellar compositions and disk evolution also point to similar

compositions as the Solar System (Johnson et al., 2017; Unterborn et al., 2017). More work

is needed to improve our understanding of these planet’s interiors, however, we can begin

to address tides by modeling Earth-sized and smaller exoplanets as having an Earth-like

composition and structure.

The major difference between many observed exoplanets with radius < 1.5REarth and

our terrestrial planets is their orbit, rather than their interior. Earth and super-earth sized

exoplanets have been discovered much closer to their stars than any Solar System object. If

these planets orbit a sun-like star, then they will experience extreme surface temperatures

due to their high insolation heating. Indeed, it is likely that many of these worlds will

be molten on part or all of their surface as may be the case for 55 Cancri e (e.g., Demory

et al., 2012). These unique objects will have a very different interior response than anything

that has been studied in the Solar System. Even though these worlds are not likely to be

habitable, we can learn a great deal about planetary science by studying their tidal and

interior evolution.
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The discovery of short-period exoplanets around cooler, M-type stars may have habitable

temperatures and still be close enough to their star for tides to be relevant towards their

thermal budget (e.g., Henning et al., 2019). This provides a direct link between tidal

dissipation and a planet’s (rather than a moon’s) potential habitability. This is particularly

interesting for the increasing number of systems that appear to be in tightly packed, resonant

orbits, such as the TRAPPIST-1 system (Gillon et al., 2017). These planets are close enough

to one another to provide strong perturbations on one another and may be in a complex

resonances similar to the Laplace resonance (Luger et al., 2017). As discussed in Luger et al.

(2017), such a resonance will provide the TRAPPIST planets with non-zero eccentricity.

The heliocentric tidal dissipation of this eccentricity may create substantial heating which

may impact the surface and atmospheric conditions (Heller & Barnes, 2013; Turbet et al.,

2017).

The TRAPPIST-1 and 55 Cancri systems are only two of the many exoplanetary systems

that may have significant tidal evolution. Numerous investigations of exoplanet tidal activ-

ity have been conducted, with a range of topics from gas giant behavior (e.g., Běhounková

et al., 2010, 2011; Remus et al., 2012a,b; Storch & Lai, 2014), to tidal alterations of system

dynamics (e.g., Bolmont et al., 2015; Cébron et al., 2011; Lecoanet et al., 2009; Matsumura

et al., 2010), to alterations of habitability (Barnes et al., 2013, 2008; Heller & Armstrong,

2014; Henning et al., 2019; Jackson et al., 2008a,b; Kopparapu et al., 2014), issues of spin

dynamics (Correia et al., 2008; Cunha et al., 2015; Efroimsky, 2012b; Ferraz-Mello et al.,

2008), and the role of tides on exomoons (Heller & Barnes, 2013; Namouni, 2010). Many

such studies naturally begin with frequency independent internal models, such as the fixed-

Q model, but an increasing number consider viscoelastic models (Auclair-Desrotour et al.,

2014; Běhounková et al., 2010, 2011; Correia et al., 2014; Driscoll & Barnes, 2015; Henning

& Hurford, 2014; Henning et al., 2009; Makarov, 2015; Makarov & Efroimsky, 2014; Re-

mus et al., 2012a,b; Shoji & Kurita, 2014). Countless more studies rely upon reasonable

selections of tidal dissipation parameters that inform simulations of orbital dynamics. For

solid planetary objects, a detailed study is eventually needed to constrain which rheological
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models are best under the stress, pressure, and compositional conditions that are applicable

to exoplanets and exomoons. Indeed, studies of the Earth tell us that multiple rheologi-

cal models may be needed as you go deeper into an exoplanet’s interior. Higher pressures

will change the microphysical mechanisms that govern the rheological response (Karato &

Spetzler, 1990; Unterborn et al., 2017). We currently must rely mainly on analytical and

numerical modeling when exploring the interiors of extrasolar planets, particularly worlds

in the super-Earth category not represented in our Solar System (Valencia et al., 2007). It is

not yet known how well laboratory results on the viscosity of peridotite can extend to high-

pressure phases such as post-perovskite (Murakami, 2004), which may play an influential

role in super-Earths.

6.1 A Comment on the Compressibility of Super-Earths

The pressure within a massive rocky planet will steadily increase as you explore deeper

into the interior. For small worlds, this increase is generally not important for our work.

The point at which pressure will begin to dramatically affect different material properties is

generally near or inside the iron-rich core, which we assume does not contribute to tidal dis-

sipation. However, the more massive the planet, the higher in elevation this point becomes.

In the case of Earth and especially super-Earth sized Exoplanets, it will become important

to consider pressure dependence within the mantle. The application of the pressure depen-

dence of some physical parameters is straightforward within the model architecture we have

described up to this point. For instance, the melting temperature of certain minerals, and

the viscosity dependence of various creep mechanisms. We expect that increased pressures

will lead to lower melt-fractions and higher viscosities. In general, this will act to dampen

tidal dissipation, but the advanced rheological models explored in this work may counteract

this to some degree.

A much more complex topic is how compression of material impacts the underlying

formalism of the tidal dissipation. The background presented throughout Section 1.3, and

references mentioned, assume an incompressible planet. Neveu & Rhoden (2017) used a
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compressible model on small bodies based on the work of Sabadini & Vermeersen (2004).

To the best of our knowledge, such a model has not been applied to extra-solar planets.

The long-term goal of this project is to implement such a model, first starting with the

incompressible multi-layer model used by Henning & Hurford (2014). For now we continue

using the incompressible model as we are interested in how rheologies compare to one

another, not a detailed study of specific outcomes.

6.2 Advanced Rheologies in Exoplanets

In the following three subsections we explore the impact that advanced rheological models

have on short-period, heliocentric, rocky exoplanets.

6.2.1 Mass-Tuning

Henning et al. (2009) noted that viscoelastic dissipation shows a mass dependence even

when you do not consider the problems discussed in the Section 6.1. Such effects arise from

the effective rigidity of the planet that is used in the calculation of K2 (Efroimsky, 2012b).

Since this parameter appears in both the compressible and incompressible formulations of

K2, it is safe to assume that the effects explored in this section will be applicable regardless

of the model. We demonstrate this mass-tuning effect for the Sundberg-Cooper rheology in

Figure 6.1 where we vary the mass of the object in which tides are being generated, Mtarg.

This variation uniquely controls the extent to which Voigt-Kelvin and Andrade sub-features

are expressed. Other parameters such as forcing frequency, semi-major axis, and perturber

mass, have no such role. Alterations in Mtarg, relative to a fixed (unmelted) shear modulus,

in effect vary the extent to which the object is gravity dominated or strength dominated.

Sub-solidus shear modulus changes have the same effect but cannot plausibly vary by the

same number of orders of magnitude. For any given choice of mineralogical parameters,

there is thus an optimal Mtarg at which non-Maxwell features most prominently emerge.

Such emergence takes two forms: the size of any other peaks besides the high-temperature
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Maxwell peak, and the amount of elevation of the low-temperature tidal background. For

our model, such optimal tuning occurs at ∼ 100 MIo (about 50% more massive than Earth).

The notable relevance of non-Maxwell features continues up to 1000 MIo, and down to 0.1

MIo.

One of the most important basic principles in Figures 3.2 and 6.1, climbing up from

Maxwell to Sundberg-Cooper, is the steady expansion of high-dissipation regions, reflecting

the inclusion of more and more diverse grain scale phenomena as gained through the steadily

improving empirical match of each model to laboratory results.

With this limited mass-dependence, we can look at the dissipation within exoplanets

that are larger than the Earth. Such exoplanets are interesting targets because they are

easier to observe than Earth-sized or smaller planets, and may still be habitable (unlike

large gas giants). Objects with Mtarg ∼ 100 MIo typically have the greatest expression

of Andrade-mechanism dissipation, while objects with Mtarg > 10 ME express only the

shoulder of the Andrade mechanism band. This is true regardless of forcing frequency or

host mass. Despite this, even expressing part of the Andrade-mechanism dissipation will

lead to greater tidal resilience for exoplanets, or especially exomoons, when utilizing a model

containing the Andrade anelasticity.

But this mass dependence does mean that for silicate exomoons, the lessons we take

from modeling Io may be extensible rather broadly. We, therefore, predict that use of

modern material models will increase the number of exomoons that can endure in tidally

active states in the broader galaxy, across a wide host of orbital histories. The notion that

volcanic activity is more common via this update in material modeling is an attractive

and potentially observable concept. Likewise, tidally induced water oceans also expand in

resilience, as Andrade has been found to apply to ice just as it has for silicate.

6.2.2 Comparison to Stellar Heating

If the rheological models explored in this work are applicable to Earth-mass or larger ter-

restrial planets, then we can begin to perform order-of-magnitude comparisons. Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.1: Planetary mass is the primary control on which regions of tidal-strength phase
space an object experiences. We find that the mass of the secondary in which tides are
being generated is the main control on the vertical positioning of the underlying structure
from Figure 3.2. Nominal unmelted shear modulus may shift the horizontal position of the
melting trajectory, however only by small amounts, as plausible mantle shear moduli do
not vary by as many orders of magnitude as object mass may. Objects much larger than, or
much smaller than Io, will not experience as many Andrade, Burgers, or Sundberg-Cooper
dissipation features, and are thus better approximated by a Maxwell model. The unique
structure of the Sundberg-Cooper rheology is most expressed at 100 MIo (∼ 1.5 ME).
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(for a K-type star) and 6.3 (for a M-type star) show how eccentricity driven tidal heat-

ing may overcome insolation heating from a host star for a phase space of orbital period

versus interior temperature. To illustrate the possible role of the Andrade and Sundberg-

Cooper rheologies, we overlay the location of several recently discovered exoplanets that

share roughly similar physical parameters. Exoplanet surface equilibrium temperatures are

shown with a rightward arrow indicating the uncertainty in temperature increase from the

surface to the interior. For Earth, the temperature jump between the surface and upper

mantle is roughly 1000 K, with a shallow adiabatic gradient thereafter. For exoplanets, this

will depend on the internal heat flux, lithosphere structure, and possible existence of heat

pipe behavior or vigorous advection. At moderate mantle temperatures and short orbits,

the tidal heating will be strong no matter which rheological model is used. For longer

periods, and/or cooler planets, the rheological differences become a key factor that should

be considered in future studies. The shaded contours in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are chosen

specifically as case-independent ratios of tidal to insolation heating. One may compare

between the two figures the degree to which various objects are enveloped by contoured

regions. A general trend toward increased tidal heating using realistic rheologies is evident

and particularly significant for cooler stars.

6.2.3 Non-Synchronously Rotating Exoplanets

To this point we have considered exoplanets in synchronous rotation (wherein their spin-

rate is equal to their orbital motion), however, as can be seen with Equation 1.34 versus

Equation 1.37, tidal dissipation can be significantly altered when non-synchronous rotation

(NSR) is considered. In Section 1.3 we discussed that NSR will generate multiple tidal

modes (see, for instance, Table 1.1) whose absolute values act as inputs to the Love number

(e.g., Efroimsky & Williams, 2009). Each rheology has a different response to frequency (see

Figure 3.3) so it is important to understand what, if any, affect NSR has on the rheological

response.

A comprehensive study of the origin of an exoplanet’s NSR spin-rate is beyond the
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Figure 6.2: A plot of orbital period vs. mantle temperature with contours of tidal heating
divided by insolation heating. Overlaid on the image are several exoplanets that are plotted
with their measured orbital period, and a calculated equilibrium surface temperature (red
dots) for a K-type star assuming a planetary albedo of 0.3, and no atmosphere. The arrows
represent an (unknown) increase in temperature from the surface to the mantle where the
tidal dissipation is expected to occur. For the Earth, the temperature increases by over
a thousand degrees as you travel from the surface to the upper mantle. The underlying
tidal heating to insolation ratio is not specific to any of the selected exoplanets, rather it
is calculated for a hypothetical rocky planet that has a mass (M = 3.8 ME) and radius
(R = 1.5 RE) equal to the average of the plotted planets. For illustration, the planets were
chosen based on similar mass and radii, with priority to multi-planet systems which are
more likely to host mean motion resonances. We can see that the cooler planets are greatly
impacted by an Andrade-like transient mechanism.
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Figure 6.3: The same methodology that was used in Figure 6.2, except the star is changed
to an M dwarf star. While the much cooler star decreases the surface temperature of any
orbiting planets, it will also decrease the magnitude of tidal heating due to the reduced
primary mass. The Andrade-mechanism is now critical to maintaining large tidal heating
in planets which have a mantle temperature comparable to their surface temperature.
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scope of this work. However, we note that any perturbation (such as a scattering event

with another, nearby planet) that drives a planet into a different semi-major axis will,

by Kepler’s 3rd law, change the orbital motion and thereby knock a planet out of its

synchronous rotation—without any initial change to its spin-rate (Henning et al., 2018). In

Section 6.3 we discuss another mechanism that may provide a NSR to short-period planets

orbiting sun-like stars.

Using Equation 1.37, in Figure 6.4 we plot the tidal heating of an Earth-sized, short-

period exoplanet subjected to the Maxwell and Andrade rheologies. What is immediately

striking is the Maxwell rheology’s complete lack of a spin-rate dependence. This appears to

have been predicted by Efroimsky (2012b) wherein Efroimsky showed that, depending upon

the ratio of the orbital motion to the Maxwell timescale (see Equation 1.50c), K2 ∼ χ−1

scales inversely with tidal frequency. This is not the case for the Andrade rheology which,

for the same Maxwell time, scales as K2 ∼ χ−α ≈ χ−(0.2−−0.4). Once the Love number is fed

into the tidal heating equation it gains an additional tidal frequency multiplier
〈
Ė
〉
∼ χK2

which cancels the tidal frequency dependence in the Maxwell model (for this moderate

temperature mantle) but not in the Andrade. The Maxwell tidal heating still scales with

orbital period—regardless of the spin-rate.

From the Andrade results in Figure 6.4 we can also see the impact that spin-orbit

resonances have on the heating. For the particular example shown here, we see a drop in

heating at the 1:1 and another at the 3:2 resonance for high eccentricity. These spin-orbit

resonances become more apparent when we look at circularization timescales (see Figure

6.5). As a planet’s spin evolves in time it may fall into and out of these dips. If the tidal

dissipation drops too low then the planet may become trapped in that resonance, thereby

impacting the long-term climate (and thereby habitability) of the planet (e.g., Kopparapu

et al., 2014). The high dissipation of Andrade also means faster orbital and spin changes.

The circularization timescales for Andrade are far lower than the Maxwell model, suggesting

that an Andrade world will experience tides as being extreme in magnitude and short in
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Figure 6.4: NSR tidal heating is shown for two different rheological models: Maxwell (top
row) and Andrade (bottom row). Column 1 allows the spin and orbital period to vary
independently and are only equal along the black line (synchronous rotation) with a fixed
eccentricity of 0.01. Column 2 fixes the orbital frequency at the value shown with the
vertical black line while eccentricity and spin-rate are varied. Large fluctuations in heating
as a function of spin can be seen in the Andrade model while that dependence is completely
lost in the Maxwell model. The physical and orbital parameters mimic those for exoplanet
TRAPPIST-1 e with zero inclination (Gillon et al., 2017).
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duration.

6.3 Interiors of Super-Heated, Tidally-Locked, Rocky Exo-

planets

Short-period, rocky exoplanets (P / 5 days) orbiting Sun-like stars will experience equilib-

rium temperatures in the thousands of degrees. They will also be close enough to tidally

synchronize their rotation rate to their orbital period, resulting in a super-heated dayside

and a substantially cooler nightside. While this dichotomy depends on atmospheric effi-

ciency for redistributing heat, even with a significant atmosphere of 1.4 bars predicted for

the super-Earth 55 Cancri e (Angelo & Hu, 2017), this planet appears able to sustain a

measured ∼ 1000 K temperature difference between hemispheres (Tamburo et al., 2018).

Planets with a super-heated substellar point (SSP), should have weak convection below

the SSP, due to a small surface-to-mantle temperature difference (Noack et al., 2010). We

hypothesize convection will instead concentrate around the terminator and/or the anti-

substellar point. Cooler, high density material will sink in those regions, while the mantle

will stagnate at the SSP, creating rotationally unstable longitudinal density anomalies.

Once a significant anomaly has developed, two mechanisms may attempt to correct the

disequilibrium: true polar wander of the spin-axis, as it attempts to reorient to the largest

moment of inertia (Leconte, 2018), and physical librations, as density anomalies are pulled

toward or away from the star.

Extreme dayside temperatures often generate large-scale magma oceans, however libra-

tions and polar wander will alter the time that a particular region is at or near the SSP,

changing the time-averaged surface area subject to melting, possibly leading to observably

smaller magma oceans, or oceans that are miss-aligned with the SSP. Both could provide

observational pathways to these interior and rotational phenomenon. Whether or not a

planet is more or less susceptible to tidal heating by these effects requires testing. We leave

the detailed analysis of this potential phenomenon to future work, but present preliminary
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Figure 6.5: Using the same system and plot layout as Figure 6.4, we show circularization
timescales (defined as |e/ė|) in Myr. ė shows a strong dependency upon spin for both
rheologies. Maxwell, in particular, highlights the influence that spin-orbit resonances might
have on an exoplanet (resonances can be seen as linear features in Column 1). Since

higher order resonances are appended with factors of e2 and I2, it takes a certain minimum
eccentricity (and/or inclination) to ‘activate’ the resonance. These activation thresholds
can be seen by the s-like curves in Column 2.
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findings that suggest large scale mantle convection from SSP to nightside is possible.

To perform this calculation we utilize the open-source ASPECT Mantle Convection Code

(Bangerth et al., 2018a,b; Dannberg & Heister, 2016; He et al., 2017; Heister et al., 2017;

Kronbichler et al., 2012; Rose et al., 2017) to simulate a 2-dimensional Earth-sized exoplanet

cross-section subjected to similar surface temperatures as 55 Cancri e. Specifically, the peak

surface temperature of 2000 K occurs at the SSP and decreases to a minimum of 1000 K

at the anti-substellar point. The mantle is heated1 by a fixed temperature (5000 K) core.

Snapshots of the simulation are shown in Figure 6.6 but we recommend watching a video

of the simulation which can be found at https://youtu.be/bHeo1V2ihsY.

At t = 0 (not shown in Figure 6.6) the mantle is initialized with an arbitrary hexagonal-

pattern temperature distribution. This initial condition results in a quick overturn event

wherein hot mantle material is thrown towards the surface. After ≈ 600 Myr the mantle’s

average temperature stabilizes to that of an adiabat. Convection is sluggish near the SSP,

as can be seen around the 200 Myr mark. After 900 Myrs the mantle begins to experience

a global convective flow from dayside to nightside. This flow speeds up until ≈ 1200 Myr

where it enters a relative steady state. In this final state the mantle tends to flow towards

the SSP near the core and away from it near the surface. The anti-sub stellar point often

experiences large-scale downwelling events as can be seen in the last image of Figure 6.6.

These large convective flows will result in large mass transport from dayside to nightside

on 100 Myr timescales. Torques produced by a flow on, for instance, the top of one of the

images in Figure 6.6 will be partially counteracted by the same flow on the bottom (both

flows are moving from left-to-right but from a rotational stand point one is moving clockwise

while the other is moving counter clockwise). However, the balance is unlikely to ever be

perfect as can be seen in these simulations. An imbalance in the clockwise vs. counter-

clockwise flow will lead to a net torque that will drive the planet’s rotation. Furthermore,

for silicate material, density increases with decreasing temperature. Thus, the large-scale

downwellings on the anti-substellar point and the upwellings near the SSP create a global

1No radiogenic or tidal heating are included in these preliminary results.
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Figure 6.6: Six snapshots in time from an ASPECT convection simulation of a super-heated,
Earth-sized exoplanet are shown. The exoplanet is assumed to be tidally locked to its star,
resulting in a super-heated substellar point on the left side of the images. The temperature
difference between the left (dayside) and right (nightside) is 1000 K. An arbitrary hexagonal
temperature distribution was chosen as the initial condition. Prior to the first image, the
mantle experiences a large-scale overturn event due to this initial condition. The planet sta-
bilizes from this initial event after ≈ 600 Myr. Starting at 200 Myr, the mantle experiences
sluggish convection near the SSP. After 700 Myr a global dayside to nightside convective
flow begins to develop. After 1200 Myr the global flow is in full swing and is rapid. Flow is
directed to the anti-substellar point in the upper layers and towards the SSP in the lower
layers. Video of the full simulation can be found at https://youtu.be/bHeo1V2ihsY.
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density anomaly with higher density on the opposite side of the exoplanet from the star. This

global density anomaly is not rotationally stable and will result in spin-axis reorientation.

Both of these effects would result subsequent tidal dissipation which could further heat the

interior and change the semi-major axis.

6.4 Conclusions

It is often stated that short-period exoplanet’s are likely to be tidally locked to their host

stars. However, in this chapter we show that super-heated exoplanets may enter into a NSR,

librational, and/or true polar wander state that may lead to significant tidal dissipation.

Other exoplanets may be knocked out of synchronous rotation due to perturbations from

nearby planets (Henning et al., 2018). It is important to know if NSR is possible for an

exoplanet because, as we show here, tidal dissipation will diverge from the commonly used

formula by a great degree.

As with other chapters of this thesis, regardless of the spin-state, advanced rheological

models provide more dissipation to cooler worlds that orbit close to their hosts. The dif-

ference with exoplanets are their quantity and variety. Thousands of worlds provide a near

endless supply of floating laboratories that allow us to explore the impact of tidal dissipa-

tion and orbital evolution outside the constraints that our Solar System imposes. While

much work remains to be done on understanding the interiors of these worlds, we can still

learn about their potential outcomes by applying realistic models to the observations we

currently have. These preliminary findings will help pinpoint which worlds will be the most

interesting for follow-up observations from an internal and thermal perspective.
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Appendix A: Abbreviations & Parameter Definitions

Abbreviations

CMB: Core-Mantle Boundary

HSE: Hot-Stable Equilibrium

Pert or Host: Perturbing Body (Object generating tides)

Targ: Target Body (Object where tides are being calculated)

TNO: Trans-Neptunian Object

SSP: Sub-Stellar Point

NSR: Non-Synchronous Rotation

MMR: Mean-Motion Resonance

Parameters, Variables, and Functions

Table A.1: Definitions for parameters and functions used throughout this
thesis. Units (in SI-MKS) and values are are provided where applicable.

Description Symbol Value/Formula Dimensions

Orbital Evolution

Newton’s Gravitational Constant G 6.674× 10−11 N m2 kg−2

Stefan-Boltzman Constant σB 5.67× 10−8 W m−2 K−4

Dirac Delta Function δik — —

Eccen. & Inclin. Functions F & G see Appendix D —

Angular Momentum H see Equation 1.21 kg m2 s−1

Eccentricity e — —

Inclination I — radians

Mean Orbital Anomaly M — radians

Orbital Mean Motion n — radians s−1

Planet Spin Frequency θ̇ — radians s−1

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Description Symbol Value/Formula Dimensions

Semi-Major Axis a — m

Stellar Luminosity L∗ 3.848× 1026 W

Azimuthal Tidal Torque τy see Section 1.3.2 N m

Polar Tidal Torque τz see Equation 1.25 N m

Tide-Raising Potential W see Equation 1.2 J kg−1

Tidal Potential U see Equation 1.7 J kg−1

Tidal Forcing Mode wlmpq see Equation 1.5 radians s−1

Tidal Frequency χlmpq |wlmpq| radians s−1

Planetary Properties

Latitude φ — radians

Longitude λ — radians

Gravitational Acceleration g — m s−2

Albedo A 0.3 —

Emissivity εv 0.9 —

Planet Mass M — kg

Planet Radius R — m

Planet Volume V — m3

Complex Love Number (lth order) k̄l see Equation 1.46 —

Effective Dissipation Efficiency Q−1 see Equation 1.49 —

Dissipation Efficiency Kl −Im
[
k̄l (ωlmpq)

]
—

Static Love Number (lth order) kl see Equation 1.40 —

Tidal Phase Lag εl see Equation 1.48 —

Tidal Volume VT idal — m3

Tidal Volume Fraction ftvf VT idal/V —

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Description Symbol Value/Formula Dimensions

Material Properties

Maxwell Timescale τM Jη s

Andrade Timescale τA ζτM s

Andrade Exponent α 0.2–0.4 —

Andrade Timescale Ratio ζ 1 —

Andrade Coefficient β JU (ζJUηS)−α Pa−1 s−α

Andrade Sine Constant S α! sin (απ/2) —

Andrade Cosine Constant C α! cos (απ/2) —

Burgers Parameter γ (JUηPω)2 + (JU/δJ) —

Bulk Density ρ — kg m−3

Convective Thickness Scale αcv 0.1 —

Density of Ice ρice 1000 kg m−3

Ice Specific Heat cice 2108 J K−1 kg−1

Ice Thermal Conductivity kice 2.5 W m−1 K−1

Latent Heat of Fusion Lice 284× 103 J kg−1

Mantle Viscosity Ratio γ 0.011 —

Rayleigh Number Ra see Equation 2.3 —

Silicate Specific Heat crock 1260 J K−1 kg−1

Silicate Thermal Conductivity km 3.75 W m−1 K−1

Mantle Temperature Tm — K

Silicate Liquidus Temperature Tl see 1600 K

Silicate Solidus Temperature Ts see 2000 K

Silicate Thermal Diffusivity κ 9.16× 10−7 m2 s−1

Silicate Thermal Expansion αE 3× 10−5 K−1

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Description Symbol Value/Formula Dimensions

Stefan Number St see Equation 2.2 —

Complex Shear Modulus µ̄ see Table B.2 Pa

Complex Compliance J̄ µ−1, see Table B.1 Pa−1

Creep Compliance δJ 0.2JU Pa−1

Relaxed Compliance JR JU + δJ Pa−1

Unrelaxed Compliance JU see Equation 2.15 Pa−1

Effective Rigidity µ̃ see Equation 1.41 —

Strain ε — —

Stress ω — Pa

Viscosity η — Pa s

Maxwell Viscosity ηS see Equation 2.14 Pa s

Voigt Viscosity ηP 0.02ηS Pa s

Laplace Resonance

Io’s Mean Motion n1 — radians s−1

Europa’s Mean Motion n2 — radians s−1

Ganymede’s Mean Motion n3 — radians s−1

Change of Longitude of Pericenter $i see Equation 4.3 radians s−1

Laplace Coefficients Ξ1,2 −1.19 & 0.43 —

Laplace Distance Parameter αL a1/a2 = a2/a3 = 0.63 —

Laplace Functions Xi, Yi, Zi see Appendix C —
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Appendix B: Rheological Functions

The relevant functions used to apply each rheology discussed in this study are presented

alongside one another. The complex rigidity (inverse of complex compliance) is used in

the calculation of K2 (or ‘−Im[k̄2]’, see Equation 1.47b). For completeness, we also present

the final values of K2 as well. These K2 describe the response of a planet’s bulk to tidal

stresses as discussed in Section 1.4. Note that we only derive the quadrupole rheological

functions (l = 2). As discussed in Section 5 it may necessary to extend into l > 2 in some

instances. However, we find that restricting our analysis to l = 2 to be sufficient for the

order-of-magnitude comparisons presented throughout this thesis.

Table B.1: Compliance: The compliance, or ‘creep-response’, functions (which we denote

by J̄(t)) for the various rheologies under consideration are shown here in the frequency
domain.

Rheology Creep Function

Maxwell JU −
i

ηSω

Burgers JU −
i

ηSω
+

iδJ

i− δJηPω

Andrade JU −
i

ηSω
+ JU (iJUηSζω)−αα!

Sundberg-Cooper JU −
i

ηSω
+

iδJ

i− δJηPω
+ JU (iJUηSζω)−αα!
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Table B.2: Rigidity: Complex rigidity functions, derived from M̄ = J̄−1 using the complex
compliance functions (J̄(t), see Table B.1). Here M̄ = M1 + iM2, with M1 = N1/D

∗, while
M2 = N2/D

∗. Common denominators D∗ can be found in Table B.3. The presentation of
the formulae here are designed to mimic that of the complex Love number (−Im(k2), see
Table B.4).

Rheology N1 N2

Maxwell JUη
2
Sω

2 ηSω

Burgers

(
1

JU

)(
λ+

JU
δJ

)
ηSω

(
ηP
ηS

+

(
ηP
ηS

)2

+ (ηSωδJ)−2
)

Andrade JUη
2
Sω

2
(
(JUηSωζ)−αC + 1

)
ηSω

(
(JUηSω)1−α ζ−αS + 1

)

Sundberg-Cooper

(
1

JU

)[(
(JUηSωζ)−αC + 1

)
λ+

JU
δJ

]
ηSω

[
(JUηSω)−(1+α) ζ−αSλ+

ηP
ηS

+

(
ηP
ηS

)2

+ (ηSωδJ)−2
]
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Appendix C: Laplace Resonance Evolution Functions &

Coefficients

Here we define the coefficients used in the time evolution of the Laplace resonance, see

Equation 4.4 (modified from Fischer & Spohn, 1990)1. The subscripts 1, 2, 3 correspond,

respectively, to Io, Europa, and Ganymede. The coefficients C1 ≈ −1.19 and C2 ≈ 0.43 are

found from the Laplace coefficients (Brouwer & Clemence, 1961). The ratio of the semi-

major axis of satellite pairs is given by γ = a1/a2 = a2/a3 = 0.63 (Hussmann & Spohn,

2004).

H5 =
1

2

γ6

m1
− 3

2

γ9M3C1

M1M2C2
+ 3

γ8

M2
− 2

γ11C1

M1C2

H6 = −3

2

γ8

M2
+ 3

γ7M1C2

M2M3C1
− 2

γ10

M3
+

1

2

γ5C2

M3C1

X1 =
9

2

R5
J

M
8/3
J G5/3

[
−M1 +X7

(
M1 − 3M2γ

8 + 2M3γ
16
)]

X2 = 63
R5

1

M
2/3
J G5/3

[
1

M1
−X7

(
1

M1
+ 3

γ2

M2

)]

X3 = 63
R5

2

M
2/3
J G5/3

X4 =
3

2

γ8

M2
X7

X5 =
1

2

γ6

M1
−X7H5

X6 =
1

2

γ5C2

M3C1
−X7H6

1We note that in Fischer & Spohn (1990) there appears to be a missing negative in the equation for Y4

and an extraneous negative sign in the equation for Z7. These have been corrected in this appendix.
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X7 =
e23M2C2

e21X8 + e23X9

X8 = 3M3C1γ
3 + 4M2C1γ

5

X9 = M2C2 + 6M1C2γ
2

Y1 =
9

2

R5
J
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[
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(
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Y2 = 63
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M
2/3
J G5/3
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M1
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γ2

M2
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1
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Y4 = − γ8
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3

2

γ8

M2
Y7
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1

2
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M2
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Y6 =
1

2

γ5C2

M3C1
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γ7M1C2

M2M3C1
− γ8

M2
− Y7H6

Y7 =
e21Y8 + e23Y9
e21X8 + e23X9

Y8 = 2M3C1γ
3

Y9 = M2C2 + 4M1C2γ
2

Z1 =
9

2

R5
J

M
8/3
J G5/3

[
−M2γ

8 + 2M3γ
16 − Z7

(
M1 − 3M2γ

8 + 2M3γ
16
)]

Z2 = 63
R5

1

M
2/3
J G5/3

[
− γ2

M2
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(
1

M1
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γ2

M2
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Z3 = X3
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Z4 =
1

2

γ8

M2
− 3

2

γ8

M2
Z7

Z5 = 2
γ11C1

M1C2
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1

2

γ9M3C1
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Z8 = M3C1γ
3 + 4M2C1γ

5

Z9 = 2M1C2γ2
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Appendix D: Eccentricity and Inclination Functions

The eccentricity and inclination functions discussed in Chapter 1.2 are presented below for

reference. Please refer to Chapter 6 of Murray & Dermott (1999) for a detailed discussion

of these functions and how they arise in the tidal potential equation.

l,m, p, q refer to the Fourier summation indices used in the Darwin-Kaula derivation

of the tidal potential. e, I are respectively the eccentricity and inclination of the planet.

For a duel dissipating system: both planets will share the same eccentricity, but may have

different inclinations (Itarg, Ihost) depending on their individual obliquity relative to the

orbital plane.

D.1 Eccentricity Functions

The eccentricity function is related to the Hansen coefficients (Kaula, 1964),

Glpq(e) = X−l−1, l−2pl−2p+q (e). (D.1)

Which can be found using the Newcomb operators, Na, b
c, d (Murray & Dermott, 1999),

Xa, b
c (e) = e|c−b|

∞∑
σ=0

Na, b
σ+α, σ+βe

2σ. (D.2)

Where σ is a summation index and α = max(0, c − b), β = max(0, b − c). We are only

interested in non-hyperbolic orbits (0 ≤ e < 1) so the infinite sum of factors e2σ will,

eventually, converge. Finally, the Newcomb operators are defined recursively,

Na, b
0, 0 = 1, (D.3a)

Na, b
1, 0 = b− a

2
, (D.3b)
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and, for d = 0,

Na, b
c, 0 =

2(2b− a)

4c
Na, b+1
c−1, 0 +

b− a
4c

Na, b+2
c−2, 0 (D.4)

or, for d 6= 0,

Na, b
c, d =

1

4d

[
− 2(2b+ a)Na, b−1

c, d−1 − (b+ a)Na, b−2
c, d−2

− (c− 5d+ 4 + 4b+ a)Na, b
c−1, d−1

+ 2(c− d+ b)
∑
j≥2

(−1)j
(

3/2

j

)
Na, b
c−j, d−j

]
(D.5)

The Newcomb operators have the additional properties that if c < 0 or d < 0 then Na, b
c, d = 0,

and if d > c then Na, b
c, d = Na, −b

d, c .

D.2 Inclination Functions

Flmp(I) =
il−m(l −m)!

2lp!(l − p)!

min(l−m,2l−2p)∑
k=max(0,l−m−2p)

(−1)k

×
(

2l − 2p

k

)(
2p

l −m− k

)(
cos

I

2

)3l−m−2p−2k (
sin

I

2

)m−l+2p+2k

(D.6)

Where i =
√
−1 and k is a summation index.
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D.3 Relevant Truncations

Kaula (1961) provided tables with expansions of the eccentricity and inclination functions

for values of l,m, p, q relevant to the work in this thesis. Only l = 2 is considered and

|q| ≤ 2. We reproduce these in Table D.1, truncated to e4.

Table D.1: A selection of Eccentricity and Inclination functions for val-
ues of l,m, p, q relevant to this thesis. The em-dashes in the inclination
function column indicate that the formula is the same as the one above
it.

l m p q Glpq(e) Flmp(I)

2 0 0 -2 0 −3
8 sin2 I

2 0 0 -1 −1
2e+ 1

16e —

2 0 0 0 1− 5
2e

2 + 13
16e

4 —

2 0 0 1 7
2e− 123

16 e
3 —

2 0 0 2 17
2 e

2 − 115
6 e

4 —

2 0 1 -2 9
4e

2 + 7
4e

4 3
4 sin2 I − 1

2

2 0 1 -1 3
2e+ 27

16e
3 —

2 0 1 0 (1− e2)−3/2 —

2 0 1 1 3
2e+ 27

16e
3 —

2 0 1 2 9
4e

2 + 7
4e

4 —

2 0 2 -2 17
2 e

2 − 115
6 e

4 −3
8 sin2 I

2 0 2 -1 7
2e− 123

16 e
3 —

2 0 2 0 1− 5
2e

2 + 13
16e

4 —

2 0 2 1 −1
2e+ 1

16e
3 —

2 0 2 2 0 —

2 1 0 -2 0 3
4 sin I(1 + cos I)

2 1 0 -1 −1
2e+ 1

16e —

Continued on next page
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Table D.1 – continued from previous page

l m p q Glpq(e) Flmp(I)

2 1 0 0 1− 5
2e

2 + 13
16e

4 —

2 1 0 1 7
2e− 123

16 e
3 —

2 1 0 2 17
2 e

2 − 115
6 e

4 —

2 1 1 -2 9
4e

2 + 7
4e

4 −3
2 sin I cos I

2 1 1 -1 3
2e+ 27

16e
3 —

2 1 1 0 (1− e2)−3/2 —

2 1 1 1 3
2e+ 27

16e
3 —

2 1 1 2 9
4e

2 + 7
4e

4 —

2 1 2 -2 17
2 e

2 − 115
6 e

4 3
4 sin I(cos I − 1)

2 1 2 -1 7
2e− 123

16 e
3 —

2 1 2 0 1− 5
2e

2 + 13
16e

4 —

2 1 2 1 −1
2e+ 1

16e
3 —

2 1 2 2 0 —

2 2 0 -2 0 3
4(1 + cos I)2

2 2 0 -1 −1
2e+ 1

16e —

2 2 0 0 1− 5
2e

2 + 13
16e

4 —

2 2 0 1 7
2e− 123

16 e
3 —

2 2 0 2 17
2 e

2 − 115
6 e

4 —

2 2 1 -2 9
4e

2 + 7
4e

4 3
2 sin2 I

2 2 1 -1 3
2e+ 27

16e
3 —

2 2 1 0 (1− e2)−3/2 —

2 2 1 1 3
2e+ 27

16e
3 —

Continued on next page
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Table D.1 – continued from previous page

l m p q Glpq(e) Flmp(I)

2 2 1 2 9
4e

2 + 7
4e

4 —

2 2 2 -2 17
2 e

2 − 115
6 e

4 3
4(1− cos I)2

2 2 2 -1 7
2e− 123

16 e
3 —

2 2 2 0 1− 5
2e

2 + 13
16e

4 —

2 2 2 1 −1
2e+ 1

16e
3 —

2 2 2 2 0 —
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